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PART I
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
The information contained in this report pertains to the registrant, The KeyW Holding Corporation (KeyW). References in this annual report to “KeyW,” the
“Company,” “we,” “our” and “us” refer to The KeyW Holding Corporation and, unless the context otherwise requires, its subsidiaries.
Unless otherwise specifically stated, the information contained in this report, including but not limited to information contained in “Part I, Item 1 - Business” and
“Part II, Item 7 - Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations,” does not take into account our pending acquisition of
Sotera Defense Systems, announced March 8, 2017.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
The matters discussed in this Annual Report may constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual results, activity levels, performance or
achievements to be materially different from any future results, activity levels, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements. In some cases, you can identify these statements by forward-looking words such as “could”, “expect”, “estimate”, “may”, "plan", “potential”, “will”,
and “would”, or similar words. You should read statements that contain these words carefully because they discuss our future expectations, contain projections of
our future results of operations or of our financial position, or state other forward-looking information. There may be events in the future that we are not able to
predict or control accurately, and numerous factors may cause events, our results of operations, financial performance, achievements, or industry performance, to
differ materially from those reflected in the forward-looking statements. The factors listed in the section captioned “Risk Factors,” contained in this Annual Report,
as well as any cautionary language in this Annual Report, provide examples of such risks, uncertainties, and events.
You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which apply only as of the date of this Annual Report. Subsequent events and
developments may cause our views to change. While we may elect to update the forward-looking statements at some point in the future, we specifically disclaim
any obligation to do so.
Item 1.

BUSINESS

GENERAL OVERVIEW
KeyW is a highly-specialized provider of advanced engineering and technology solutions to support the collection, processing, analysis and dissemination of
information across the full spectrum of the Intelligence, Cyber and Counterterrorism Communities' missions. Our solutions protect our nation and its allies. They
are designed to meet the critical needs of agile intelligence and U.S. government national security priorities through a full range of advanced cyber operations and
training, geospatial intelligence, cloud and data analytics, engineering, and intelligence analysis and operations offerings. Our Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR) solution suite is deployed from an advanced sensor delivery platform. It includes proprietary products, including electro-optical,
hyperspectral and synthetic aperture radar sensors, and other products that we manufacture and integrate with hardware and software to meet unique and evolving
intelligence mission requirements.
KeyW solutions focus on Intelligence Community (IC) customers, including the National Security Agency (NSA), the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency
(NGA), the Army Geospatial Center (AGC) and other agencies within the IC and Department of Defense (DoD). In addition, we provide products and services to
U.S. federal, state and local law enforcement agencies, foreign governments and other entities in the Cyber and Counterterrorism markets. We believe the
combination of our advanced solutions, understanding of the IC's mission; long-standing and successful customer relationships, operational capabilities and highly
skilled, cleared workforce will help expand our footprint in our core markets.
Our core capabilities address the missions of the IC, including:
Advanced Cyber Operations and Training: An integrated approach to solve offensive and defensive cyber operations challenges .
•
•
•

Offensive cyberspace operations that deliver capabilities research and development, operations support and Intel analysis
Defensive cyberspace operations and training focused on capabilities development, secure mobile communication and software and hardware security
engineering
Cyber mission training and exercises providing real-world training sessions to prepare for a wide range of cyber security challenges
1

Geospatial Intelligence: Advanced solutions for collecting, processing and disseminating geospatial intelligence .
•
•
•
•
•

Geospatial systems and analytics design and development to meet unique mission requirements
Airborne intelligence collections to meet remote-sensed data collection and processing needs
Ultra-high resolution imaging systems
Software-reconfigurable radar sensors that are readily adaptable to diverse missions and a wide range of aircraft and ground vehicles
Custom-built sensors tailored to meet the strictest technical and operational requirements

Cloud & Data Analytics: The most current approaches driven by advanced research and development .
•
•
•

Data discovery, transformation and analysis with a proven, adaptable approach
Data management and security solutions developed by data scientists who understand the complexities of handling and sharing sensitive data
Cloud infrastructure and engineering using Software as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service models to provide universal accessibility and improved
manageability

Engineering: Solutions for some of the world's most unique and challenging missions .
•
•

Custom packaging and microelectronics with low- to medium-rate production for virtually any mission
Digital forensics providing unique digital evidence capture and triage devices designed for speed and simplicity

Intelligence Analysis & Operations: Solutions and support for classified missions, systems and facilities designed to collect, analyze, process and use
products of various intelligence sources .
•

We provide Intelligence analysis support in the following areas:
◦ Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
◦ Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)
◦ Counterterrorism (CT)
◦ Cyber Threat Analysis
◦ Counterintelligence (CI)
◦ Human Terrain
◦ All-Source Analysis
◦ System Engineering (SE) Analysis
◦ Document and Material Exploitation (DOMEX)
◦ Imagery Intelligence (IMINT)

As of December 31, 2016 , KeyW had 1,058 employees. For the year ended December 31, 2016 , we derived 94% of our revenue from continuing operations, from
U.S. government customers, including 78% of revenues derived from the IC and special military customers, acting as both prime contractor and subcontractor.
Most of our contracts provide for a total contract period of five years, with an initial contract period of one year and the balance in one-year period renewal options.
Historically, contract renewal options are rarely not exercised.
For 2016 , 2015 and 2014 , our revenue from continuing operations reflecting that of KeyW and our acquisitions, from the date of acquisition, was $ 288 million , $
298 million and $ 279 million , respectively, based on accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (GAAP). Our 2016 revenue from
continuing operations was derived from over 200 contracts (a combination of prime contracts and subcontracts), the 10 largest of which accounted for
approximately 54% of our 2016 actual revenue from continuing operations, with no individual contract accounting for greater than 15% of our 2016 revenue from
continuing operations. For the year ended December 31, 2016 we derived approximately 3% of our revenue from continuing operations from international
customers.
Our Market Opportunity
KeyW solutions and products focus on serving IC customers including the NSA, the NGA, the AGC, and other agencies within the IC and DoD. In addition, we
provide products and services to U.S. federal, state and local law enforcement agencies, foreign governments and other entities in the Cyber and Counter Terrorism
markets.
We believe that KeyW's capabilities and offerings are well-aligned with national security priorities and we have structured our strategic business development
efforts to target these opportunities. The current government fiscal year (GFY) 2017 budget requests approximately $19 billion in cybersecurity funding, up 35%
year-over-year, and we believe that the total addressable DoD
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information technology, or IT, budget is approximately $38.2 billion for GFY 2017. Additionally, approximately $6.8 billion of the GFY 2017 budget request is
earmarked for the DoD's cyberspace operations, an increase of approximately $900 million (or 15%) over GFY 2016. The increase is largely associated with
anticipated growth in the DoD's Cyber Mission Forces and other defensive and offensive cyberspace activities. In addition, we have been successful at identifying,
acquiring and integrating companies with capabilities to address the growing cybersecurity threat and evolving customer missions.
Intelligence
The IC is a constellation of 17 agencies and organizations, including the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, within the Executive Branch that work
both independently and collaboratively to gather and analyze the intelligence necessary to conduct foreign relations and national security activities. The rapid pace
of technological innovation and evolution of the security threat environment — physical and digital — requires highly specialized service providers who can
ensure the IC and DoD maintain their technology leadership position to serve the security interests of the United States. To maintain superiority over adversaries,
there is strong demand from the IC and DoD for cutting-edge technologies in areas such as Signal Processing, Cyber and Intelligence Analysis and Operations.
The IC represented an approximately $72 billion addressable market in GFY 2016. The intelligence budget is divided between the National Intelligence Program
(NIP), managed by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, and the Military Intelligence Program (MIP), managed by the Secretary of Defense. The
NIP, which supports agencies such as the National Reconnaissance Office, the NSA and the Central Intelligence Agency, represented an approximately $54 billion
annual budget in GFY 2016 and has grown at a compounded annual growth rate of approximately 3% since 2006, despite significant government budgetary
pressures. The positive budgetary trends are driven by the need to produce actionable intelligence to combat the evolving asymmetric and widely distributed threat
landscape. Growth is expected to continue, driven by the extreme demands on legacy, non-standardized infrastructure and emergence of new technologies to
collect, transport and store, analyze and operate an increasing amount of data.
Funding areas of the NIP are focused on maintaining technological advancement and superiority in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Sustaining key investments to strengthen intelligence collection and critical operational capabilities supporting counterterrorism, counterintelligence and
counterproliferation;
Protecting the IC's core mission areas and maintaining global coverage to remain vigilant against emerging threats;
Promoting increased intelligence sharing and advancing IC integration through continued investment in enterprise-wide capabilities and use of cloud
technology to facilitate greater efficiency and improve the safeguarding of information across the intelligence information environment; and
Identifying resources for strategic priorities, including advanced technology to improve strategic warning, evolved collection and exploitation capabilities
and increased resiliency.

Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity is receiving increased attention and budget funding at a time when there are widespread and effective threats that demonstrate the vulnerability of
U.S. public and private data and communications networks. Recent headlines highlighting high-profile cases of unauthorized access, digital espionage, identity
theft, malicious code and other cyber-crimes in both public and private sectors have reinforced the need for a more robust cyber security infrastructure. An increase
in hacking attacks on key national security infrastructure systems, such as the DoD computer system, has heightened the need for improved threat protection.
Additionally, the expansion of anti-terrorism efforts to cyberspace highlights the need for improved global cyber coordination and security measures.
The Office of Management and Budget highlights cybersecurity as a key priority for maintaining U.S. national security. The significant increase in overall U.S.
federal resources for cybersecurity supports a broad-based cybersecurity strategy for securing the U.S. government, enhancing the security of critical infrastructure
and important technologies and investing in next-generation tools and workforce. As part of the passage of the Cybersecurity Act of 2015, the Obama
administration implemented the Cybersecurity National Action Plan to develop short-term and long-term actions to improve cybersecurity on national and local
levels.
Counter Terrorism
The war against terrorism has shifted the focus of the IC, the DoD and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) towards utilizing technology-centric weapons and
strategies, data mining and analysis and counterterrorism solutions. The published U.S. National Military Strategy highlights counter terrorism as a joint force
prioritized mission and underscores related initiatives as key investment priorities for the foreseeable future. Similarly, the National Security Strategy highlights
the war against the persistent
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threat of terrorism as a pillar to maintain national security. Counter terrorism is highlighted as the top priority in DHS budget requests.
U.S. Federal Government Contracts
We derive substantially all our revenue from U.S. Government customers. In fiscal years 2016 , 2015 , and 2014 , we generated approximately 94% , 94% and 95%
, respectively, of our total revenue from contracts where the end customer was the U.S. Government, which has a highly structured and regulated competitive
procurement process. Our intelligence and defense customers typically exercise independent contracting authority and do not use General Services Administration
or other government-wide acquisition contracts to obtain our services or products.
Subcontracts accounted for approximately 46% of our revenue in 2016 , and prime contracts accounted for 54%. In 2015 subcontracts accounted for approximately
44% of our revenue and prime contracts accounted for approximately 56% of our revenue. Our prime contracts have been awarded as both sole-source and
competitive awards; our subcontracts have been awarded competitively from prime contractors.
Sole-source award contracts
Under a sole-source award contract, the purchase of goods or services is made from a single source without competitive bidding. It is awarded usually, but not
always, by a federal government agency after soliciting and negotiating with only one firm. These contracts can be negotiated much more quickly than a typical
competitive contract providing there is adequate demonstration of both need and the likelihood that any attempt to obtain bids would only result in one person or
company able to meet the need. Urgency is often the rationale for sole-source contracts. Sole-source contracts may be awarded based on a variety of different
compensation models, including firm-fixed price (FFP), time-and-materials (T&M), cost-plus-fixed-fee, or level-of-effort contracts based on negotiations, risk and
cost uncertainty.
Single award contracts
Under single award contracts with defined statements of work, a federal government agency solicits, qualifies, and then requests proposals from interested
contractors. The agency then evaluates the bids and typically awards the contract to a single contractor for a specified service or product.
Multiple award contracts
Under indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity, or ID/IQ, contracts, a federal government agency can form preferred provider relationships with one or more
contractors. This category includes agency-specific ID/IQ contracts; blanket purchase agreements, or BPAs; government-wide acquisition contracts, or GWACs;
and General Services Administration, or GSA, schedule contracts. These umbrella contracts, often referred to as vehicles, outline the basic terms and conditions
under which federal government agencies may order services. ID/IQ contracts are typically managed by one sponsoring agency, and may be either for the use of a
specific agency or available for use by any other agency of the federal government. ID/IQ contracts available for use by any agency of the federal government are
commonly referred to as GWACs.
Contractors within the industry compete to be pre-selected to perform work under an ID/IQ contract. An ordering agency then issues delivery orders, commonly
known as task orders, for services to be performed under the contract. If the ID/IQ contract has a single prime contractor, only that contractor may be awarded
delivery orders. If the contract has multiple prime contractors, the award of each delivery order typically will be competitively determined among the pre-selected
contractors.
GSA schedules are listings of services and products, along with their respective prices, offered by federal government contractors. The schedules are negotiated
and maintained by the GSA for use by any federal agency or other authorized entity, including state and local governments. When an agency selects services or
products under a GSA schedule contract, the competitive process is limited to qualified GSA schedule contractors.
Contract types
We generate revenue under various types of contracts, which includeT&M, fixed-price-level-of-effort, FFP and cost reimbursable contracts. For the years ended
December 31, 2016 and December 31, 2015 , we derived revenue from such contracts on an actual basis as follows:
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Year ended December 31, 2016
Contract Type

(in millions)

Time & Materials

$

(percentage)

55.6

19.3%

Fixed-Price-Level-of-Effort

59.2

20.6%

Firm-Fixed-Price

80.7

28.0%

Cost Reimbursement

92.5

32.1%

Year ended December 31, 2015
Contract Type

(in millions)

Time & Materials

$

(percentage)

67.7

22.7%

Fixed-Price-Level-of-Effort

64.3

21.6%

Firm-Fixed-Price

79.5

26.7%

Cost Reimbursement

86.4

29.0%

Time-and-materials contracts . Under a T&M contract, we are paid a fixed hourly rate for each direct labor hour expended and we are reimbursed for allowable
material costs and out-of-pocket expenses. To the extent our actual direct labor and associated costs vary in relation to the fixed hourly billing rates among various
labor categories provided in the contract, we will generate profit or we could incur a loss.
Fixed-price-level-of-effort contracts . Fixed-price-level-of-effort contracts are substantially like T&M contracts except that they require a specified level of effort
over a stated period of time.
Firm-fixed-price contracts . FFP contracts provide for a fixed price for specified products, systems and/or services. If actual costs vary from planned costs on a
FFP contract, we generate more or less than the planned amount of profit and may even incur a loss. Our FFP contracts are primarily for our products.
Cost reimbursable contracts . Cost reimbursable contracts provide for reimbursement of our direct contract costs and allowable and allocable indirect costs, plus a
fee.
Backlog
We define backlog to include both funded and unfunded orders for products and services under existing signed contracts, assuming the exercise of all options
relating to those contracts, less the amount of revenue we have previously recognized under those contracts. We define funded backlog as the portion of backlog
for which funding currently is appropriated and obligated to us under a contract or other authorization for payment signed by an authorized purchasing authority.
Unfunded backlog includes all contract options that have been priced but not funded. Unfunded backlog considers contract ceiling value under multiple award
contracts, and includes estimates of future potential delivery orders that might be awarded under multiple award ID/IQ contract vehicles, GWACs or GSA schedule
contracts.
As of December 31, 2016 , our total backlog was $716 million , of which $174 million was funded and $542 million was unfunded. As of December 31, 2015 , our
total backlog was $524 million , of which $103 million was funded and $421 million was unfunded.
Total backlog may fluctuate from period to period depending on our success rate in winning contracts and the timing of contract awards, renewals, modifications
and cancellations. We expect to recognize a substantial portion of our funded backlog as revenue within the next 12 months. However, the U.S. Government may
terminate any contract at any time.
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Customers
We derive substantially all of our revenue from continuing operations from contracts with U.S. government agencies involved with national security missions. For
the year ended December 31, 2016 , our revenue from continuing operations was derived 51% from contracts with the NSA, 16% from contracts with the U.S.
Army, 7% from contracts with the NGA, 18% from contracts with other elements of the DoD excluding the NSA, the U.S. Army and the NGA, 2% from work for
other major intelligence agencies and other intelligence, defense, homeland security and law enforcement organizations and 6% from commercial and international
customers.
Long-term relationships between intelligence customers and contractors develop because of the high level of security clearances required to work on projects and
unique technical requirements of intelligence customers. For example, some members of our management have been working closely with the NSA for over 25
years, during which time they have completed numerous projects and we have several projects currently on-going with the NSA.
Our Competitive Strengths
We believe the following competitive strengths will allow us to take advantage of the trends in our industry:
Ability to develop, field, and operate end-to-end intelligence solutions. Through a combination of acquisitions and organic technology development, KeyW has
assembled a collection of capabilities that when combined, are capable of supporting our customers' end-to-end intelligence mission in airborne, ground and cyber
domains. We intend to leverage these customer-proven capabilities to extend our market penetration to other organizations and agencies, foreign and domestic, and
to drive organic growth.
Focus on core cyber superiority, geospatial intelligence and intelligence strengths. We focus on delivering cyber superiority, geospatial intelligence and
intelligence support to the IC. We deliver a full range of cyber engineering services and solutions, geospatial intelligence services and solutions and cyber
intelligence products. Mastering cyberspace and thereby attaining cyber superiority is a core mission of the IC. We believe that our focus gives our customers
faster and more innovative solutions than those offered by our competitors.
Agile intelligence, cybersecurity and cyber age operations expertise. We have significant experience in building signal and information processing solutions,
cybersecurity, cyber superiority and geospatial intelligence solutions, using agile methodologies for the IC to support mission critical activities and complex
national security problems. Our team has established a strong reputation for responding quickly to customer requirements, and for partnering with our customers to
identify and define these requirements. The changes in the threat environment that have occurred since 2001 have put enormous pressure on the IC to respond more
quickly and in a more integrated way than ever before. We believe that we have a culture of innovation and agility that allows us to respond more quickly and with
greater impact than other organizations.
Successful track record of acquiring and integrating key businesses. Since our founding, we have assembled, through a series of highly selective strategic
acquisitions, a single distinct, integrated and cohesive platform that provides high quality and complementary cybersecurity, cyber superiority and geospatial
intelligence capabilities, solutions and products to meet the demanding needs of our customers' missions.
Strong Intelligence Community experience and network . Our leadership and employees have significant expertise in the IC and a lengthy track record with many
members of the IC. Our insight into the IC's needs and our mission focus allow us to articulate and support our customers' needs as they emerge, placing us at the
forefront of solutions being offered. The senior members of our leadership and technology teams have a record of supporting the IC's programs for the past 20 to
30 years. Our long-term relationships establish the basis of trust required to understand and support mission-critical requirements. During this period, our
executives have gained access to the highest levels of the IC, allowing them to provide thought leadership in the transformation of the intelligence process to
respond to challenges of cyber age operations and a rapidly changing asymmetrical global threat environment.
Skilled employees with high-level security clearances . As of December 31, 2016 , we had 1,058 employees. Approximately 80% of our employees have U.S.
government security clearances, with approximately 73% holding top secret or higher clearance. This concentration of highly-skilled and cleared personnel allows
us to respond quickly to customer requirements and gives us on-going insight into our customers' toughest national security problems. The requirement for these
clearances and the time and process required to attain them are significant barriers to entering this market.
ISR sensor development, rapid deployment and sustainment of airborne collection platforms. Our highly-customized, integrated airborne collection solutions are
lower cost than traditional ISR platforms and complemented by complete flight services and
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ongoing sustainment and logistics support of the collection platforms. We rapidly deploy solutions tailored to meet the most urgent requirements for ISR imagery
in support of tactical missions and rapid mapping of large areas in some of the world's most challenging locations, thus placing us at the center of the trend towards
actionable intelligence.
Our Strategy
Our objective is to continue growing our business by providing affordable, advanced engineering and technology solutions that solve complex problems such as
preventing cyber threats, transforming data into intelligence and combating global terrorism and to leverage our capabilities and innovations in this field to
government intelligence, defense, and federal, state and local civil government customers. Key elements of our strategy to accomplish our continued growth
objective include:
Pursuing strategic, capability-enhancing acquisitions. We will continue to proactively pursue selective strategic acquisitions that expand our intelligence and cyber
platform of capabilities and solutions, provide access to new customers and provide increased scale in a consolidating landscape of providers to the IC. This will
include companies that are leaders in supporting the U.S. intelligence and defense communities, as well as technologies and solutions in cybersecurity and other
areas of innovation that are critical to the transformation of the intelligence and defense communities into cyber age operations and to improve the overall
cybersecurity posture of the intelligence and defense communities.
Leverage IC experience in certain agencies to address new growth markets in the Intelligence, Cyber, and Counterterrorism Communities . KeyW has a
meaningful presence in two of the 17 organizations that make up the IC (including the Office of the Director of National Intelligence) and a modest presence in
three other agencies. A key growth strategy is to leverage the unique capabilities we have developed in our core customers to expand into the agencies where
KeyW does not have a significant presence. We believe the capabilities we have developed for current customers will be attractive to other members of the IC,
enabling a significant growth opportunity for KeyW. To expand our IC presence, we have invested in building a best-in-class business development team with a
proven capability of penetrating new customer agencies and winning large new prime contracts.
Building and leveraging our research and development efforts. We intend to continue utilizing company and customer-funded research and development to
develop technologies, products and solutions that have significant potential for near-term as well as long-term value in the markets we serve. We will continue to
use intellectual property that we create internally or license from other companies in the areas of network traffic intelligence, cybersecurity, cyber intelligence and
geospatial intelligence to build products and solutions to further penetrate the intelligence and defense market.
Competition
We sell our services and products primarily to the intelligence, cyber and counter terrorism communities. The level of security clearances required for this work
limits the range of competitors against whom we compete for customers in these communities. In addition, the number of competitors is limited even further by the
level of technical expertise required to deliver products and services to our government customers. We compete either as prime contractor or as a subcontractor,
depending on the requirements and scope of the project.
Our competitors include both large competitors that offer a broad range of services and capabilities and smaller boutique organizations that are highly focused on
particular capabilities, solutions and customers. Our larger competitors include divisions of large defense contractors such as Lockheed Martin Corporation, The
Boeing Company and Northrop Grumman Corporation. We also face competition from a number of large, well-established government contractors such as Leidos
Inc., Booz Allen Hamilton Corporation, CACI International, Inc. and others. The smaller competitors are generally privately held corporations with strong
capabilities in delivering specific elements of a solution for a narrow range of customers. See “Risk Factors” for a description of the various risks we may face
from our competitors.
Manufacturing
Our manufacturing capabilities support modest volume product manufacturing consistent with our customers' needs for products that evolve rapidly and on a
regular basis. We use a combination of in-house resources and contract manufacturing support provided by third parties. We believe that this approach to our
manufacturing needs allows us to carefully manage capital investment while maintaining our ability to meet surges in the volume of customer requirements.
Research and Development
Innovation is an important part of our business model. We look for opportunities to create long-term growth opportunities, on a sole-source basis, by leveraging
our in-depth knowledge of our customers' missions and needs, and our ability to use internal research and development (IR&D). Our product and solutions
business has evolved through a combination of customer development
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and IR&D. We frequently develop a core capability or technology and then customize this capability or technology to meet specific customer requirements.
Our research and development, or R&D, consists of IR&D that is an allowable expense under U.S. Government contracts and research and development that is
performed at our expense. Spending on R&D activities may vary, depending on the opportunities that we see and customer requirements. Research and
development costs totaled $4.6 million , $3.4 million and $4.6 million for years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 , respectively. As a percent of revenue
R&D was 1.6% , 1.2% and 1.7% for the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 .
Intellectual Property
We own seven patents and have four pending patent applications. We have twelve federally registered trademarks, one pending federal trademark registration
applications, and four registered copyrights. As we develop intellectual property, we make a determination, with the support of outside patent counsel, of the best
manner in which to protect it whether through patent or copyright, or as trade secret. When we acquire companies that have developed intellectual property and
have patents pending, we make a determination, with the support of outside patent counsel, of whether we need to continue pursuing the pending patent
applications. In conjunction with several of our products, we have developed intellectual property that we are protecting as trade secrets. We have made this
determination based on the costs and risks involved, as well as on the pace at which changes are being made to the products. As we build our solutions and
products, we also make use of third-party intellectual property for which we purchase licenses, as necessary. We integrate technology, including hardware and
software, based on designs and architectures that we develop with our customers.
Regulatory Matters
We must comply with laws and regulations relating to the formation, administration, and performance of U.S. Government contracts. The Federal Acquisition
Regulation, or FAR, which mandates uniform policies and procedures for U.S. Government acquisitions and purchased services, governs the majority of our
contracts. Individual agencies also have acquisition regulations that provide implementing language for the FAR or that supplement the FAR.
Other federal regulations require certification and disclosure of cost or pricing data in connection with contract negotiations for certain types of contracts, define
allowable and unallowable costs, govern reimbursement rights under cost-based contracts, and restrict the use, dissemination and exportation of products and
information classified for national security purposes.
A substantial portion of the Company’s revenue and costs are subject to audit by the U.S. Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA). Billings under government
contracts are based on provisional rates that permit recovery of allowable overhead, and general and administrative expenses not exceeding certain limits. These
rates are subject to review by the government on an annual basis. When final determination and approval of the allowable rates have been made, billings may be
adjusted. Incurred cost audits through December 31, 2010 have been completed without material adjustment to proposed costs.
Our federal government business is also subject to laws, regulations, and executive orders restricting the use and dissemination of classified information and, under
U.S. export control laws, the export of certain products and technical data.
Additionally, federal government contracts, by their terms, generally can be terminated at any time by the federal government, without cause, for the convenience
of the federal government. If a federal government contract is so terminated, we would be entitled to receive compensation for the services provided and costs
incurred through the time of termination, plus settlement expenses and a negotiated amount of profit. Federal government contractors who fail to comply with
applicable U.S. Government procurement-related statutes and regulations may be subject to potential contract termination, suspension and debarment from
contracting with the U.S. Government, or other remedies. See “Risk Factors” for a description of the various risks we may face regarding laws and regulations
relating to U.S. Government contracts.
2016 Developments
During 2016, we continued to establish the Company as a viable and competitive entity within our target markets in part by growing our prime contract base. We
intend to continue our acquisition strategy as we find the right complementary companies at the right price.
During the first quarter of 2016, we completed the sale of our Systems Engineering and Technical Assistance (SETA) business. The SETA business was not
deemed an individually significant component of our Company. Management decided to sell the SETA business in connection with the ongoing strategic review of
our overall business, through which we have determined that the growth potential of both KeyW's core business and the SETA business could be maximized if the
two businesses were separated. The sale of the SETA business eliminated KeyW’s conflicts at two key government agencies and will allow our Company to focus
100% on technology development opportunities across the Intelligence Community. However, the sale of SETA did not represent
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a strategic shift that will have a major effect on our operations and financial results and, accordingly, the business historical results and the gain on sale were
classified within continuing operations on our Consolidated Statements of Operations. Because the sale of SETA was not deemed a discontinued operation, its
assets and liabilities of the business were not reclassified as held for sale on our December 31, 2015, balance sheet.
During the second quarter of 2016, the Company sold the Hexis Cyber Solutions, Inc. ("Hexis") business in its entirety. The Hexis business marketed our
HawkEye products and related maintenance and services to the commercial cyber sector and comprised our entire former Commercial Cyber Solutions reportable
segment. Our Commercial Cyber Solutions segment is reflected in the accompanying consolidated financial statements as a discontinued operation, and all the
financial data in this filing has been recast to present our Commercial Cyber Solutions segment as a discontinued operation for all periods presented (refer to Note
16 - Businesses Held for Sale, Discontinued Operations and Dispositions to the Consolidated Financial Statements in Item 15 of this Annual Report for more
information).
Corporate Information
We are a holding company and conduct our operations through The KeyW Corporation and its subsidiaries. We were incorporated in Maryland in December 2009.
The KeyW Corporation was incorporated in Maryland in May 2008 and became our wholly-owned subsidiary in December 2009 as part of a corporate
restructuring.
The address of our principal executive office is 7740 Milestone Parkway, Suite 400, Hanover, Maryland 21076 and our general telephone number is (443) 7731600. Our web site address is www.keywcorp.com . We make available free of charge on or through our Internet website, our annual report on Form 10-K,
quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8-K, and amendments to those reports filed or furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the
Exchange Act as soon as reasonably practicable after we electronically file such material with, or furnish it to, the SEC. The information on, or accessed through,
our web site is not part of this or any other report we file with or furnish to the SEC.
Item 1A.

RISK FACTORS

You should carefully consider the following risks and all other information contained in this annual report, including our financial statements and the related
notes, before investing in our common stock. The risks and uncertainties described below are not the only ones we face. Additional risks and uncertainties that we
are unaware of, or that we currently believe are not material, also may become important factors that affect us. If any of the following risks materialize, our
business, financial condition and results of operations could be materially harmed. In that case, the trading price of our common stock could decline, and you may
lose some or all of your investment.
Investing in our common stock involves a high degree of risk. Before investing in our common stock, you should carefully consider the following risks as well as all
other information contained in this Annual Report.
Risks Relating to Our Business
We currently rely on sales to the U.S. Government for substantially all of our revenue. If our relationships with U.S. Government agencies were harmed, our
business, future revenue and growth prospects would be adversely affected.
We derive substantially all of our revenue from our U.S. Government customers. For the fiscal years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 , and 2014 , we generated
94% , 94% and 95% , respectively, of our total revenue from contracts with the U.S. Government, either as a prime contractor or a subcontractor. We expect that
U.S. Government contracts will continue to be the primary source of our revenue for the foreseeable future. Our reputation and relationship with the U.S.
Government, and in particular with the agencies of the U.S. Intelligence Community and the Department of Defense (DoD), are key factors in maintaining and
growing our revenue. For example, in 2016 , on a GAAP basis, 51% of our revenue was derived from contracts for the NSA, 16% from contracts with the U.S.
Army, 7% from contracts with the NGA, 18% from contracts with other elements of the DoD excluding the NSA, the U.S. Army and the NGA, 2% from work for
other major intelligence agencies and other intelligence, defense, homeland security and law enforcement organizations, and 6% from commercial and international
customers.
Our business, prospects, financial condition and/or operating results would be materially harmed if:
•

we were to lose, or there were to occur a significant reduction in, U.S. Government funding of one or more programs for which we are the prime
contractor or in which we participate;

•

we were suspended or debarred from contracting with the U.S. Government; or

•

our reputation, relationships, or the reputations or relationships of our senior managers with the U.S. Government agencies with which we currently do
business or seek to do business is impaired.
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A decline in U.S. Government spending and mission priorities may adversely affect our future revenue and limit our growth prospects.
Continued U.S. Government expenditures on intelligence, defense and other programs for which we provide support are critically important for our business.
While spending authorizations for intelligence and defense-related programs by the government have increased in recent years due to greater homeland security
and foreign military commitments, and to a general outsourcing trend, these spending levels may not be sustainable and could significantly decline. Future levels of
expenditures, authorizations, and appropriations for programs we support may decrease or shift to programs in areas where we do not currently provide services, or
contract opportunities may be in-sourced to be performed by U.S. Government employees. Changes in spending authorizations, appropriations, and budgetary
priorities could also occur due to a shift in the number, and intensity, of potential and ongoing conflicts, the rapid growth of the federal budget deficit, increasing
political pressure to reduce overall levels of government spending, shifts in spending priorities from intelligence and defense-related programs as a result of
competing demands for federal funds, or other factors. Our business prospects, financial condition or operating results could be materially harmed among other
causes by the following:
•

budgetary constraints affecting U.S. Government spending generally, or specific departments or agencies in particular, and changes in available funding
(such as federal government sequestration (automatic spending cuts);

•

changes in U.S. Government programs or requirements; and

•

U.S. Government shutdown (such as that which occurred during the government's 2014 fiscal year) and other potential delays in the appropriations
process.

These or other factors could cause U.S. Government agencies and departments to reduce their purchases under contracts, exercise their right to terminate contracts,
or not exercise options to renew contracts, any of which could cause us to lose revenue. A significant decline in overall U.S. Government spending, or a shift in
expenditures away from agencies or programs that we support, could cause a material decline in our revenue.
We depend on U.S. Government contract awards that are only partially funded and which depend upon annual budget appropriations. A delay in the
completion of the U.S. Government's budget process or the impact of sequestration, (automatic spending cuts), could delay procurement of the services and
solutions we provide and have an adverse effect on our future revenue.
Budget decisions made by the U.S. Government are outside of our control and could have significant consequences for our business. Funding for U.S. Government
contract awards is subject to Congressional appropriations. Although multi-year awards may be planned or authorized in connection with major procurements,
Congress generally appropriates funds on a fiscal year basis even though a program may be expected to continue for several years. Consequently, awards often
initially receive only partial funding, and additional funds are committed only as Congress makes further appropriations. In some circumstances, we may elect to
continue working on a contract that is awaiting additional incremental funding, because we expect the funding to be forthcoming soon, but this may place us at risk
of not being paid if additional funding is not subsequently added to the contract. The termination of funding for any of our U.S. Government prime contracts or
subcontracts could result in a loss of anticipated future revenue attributable to that program and a reduction in our cash flows and could have an adverse impact on
our operating results.
In years when the U.S. Government does not complete its budget process before the end of its fiscal year on September 30, government operations are typically
funded pursuant to a “continuing resolution” that authorizes agencies of the U.S. Government to continue to operate, but does not authorize new spending
initiatives. When the U.S. Government operates under a continuing resolution, delays can occur in the procurement of the services and solutions that we provide.
When supplemental budgets are required to operate the U.S. Government and passage of legislation needed to approve any supplemental budget is delayed, the
overall funding environment for our business could be adversely affected.
The U.S. Government may modify, curtail or terminate our contracts at any time prior to their completion and, if we do not replace them, we may be unable to
sustain our revenue growth and may suffer a decline in revenue.
Many of the U.S. Government programs in which we participate as a contractor or subcontractor may extend for several years. These programs are normally
funded on an incremental basis. Under our contracts, the U.S. Government generally has the right not to exercise options to extend or expand our contracts and
may modify, curtail or terminate the contracts and subcontracts at its convenience.
If the U.S. Government terminates a contract for convenience, we may recover only our reasonably incurred or committed allowable costs, settlement expenses and
profit on work completed prior to the termination. We cannot recover anticipated future profits on terminated work. If the U.S. Government terminates a contract
for default, we may not recover each of those types of costs, and
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instead may be liable for excess costs incurred by the U.S. Government in procuring undelivered items and services from another source.
Any decision by the U.S. Government not to exercise contract options or to modify, curtail or terminate our major programs or contracts would adversely affect our
revenue and revenue growth.
We may not realize as revenue the full amounts reflected in our backlog, which could adversely affect our future revenue and growth prospects.
As of December 31, 2016 , our total backlog was $716 million , which included $542 million in unfunded backlog. As of December 31, 2015 , our total backlog
was $524 million , which included $421 million in unfunded backlog. The U.S. Government's ability not to exercise contract options or to modify, curtail or
terminate our major programs or contracts makes the calculation of backlog subject to numerous uncertainties. Due to the uncertain nature of our contracts with the
U.S. Government, we may never realize revenue from some of the engagements that are included in our backlog. Our unfunded backlog, in particular, contains
amounts that we may never realize as revenue because the maximum contract value specified under a U.S. Government contract or task order awarded to us is not
necessarily indicative of the revenue that we will realize under that contract. If we fail to realize revenue amounts included in our backlog, our future revenue and
growth prospects may be adversely affected. For additional information on our backlog, see “Business — U.S. Federal Government Contracts — Backlog.”
If we fail to comply with complex procurement laws and regulations, we could lose business and be liable for various penalties or sanctions.
We must comply with laws and regulations relating to the formation, administration and performance of federal government contracts. These laws and regulations
affect how we conduct business with our federal government customers. In complying with these laws and regulations, we may incur significant costs, and the U.S.
Government may impose additional fines and penalties, including contractual damages, in the event of our non-compliance. Among the more significant laws and
regulations affecting our business are the following:
•

the Federal Acquisition Regulation, which comprehensively regulates the formation, administration and performance of federal government contracts;

•

the Truth in Negotiations Act, which requires certification and disclosure of all cost and pricing data in connection with cost-type contracts;

•

the Cost Accounting Standards and Cost Principles, which impose accounting requirements that govern our right to reimbursement under certain costbased federal government contracts; and

•

laws, regulations and executive orders restricting the use and dissemination of classified information and, under U.S. export control laws, the export of
certain products and technical data.

Our contracting agency customers periodically review our performance under and compliance with the terms of our federal government contracts. If we fail to
comply with these laws and regulations or if a government review or investigation uncovers improper or illegal activities, we may be subject to civil or criminal
penalties or administrative sanctions, including:
•

termination of contracts;

•

forfeiture of profits;

•

cost associated with triggering of price reduction clauses;

•

suspension of payments;

•

fines; and

•

suspension or debarment from doing business with the U.S. Government.

Additionally, the False Claims Act provides for potentially substantial civil and criminal penalties where, for example, a contractor presents a false or fraudulent
claim to the U.S. Government for payment or approval. Actions under the False Claims Act may be brought by the U.S. Government or by other persons on behalf
of the U.S. Government (who may then share a portion of any recovery).
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Because the majority of all of our revenue is dependent on our selection, performance and payment under our U.S. Government contracts, the loss of one or more
large contracts or any suspension or debarment from doing business with U.S. Government agencies would result in a loss of anticipated future revenue from U.S.
Government contracts and a reduction in cash flows and would have a material adverse effect on our operating results.
U.S. Government contracts contain other provisions that may be unfavorable to contractors.
Beyond the right to terminate a contract for convenience or decline to exercise an option to renew, U.S. Government contracts contain provisions and are subject to
laws and regulations that give the U.S. Government rights and remedies not typically found in commercial contracts. These provisions, laws and regulations permit
the U.S. Government to do (among other things) the following:
•

reduce or modify contracts or subcontracts;

•

cancel multi-year contracts and related orders if funds for contract performance for any subsequent year become unavailable;

•

claim certain rights (including, under certain circumstances, certain intellectual property rights) in products and systems produced by us; and

•

suspend or debar us from doing business with the U.S. Government.

If the U.S. Government exercises its rights under any of these provisions, our ability to operate or our competitive advantage could be hindered, and our revenue
and net income could decline and our operating results could be materially adversely affected.
Further, U.S. Government contracts and certain laws and regulations, including without limitation, the International Traffic in Arms regulations and laws and
contract restrictions relating to classified information, and contain provisions that may restrict our ability to provide our products and services to third parties.
These restrictions may prevent us from leveraging our products, services, intellectual property, know-how or other revenue-generating aspects of our business or
our acquisitions to the fullest extent in the commercial sector and/or foreign markets and customers.
The U.S. Government may revise its procurement or other practices in a manner adverse to us.
The U.S. Government may revise its procurement practices or adopt new contracting rules and regulations, such as cost accounting standards. It could also adopt
new contracting methods relating to General Services Administration (GSA) contracts, or other government-wide acquisition contracts (GWACs), or adopt new
standards for contract awards intended to achieve certain social or other policy objectives. In addition, the U.S. Government may face restrictions from new
legislation or regulations, as well as pressure from U.S. Government employees and their unions, on the nature and amount of services the U.S. Government may
obtain from private contractors. These changes could impair our ability to obtain new contracts or to continue to retain contracts under which we currently perform
when and if those contracts are put up for renewed competitive bidding. Any new contracting methods could be costly or administratively difficult for us to
implement, and, as a result, could harm our operating results.
Audits by U.S. Government agencies could result in unfavorable audit results that could subject us to a variety of penalties and sanctions, and could harm our
reputation and relationships with our customers and negatively impact cash flows.
U.S. Government agencies, including the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) and others, routinely audit and review contractors' performance on contracts,
cost structure, pricing practices and compliance with applicable laws, regulations and standards. They also review the adequacy of, and a contractor's compliance
with, its internal control systems and policies, including the contractor's accounting, billing, cost, purchasing, property, estimating, compensation, management
information system and other systems. Any costs found to be improperly allocated to a specific contract will not be reimbursed, while such costs already
reimbursed must be refunded. Adverse findings in a DCAA audit could materially affect our competitive position and result in a substantial adjustment to our
revenue and net income.
If a U.S. Government audit uncovers improper or illegal activities, we may be subject to civil and criminal penalties and administrative sanctions, including
termination of contracts, forfeiture of net income, suspension of payments, fines and suspension or debarment from doing business with U.S. Government
agencies. In addition, we could suffer serious harm to our reputation and competitive position if allegations of impropriety were made against us, whether true or
not. If our reputation or relationship with U.S. Government agencies were impaired, or if the U.S. Government otherwise ceased doing business with us or
significantly decreased the amount of business it does with us, our revenue and net income would decline and our operating results could be materially adversely
affected.
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A significant portion of our revenue and net income is derived from a few key programs. The loss of any one or more of these programs could cause a material
decline in our operating results.
For the year ended December 31, 2016 , and the year ended December 31, 2015 , our 10 largest programs accounted for a total of $156 million and $158 million,
respectively, or 54% and 53% of our total revenue, respectively. Although we have been successful in continuing work on most of our large programs in the past,
there is no assurance that we will be able to do so in the future. The revenue stream from one or more of these programs could end for a number of reasons,
including the completion of the customer's requirements, the completion or early termination of our current program, the consolidation of our work into another
program under which we are not a contractor, or the loss of a competitive bid for the follow-on work related to our current program. If any of these events were to
occur, we could experience an unexpected, significant reduction in revenue and net income.
We derive significant revenue from contracts awarded through a competitive bidding process involving substantial costs and risks. Due to this competitive
pressure, we may be unable to sustain our revenue growth and profitability.
We expect a significant portion of the business that we will seek in the foreseeable future will be awarded through competitive bidding. The competitive bidding
process involves substantial costs and a number of risks, including the significant cost and managerial time to prepare bids and proposals for contracts that may not
be awarded to us and our failure to accurately estimate the resources and costs that will be required to fulfill any contract we win. In addition, following a contract
award, we may encounter significant expense, delay or contract modifications as a result of our competitors protesting or challenging contracts awarded to us in
competitive bidding. In addition, multi-award contracts require that we make sustained post-award efforts to obtain task orders under the contract. We may not be
able to obtain task orders or recognize revenue under these multi-award contracts. Our failure to compete effectively in this procurement environment would
adversely affect our revenue and/or profitability.
Our overseas operations involve considerable risks and hazards. An accident or incident involving our employees or third parties could harm our reputation,
affect our ability to compete for business, and if not adequately insured or indemnified, could adversely affect our results of operations and financial condition.
We are exposed to liabilities that arise from some of the services we provide. Such liabilities may relate to an accident or incident involving our employees or third
parties, particularly where we are deployed on-site at active military installations in locations experiencing political or civil unrest, or they may relate to an
accident or incident involving aircraft or other equipment we have serviced or used in the course of our business. Any of these types of accidents or incidents could
involve significant potential claims of injured employees and other third parties and claims relating to loss or of damage to government or third-party property.
We maintain insurance policies that mitigate risk and potential liabilities related to our operations. Our insurance coverage may not be adequate to cover those
claims or liabilities, and we may be forced to bear substantial costs from an accident or incident. Substantial claims in excess of our related insurance coverage
could adversely affect our operating performance and may result in additional expenses and possible loss of revenue.
Furthermore, any accident or incident for which we are liable, even if fully insured, may result in negative publicity which could adversely affect our reputation
among our customers, including our U.S. Government customers, and the public, which could result in the loss of existing and future contracts or make it more
difficult to compete effectively for future contracts. This could adversely affect our operating performance and may result in additional expenses and possible loss
of revenue.
We face intense competition from many competitors that, among other things, have greater resources than we do.
We operate in highly competitive markets and generally encounter intense competition to win contracts and task orders. We compete with many other firms,
ranging from small, specialized firms to mid-tier technology firms and large, diversified firms, many of which have substantially greater financial, management
and marketing resources than we do. Significant competitors include divisions of large defense contractors such as Lockheed Martin Corporation, The Boeing
Company and Northrop Grumman Corporation. We also face competition from a number of large, well-established U.S. Government contractors such as Leidos,
Inc., CACI International Inc. and others. Our competitors may be able to provide our customers with different or greater capabilities or benefits than we can in
areas such as technical qualifications, past contract performance, geographic presence, price and the availability of qualified professional personnel. Our failure to
compete effectively because of any of these or other factors could cause our revenue and operating profits to decline. In addition, our competitors also have
established or may establish relationships among themselves or with third parties to increase their ability to address our customers' needs. Accordingly, it is
possible that new competitors or alliances among competitors may emerge that would compete with us more effectively than they do currently.
Our earnings and profitability may vary based on the mix of our contracts and may be adversely affected by our failure to accurately estimate and manage
costs, time and resources.
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We generate revenue under various types of contracts, which include time and materials (T&M), fixed-price-level-of-effort, firm-fixed-price (FFP), cost
reimbursable contracts, and commercial software license and related service contracts. For the years ended December 31, 2016 and December 31, 2015 , we
derived revenue from such contracts on an actual basis as follows:
Year ended December 31, 2016
Contract Type

(in millions)

Time & Materials

$

(percentage)

55.6

19.3%

Fixed-Price-Level-of-Effort

59.2

20.6%

Firm-Fixed-Price

80.7

28.0%

Cost Reimbursement

92.5

32.1%

Year ended December 31, 2015
Contract Type

(in millions)

Time & Materials

$

(percentage)

67.7

22.7%

Fixed-Price-Level-of-Effort

64.3

21.6%

Firm-Fixed-Price

79.5

26.7%

Cost Reimbursement

86.4

29.0%

Our earnings and profitability may vary materially depending on changes in the proportionate amount of revenue derived from each type of contract, the nature of
services or products provided, as well as the achievement of performance objectives and the stage of performance at which the right to receive fees, particularly
under incentive and award fee contracts, is finally determined. Cost reimbursement and T&M contracts generally have lower profitability than FFP contracts. Our
operating results in any period may be affected, positively or negatively, by variable purchasing patterns by our customers of our more profitable border, port and
mobile security products.
To varying degrees, there is a risk that we could underestimate the costs and resources necessary to fulfill each of our contract types. While FFP contracts allow us
to benefit from cost savings, these contracts also increase our exposure to the risk of cost overruns. When making proposals on these types of contracts, we rely
heavily on our estimates of costs and timing for completing the associated projects, as well as on assumptions regarding technical issues. In each case, our failure
to accurately estimate costs or the resources and technology needed to perform our contracts or to effectively manage and control our costs during the performance
of our work could result, and in some instances has resulted, in reduced profits or in losses. More generally, any increased or unexpected costs or unanticipated
delays in connection with the performance of our contracts, including costs and delays caused by contractual disputes or other factors outside of our control, could
make our contracts less profitable or unprofitable.
We have made and may continue to make acquisitions and divestitures that involve numerous risks and uncertainties.
Historically, part of our growth strategy has relied on acquisitions. We expect to selectively pursue acquisitions and upon completion to integrate those businesses
into our existing operations. We intend to seek acquisition opportunities both to expand into new markets and to enhance our position in our existing markets.
However, our ability to make acquisitions will depend on a number of steps, including our ability to:
•

identify suitable acquisition candidates;

•

negotiate appropriate acquisition terms;

•

obtain debt or equity financing that we may need to complete proposed acquisitions;

•

complete the proposed acquisitions; and

•

integrate the acquired business into our existing operations.

In addition, acquisitions involve numerous risks, including difficulties in the assimilation of the operations accounting systems, technologies, services and products
of the acquired company, the potential loss of key employees of the acquired company and the diversion of our management's attention from other business
concerns. This is the case particularly in the fiscal quarters
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immediately following the completion of an acquisition to the extent the operations of the acquired business are integrated into the acquiring businesses' operations
during this period. We cannot be sure that we will accurately anticipate all of the changing demands that any future acquisition may impose on our management,
our operational and management information systems, and our financial systems.
We may underestimate or fail to discover liabilities relating to a future acquisition during due diligence and we, as the successor owner, might be responsible for
any such liabilities. Although we seek to minimize the impact of underestimated or potential undiscovered liabilities by structuring acquisitions to minimize
liabilities and obtaining indemnities and warranties from the selling party, these methods may not fully protect us from the impact of undiscovered liabilities.
Indemnities or warranties are often limited in scope, amount or duration, and may not fully cover the liabilities for which they were intended. The liabilities that are
not covered by the limited indemnities or warranties could have a material adverse effect on our business and financial condition. In addition, acquisitions can raise
potential Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) issues that can impact the nature and timing of the acquisition or the acquiring entity's ability to compete for
future contracts where the acquired entity may have been involved.
In addition, we have divested, and may in the future divest, businesses that are no longer a part of our ongoing strategic plan. These divestitures similarly require
significant investment of time and resources, may disrupt our business, distract management from other responsibilities and may result in losses on disposal or
continued financial involvement in the divested business, including through indemnification, guarantee or other financial arrangements, for a period of time
following the transaction, which could adversely affect our financial results.
We have a substantial investment in recorded goodwill as a result of our acquisitions, and changes in future business conditions could cause these investments
to become impaired, requiring substantial write-downs that could reduce our net income or increase our net loss.
As of December 31, 2016 , goodwill accounted for $291 million , or 65% of our recorded total assets on an actual basis. We review our goodwill for impairment
annually and when events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value may not be recoverable. We evaluate our goodwill at the reporting unit level,
which for us is the same as our segments. The annual impairment test is based on several factors requiring judgment. Principally, a decrease in expected cash flows
or changes in market conditions may indicate potential impairment of recorded goodwill. If goodwill became impaired, we could record a significant charge to
earnings in our financial statements during the period in which impairment of our goodwill is determined, which would significantly reduce or eliminate our net
income.
Servicing our debt requires a significant amount of cash, and we may not have sufficient cash flow from our business to pay our substantial debt.
Our ability to pay interest on or to refinance our indebtedness, including our convertible notes, depends on our future performance, which is subject to economic,
financial, competitive and other factors beyond our control. Our business may not continue to generate cash flow from operations in the future sufficient to service
our debt and make necessary capital expenditures. If we are unable to generate such cash flow, we may be required to adopt one or more alternatives, such as
selling assets, restructuring debt or obtaining additional equity capital on terms that may be onerous or highly dilutive. Our ability to refinance our indebtedness
will depend on the capital markets and our financial condition at such time. We may not be able to engage in any of these activities or engage in these activities on
desirable terms, which could result in a default on our debt obligations.
We may require additional capital to finance our growth. If the terms on which the additional capital is available are unsatisfactory or if the additional capital
is not available at all or we are not able to fully access our existing credit facility we may not be able to pursue our growth strategy.
Our growth strategy may require additional capital investment to complete acquisitions, integrate any completed acquisitions into our existing operations, and to
expand into new markets.
To the extent that we do not generate sufficient cash internally to provide the capital we require to fund our growth strategy and future operations, we will require
additional debt or equity financing. We cannot be sure that this additional financing will be available or, if available, will be on terms acceptable to us. Further,
high volatility in the equity markets may make it difficult for us to access the equity markets for additional capital at attractive prices, if at all. If we are unable to
obtain sufficient additional capital in the future, it may limit our ability to implement our business strategy. Continued issues resulting from the current global
financial crisis and economic downturn involving liquidity and capital adequacy affecting lenders could affect our ability to fully access our existing credit
facilities. In addition, even if future debt financing is available, it may result in (1) increased interest expense, (2) increased term loan payments, (3) increased
leverage, and (4) decreased income available to fund further acquisitions and expansion. It may also limit our ability to withstand competitive pressures and make
us more vulnerable to economic downturns. If future equity financing is available, it may dilute the equity interests of our existing stockholders.
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If we are unable to manage our growth, our business could be adversely affected.
Achieving our plans for growth will place significant demands on our management, as well as on our administrative, operational, and financial resources. For us to
successfully manage our growth, we must continue to improve our operational, financial and management information systems and expand, motivate and manage
our workforce. If we are unable to successfully manage our growth without compromising the quality of our services and products, our business, prospects,
financial condition or operating results could be adversely affected.
We are dependent on the continued services and performance of our senior management, the loss of any of whom could adversely affect our business,
operating results and financial condition.
We believe that our future performance depends on the continued services and continuing contributions of our senior management to execute our business plan,
and to identify and pursue new opportunities successfully. In addition, the relationships and reputation that many members of our senior management team have
established and maintain with federal government personnel contribute to our ability to maintain strong customer relationships. Therefore, the loss of services of
senior management could significantly delay or prevent the achievement of our development and strategic objectives.
Our failure to attract, train and retain skilled employees with (or who can obtain) appropriate security clearances would adversely affect our ability to execute
our strategy.
Our business involves the development of tailored solutions for our customers, a process that relies heavily upon the expertise and services of our employees. Our
continued success depends on our ability to recruit and retain sufficient numbers of highly qualified individuals who have advanced engineering and information
technology skills, specialized knowledge of customer missions and appropriate security clearances, and who work well with our U.S. Government customers. Due
to our growth and increased competition for experienced personnel, particularly in highly specialized areas, it has become more difficult for us to meet our needs
for these employees in a timely manner and this may affect our growth in the current fiscal year and in future years. Although we intend to continue to devote
significant resources to recruit, train and retain qualified employees, we may not be able to attract and retain these employees. Any failure to do so could impair our
ability to perform our contractual obligations efficiently and timely meet our customers' needs and win new business, which could adversely affect our future
results. Our overall employee attrition rate for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015 , on an actual basis, was 16% and 15%, respectively.
In addition, the relationships and reputation that many members of our senior management team have established and maintain with U.S. Government personnel
contribute to our ability to maintain good customer relationships and to identify new business opportunities. The loss of key personnel may impair our ability to
obtain new U.S. Government awards or adequately perform under our current U.S. Government contracts. We also rely on the skills and expertise of our senior
technical development personnel, the loss of any of whom could prevent us from completing current development projects and restrict new development projects.
We currently do not maintain “key person” insurance on any of our executives or key employees.
Our business depends upon obtaining and maintaining required security clearances.
Many of our federal government contracts require our employees to maintain various levels of security clearances, and we are required to maintain certain facility
security clearances complying with Department of Defense and Intelligence Community requirements. Obtaining and maintaining security clearances for
employees involves lengthy processes, and it is difficult to identify, recruit and retain employees who already hold security clearances. If our employees are unable
to obtain or retain security clearances or if our employees who hold security clearances terminate employment with us and we are unable to find replacements with
equivalent security clearances, we may be unable to perform our obligations to customers whose work requires cleared employees, or such customers could
terminate their contracts or decide not to renew them upon their expiration. In addition, we expect that many of the contracts on which we will bid will require us
to demonstrate our ability to obtain facility security clearances and perform work with employees who hold specified types of security clearances. To the extent we
are not able to obtain or retain facility security clearances or engage employees with the required security clearances for a particular contract, we may not be able to
bid on or win new contracts, maintain existing contracts or effectively re-bid on expiring contracts.
Employee misconduct, including security breaches, could cause us to lose customers or our ability to contract with the U.S. Government.
Misconduct, fraud or other improper activities by our employees could have a significant adverse impact on our business and reputation, particularly because we
are a U.S. Government contractor. Such misconduct could include the failure to comply with U.S. Government procurement regulations, regulations regarding the
protection of classified information, legislation regarding the pricing of labor and other costs in U.S. Government contracts, and any other applicable laws or
regulations. Employee or former employee misconduct involving data security lapses or breaches of confidentiality resulting in the compromise of our or our
customer's sensitive or classified information could result in remediation costs, in regulatory sanctions against us and in serious
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harm to our reputation. The precautions we take to prevent and detect these activities may not be effective, and we could face unknown risks or losses. Our failure
to comply with applicable laws or regulations or misconduct by any of our employees could subject us to fines and penalties, loss of security clearances and
suspension or debarment from contracting with the U.S. Government, any of which would adversely affect our business and reputation.
Our quarterly operating results are likely to vary significantly and be unpredictable, which could cause the trading price of our stock to decline.
Our operating results have historically varied from period to period, and we expect that they will continue to do so as a result of a number of factors, many of
which are outside of our control, including:
•

the level of demand for our products and services;

•

the budgeting cycles and purchasing practices of our customers;

•

acquisitions of other businesses;

•

the sales cycle for our commercial products;

•

failure to accurately estimate or control costs under FFP contracts;

•

commencement, completion or termination of projects during any particular quarter; and

•

changes in senior U.S. Government officials that affect the timing of technology procurement.

Any one of the factors above or the cumulative effect of some of the factors referred to above may result in significant fluctuations in our quarterly operating
results. This variability and unpredictability could result in our failing to meet our revenue or operating results expectations or those of securities analysts or
investors for any period. If we fail to meet or exceed such expectations for these or any other reasons, the market price of our shares could fall substantially.
Our existing senior credit facility contains financial and operating covenants that limit our operations and could lead to adverse consequences if we fail to
comply.
Our credit facility contains financial and operating covenants that, among other things, require us to maintain or satisfy specified financial ratios (including debt to
adjusted “EBITDA”, or “earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization, stock compensation and acquisition costs” ratios and cash interest coverage
ratio as further described under the section titled “Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations — Liquidity and
Capital Resources — Credit Facility”), limit our ability to incur indebtedness, pay dividends or engage in certain significant business transactions, and require us to
comply with a number of other affirmative and negative operating covenants. Failure to meet these financial and operating covenants could result from, among
other things, changes in our results of operations, our incurrence of debt or changes in general economic conditions. These covenants may restrict our ability to
engage in transactions that we believe would otherwise be in the best interests of our stockholders, which could harm our business and operations. In addition, our
credit facility contains several other material covenants, including a lien against our assets (including receivables), limitations on additional debt, limitations on our
ability to make acquisitions, a limitation on the payment of dividends, and restrictions on the sale, lease, or disposal of any substantial part of our assets, other than
in the normal course of business.
We have only a limited ability to protect and enforce our intellectual property rights, which we consider important to our success. Failure to adequately protect
or enforce our intellectual property rights could adversely affect our competitive position and cause us to incur significant expense.
We believe that our success depends, in part, upon our ability to protect our proprietary information and other intellectual property. We rely principally on trade
secrets to protect much of our intellectual property where we do not believe that patent protection is appropriate or obtainable. However, trade secrets are difficult
to protect and to enforce against third parties. Although we believe that we have adopted reasonable practices to ensure that our employees are subject to
appropriate confidentiality obligations and to ensure that we obtain appropriate ownership rights in intellectual property developed by our employees (or by the
employees of companies that we have acquired), our practices in this regard may be insufficient, which could result in the misappropriation or disclosure of our
confidential information or disputes regarding (or the loss of rights to) certain of our intellectual property. In addition, we may be unable to detect unauthorized use
of our intellectual property or otherwise take appropriate steps to enforce our rights. Failure to obtain or maintain trade secret protection could adversely affect our
competitive business position. The protections that we receive for our trade secrets and other intellectual property rights may not be sufficient to prevent our
competitors from copying, infringing, or misappropriating our products and services. Similarly, there is no guarantee that when we do apply for intellectual
property protection, the applications will result in registrations sufficient to protect our rights. In addition, we cannot
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be certain that others will not independently develop, design around or otherwise acquire equivalent or superior technology or intellectual property rights.
From time to time, we may seek to enforce our intellectual property rights against third parties. The fact that we have intellectual property rights may not guarantee
success in our attempts to enforce these rights against third parties. If we are unable to prevent third parties from infringing or misappropriating our trade secrets or
other intellectual property rights, our competitive position could be adversely affected. Our ability and potential success in enforcing our rights is also subject to
general litigation risks, as well as uncertainty as to the enforceability of our intellectual property rights. When we seek to enforce our rights, we may be subject to
claims that our intellectual property rights are invalid, otherwise unenforceable, or are licensed to the party against whom we are asserting the claim. In addition,
our assertions of intellectual property rights may result in the other party seeking to assert various claims against us, including its own alleged intellectual property
rights, claims of unfair competition, or others. In the course of conducting our business, we may also inadvertently infringe the intellectual property rights of
others, resulting in claims against us or our customers. Our contracts generally indemnify our customers for third-party claims for intellectual property
infringement by the services and products we provide. The expense of defending these claims may adversely affect our financial results.
Our acquisitions frequently include the hiring of employees from the acquired entity. These employees may be subject to confidentiality provisions that are not
related to the acquisition and may have been exposed to third party confidential information and intellectual property that we do not have the rights to use. During
the course of their employment in our business, there is always a risk that employees may inadvertently breach confidentiality obligations or inadvertently infringe
third party intellectual property rights based on their prior employment, which could adversely affect our business.
In addition, we conduct research and development under projects with the U.S. Government. In general, our rights to technologies we develop under those projects
are subject to the U.S. Government's non-exclusive, non-royalty bearing, world-wide license to use those technologies. Under certain circumstances, the U.S.
Government could also claim rights in our intellectual property that could make it difficult to prevent disclosure to, licensing to, or use by third parties, which
could adversely affect our competitive position and business.
We may become involved in intellectual property disputes, which could subject us to significant liability, divert the time and attention of our management and
prevent us from selling our products.
We, or our customers, may be a party to litigation in the future to protect our intellectual property or be required to respond to allegations that we infringe on
others' intellectual property. If any parties assert that our products infringe upon their proprietary rights, we would be forced to defend ourselves, and possibly our
customers, against the alleged infringement, or to negotiate and possibly enter into settlement agreements that could adversely affect our intellectual property rights
or the operation of our business. If we are unsuccessful in any intellectual property litigation or enter into any dispute-related settlement, we could be subject to
significant liability and loss of our proprietary rights. Intellectual property litigation, regardless of its success, would likely be time consuming and expensive to
resolve and would divert management's time and attention. In addition, we could be forced to do one or more of the following:
•

stop selling, incorporating or using our products that include the challenged intellectual property;

•

obtain from the owner of any infringed intellectual property right a license to sell or use the relevant technology, which license may not be available on
reasonable terms, or at all, or may require us to extend a cross-license to rights under our intellectual property;

•

pay substantial damages; and/or

•

re-design those products that use the technology.

If we are forced to take any of these actions, our business could be harmed.
We rely on the availability of third-party licenses.
Certain of our products include software or other intellectual property licensed from third parties. It may be necessary in the future to renew licenses relating to
various aspects of these products or to seek new licenses for existing or new products. There can be no assurance that the necessary licenses would be available on
equivalent terms to those currently available, on other terms acceptable to us, or at all. The inability to obtain certain licenses or other rights or to obtain such
licenses or rights on favorable terms, or the need to engage in litigation regarding these matters, could result in delays in product releases until equivalent
technology can be identified, licensed or developed, if at all, and integrated into our products and may have a material adverse effect on our business, operating
results, and financial condition. Moreover, the inclusion in our products of software or other intellectual property licensed from third parties on a nonexclusive
basis could limit our ability to differentiate our products from those of our competitors.
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Many of our contracts contain performance obligations that require innovative design capabilities, are technologically complex, require state-of-the-art
manufacturing expertise or are dependent upon factors not wholly within our control. Failure to meet these obligations could adversely affect our profitability
and future prospects.
We design, develop and manufacture technologically advanced and innovative products and services applied by our customers in a variety of environments.
Problems and delays in development or delivery as a result of issues with respect to design, technology, licensing and patent rights, labor, learning curve
assumptions or materials and components could prevent us from achieving contractual requirements.
In addition, our products cannot be tested and proven in all situations and are otherwise subject to unforeseen problems. Examples of unforeseen problems that
could negatively affect revenue and profitability include premature failure of products that cannot be accessed for repair or replacement, problems with quality,
country of origin, delivery of subcontractor components or services and unplanned degradation of product performance. Among the factors that may affect revenue
and profits could be unforeseen costs and expenses not covered by insurance or indemnification from the customer, diversion of management focus in responding
to unforeseen problems, loss of follow-on work, and, in the case of certain contracts, repayment to the U.S. Government customer of contract cost and fee
payments we previously received.
System failures or security threats, including those resulting from cybersecurity threats, could cause business disruptions, which could have a material adverse
effect on our business and damage our reputation.
We rely upon sophisticated technology systems and infrastructure. We take reasonable steps to protect them, including the implementation and use of industry
standard security precautions. However, such systems are potentially vulnerable to breakdown, malicious intrusion, natural disaster, and random attack. A
disruption to our systems or infrastructure could damage our reputation and cause us to lose customers and revenue. This could require us to expend significant
efforts and resources or incur significant expense to eliminate these problems and address related security concerns.
In addition, as a defense contractor, we face various security threats, including cybersecurity threats, to gain unauthorized access to sensitive information; threats to
the safety of our directors, officers, and employees; threats to the security of our facilities and infrastructure; and threats from terrorist acts. Although we utilize
various procedures and controls to monitor and mitigate these threats, there can be no assurance that these procedures and controls will be sufficient to prevent
security threats from materializing. If any of these events were to materialize, they could lead to losses of sensitive information or capabilities, harm to personnel
or infrastructure, or damage to our reputation, and could have a material adverse effect on our financial position, results of operations, or cash flows.
We face a heightened risk of a security breach or disruption because of our possession of classified and other sensitive information. Many government contractors
have already been targeted and these types of attacks are likely to occur in the future. Attacks of any kind on our network or other systems could result in the loss
of customer or proprietary data, interruptions or delays in our customers' business and damage to our reputation, which could have a material adverse effect on our
business operations and reputation. In addition, the failure or disruption of our systems, communications or utilities could result in the interruption or suspension of
our operations, which could have a material adverse effect on our business operations and reputation.
If our systems, services or other applications have significant defects or errors, if we are successfully attacked by cyber or other security threats, or if we suffer
delivery delays or otherwise fail to meet our customers' expectations, we may:
•

lose revenue due to adverse customer reaction;

•

incur additional costs related to monitoring and increasing our cyber security;

•

incur additional costs related to remediation;

•

be sued by customers and other who were harmed;

•

reduce or negate the value of our proprietary information;

•

receive negative publicity, which could damage our reputation and adversely affect our ability to attract or retain customers;

•

be unable to successfully market services that rely on the creation and maintenance of secure IT systems:

•

damage the confidence of our employees in the management and systems of the company;
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•

suffer claims for substantial damages, particularly as a result of any successful network or systems breach and exfiltration of customer information; or

•

incur significant costs complying with applicable federal or state laws, including laws governing protection of personal information.

If our new products do not achieve sufficient market acceptance, our financial results and competitive position may suffer.
We spend substantial amounts of time and money to research and develop new products and enhanced versions of our existing products to incorporate additional
features, improve functionality or incorporate other enhancements in order to meet our customers' rapidly evolving demands. When we develop a new product or
an enhanced version of an existing product, we typically incur expenses and expend resources upfront to market, promote and sell the new offering. Therefore,
when we develop and introduce new or enhanced products, they must achieve market acceptance in order to justify the amount of our investment in developing and
bringing them to market.
Our new products or enhancements could fail to attain sufficient market acceptance for many reasons, including:
•

failure to predict market demand accurately in terms of functionality and to supply products that meet demand in a timely fashion;

•

defects, errors or failures;

•

negative publicity about their performance or effectiveness;

•

delays in releasing our new products or enhancements to the market;

•

introduction or anticipated introduction of competing products by our competitors; and

•

poor business conditions for our end-customers, causing them to delay purchases.

If our new products or enhancements do not achieve adequate acceptance in the market, our competitive position may be impaired, and our financial results may
suffer. The adverse effect on our financial results will be directly related to the significant research, development, marketing, sales and other expenses we will have
incurred in connection with the new products or enhancements.
Our current research and development efforts may not produce successful products or features that result in significant revenue in the near future, if at all.
Developing our products and related enhancements is expensive. For the year ended December 31, 2016 , our research and development costs totaled $4.6 million ,
a 34% increase over our total research and development costs for the year ended December 31, 2015 . Our investments in research and development may not result
in significant design improvements, marketable products or features or may result in products that are more expensive than anticipated. Additionally, we may not
receive significant revenue from these investments in the near future, if at all, or these investments may not yield expected benefits, either of which could adversely
affect our business and operating results. Nevertheless, we believe that we must continue to dedicate a significant amount of resources to our research and
development efforts to maintain our competitive position. As a result, our future plans include significant investments in research and development and related
product opportunities.
If we do not accurately predict, prepare for, and respond promptly to the rapidly evolving technological and market developments and changing end-customer
needs in the cybersecurity market, our competitive position and prospects will be harmed.
The cybersecurity market is expected to continue to evolve rapidly. Many of our end-customers operate in markets characterized by rapidly changing technologies
and business needs, incorporating a variety of hardware, software applications, operating systems, and networking protocols. However, some of our new products
and enhancements may require us to develop new architectures that involve complex, expensive, and time consuming research and development processes. The
technology in our products is especially complex because it needs to effectively identify and respond to new and increasingly sophisticated methods of attack, and
quickly respond to and eliminate negative impacts on network performance. As a result, although the market expects rapid introduction of new products or product
enhancements to respond to new threats, the development of these products is difficult and the timetable for commercial release and availability is uncertain as
there can be long time periods between releases and availability of new products. We may experience unanticipated delays in the availability of new products and
fail to meet customer expectations for such availability. If we do not quickly respond to the rapidly changing and rigorous needs of our end-customers
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by developing, releasing, and making available on a timely basis new products or enhancements that can respond adequately to new security threats, our
competitive position and business prospects will be harmed.
Additionally, the process of developing new technology is complex and uncertain, and if we fail to accurately predict end-customers' changing needs and emerging
technological trends, our business could be harmed. There can be no assurance that we will successfully identify new product opportunities, develop and bring new
products to market in a timely manner, or achieve market acceptance of our products, or that products and technologies developed by others will not render our
products or technologies obsolete or noncompetitive.
If functionality similar to that offered by our products is incorporated into existing network infrastructure products, organizations may decide against adding
our products to their systems, which would have an adverse effect on our business.
Large, well-established providers of networking equipment offer, and may continue to introduce, network security features that compete with our products, either
in stand-alone security products or as additional features in their network infrastructure products. The inclusion of, or the announcement of an intent to include,
functionality perceived to be similar to that offered by our security solutions in networking products that are already generally accepted as necessary components
of network architecture may have an adverse effect on our ability to market and sell our products. Furthermore, even if the functionality offered by network
infrastructure providers is more limited than our products, a significant number of end-customers may elect to accept such limited functionality in lieu of adding
platforms from an additional vendor such as us. Many organizations have invested substantial personnel and financial resources to design and operate their
networks and have established deep relationships with other providers of networking products, which may make them reluctant to add new components to their
networks, particularly from other vendors such as us. In addition, an organization's existing vendors or new vendors with a broad product offering may be able to
offer concessions that we are not able to match because we currently offer only network security products and have fewer resources than many of our competitors.
If organizations are reluctant to add additional network infrastructure from new vendors or otherwise decide to work with their existing vendors, our ability to
increase our market share and improve our financial condition and operating results will be adversely affected.
If our products do not interoperate with our end-customers' infrastructure, sales of our products could be negatively affected, which would harm our business.
Our products must interoperate with our end-customers' existing infrastructure, which often have different specifications, utilize multiple protocol standards,
deploy products from multiple vendors, and contain multiple generations of products that have been added over time. As a result, when problems occur in a
network, it may be difficult to identify the sources of these problems. Any delays in identifying the sources of problems or in providing necessary modifications to
our software or hardware could have a negative impact on our reputation and our end-customers' satisfaction with our products, and our ability to sell products
could be adversely affected. In addition, U.S. Government and other end-customers may require our products to comply with certain security or other certifications
and standards. If our products are late in achieving or fail to achieve compliance with these certifications and standards, or our competitors achieve compliance
with these certifications and standards, we may be disqualified from selling our products to such end-customers, or at a competitive disadvantage, which would
harm our business, operating results, and financial condition.
Risks Relating to Our Common Stock
The price of our common stock may be subject to wide fluctuations.
The market price of our common stock is subject to significant fluctuations. The market price for our common stock has varied between a high of $13.57 on
December 7, 2016 and a low of $3.91 on February 11, 2016 during the fiscal year ended December 31, 2016.
Among the factors that could affect our common stock price are the risks described in this “Risk Factors” section and other factors, including:
•

quarterly variations in our operating results compared to market expectations;

•

changes in expectations as to our future financial performance, including financial estimates or reports by securities analysts;

•

changes in market valuations of similar companies;

•

liquidity and activity in the market for our common stock;
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•

actual or expected sales of our common stock by our stockholders, including any of our significant stockholders;

•

strategic moves by us or our competitors, such as acquisitions or restructurings;

•

general market conditions;

•

future sales of our common stock; and

•

domestic and international economic, legal and regulatory factors unrelated to our performance.

As a result of the existence of one or more of these factors, the price of our common stock may be subject to wide fluctuations.
Future issuances and sales of our common stock in the public market could lower the market price for our common stock.
In the future, we may sell additional shares of our common stock to raise capital. In addition, a substantial number of shares of our common stock is reserved for
issuance upon the exercise of stock options and upon conversion of the Notes. We cannot predict the size of future issuances or the effect, if any, that they may
have on the market price for our common stock. The issuance and sale of substantial amounts of common stock, or the perception that such issuances and sales
may occur, could adversely affect the market price of our common stock and impair our ability to raise capital through the sale of additional equity securities.
The issuance of substantial amounts of our common stock could adversely impact its price. As of December 31, 2016 , we had 40,977,448 shares of our common
stock issued and outstanding and options to purchase 1,236,222 shares of our common stock (of which 1,193,911 were exercisable as of that date) outstanding. We
also had outstanding warrants to purchase 318,116 shares of our common stock, all of which were exercisable as of that date. We also had 1,562,294 shares of
common stock issuable under outstanding restricted stock units and pursuant to Long-Term Incentive Shares and 714,703 shares of common stock available for
grant under our 2013 Stock Incentive Plan as of that date. In addition, we have 10,080,917 shares of common stock reserved for issuance upon the conversion of
our Notes based on the initial conversion rate. Although the terms of our Notes permit us to settle Note conversions with cash, we may not have sufficient funds to
do so and we could be required to issue shares of common stock. If we choose to borrow funds to effect cash settlement of our Notes, the resulting increase in
interest expense could cause a decline in our profitability. The issuance of additional shares, including as a result of the exercise or conversion of our outstanding
options, warrants and Notes, and under our restricted stock units and Long-Term Incentive Shares, could also reduce our per share financial performance. Any of
these factors could cause the price of our common stock to decline.
We may allocate the net proceeds from issuances and sales of our common stock in ways that stockholders may not approve.
Subject to applicable laws and rules, our management may have broad discretion in the application of the net proceeds from issuances and sales of our common
stock and could spend the proceeds in ways that do not necessarily improve our operating results or enhance the value of our common stock.
If securities or industry analysts do not publish research or publish inaccurate or unfavorable research about our business, our stock price and trading volume
could decline.
The trading market for our common stock depends in part on the research and reports that securities or industry analysts publish about us or our business. If we do
not maintain adequate research coverage or if one or more of the analysts who covers us downgrades our stock or publishes inaccurate or unfavorable research
about our business, our stock price would likely decline. If one or more of these analysts ceases coverage of our company or fails to publish reports on us regularly,
demand for our stock could decrease, which could cause our stock price and trading volume to decline.
Provisions in our organizational documents and in Maryland law may inhibit potential acquisition bids that our stockholders may consider favorable, and the
market price of our common stock may be lower as a result.
Our charter and bylaws contain provisions that may have an anti-takeover effect and inhibit a change in our board of directors and management. These provisions
include the following:
•

Our charter permits our board of directors to issue preferred stock with terms that may discourage a third party from acquiring us. Our charter permits
our board of directors to issue up to 5 million shares of preferred stock, having preferences, conversion or other rights, voting powers, restrictions,
limitations as to distributions, qualifications or terms or conditions of redemption as determined by our board of directors. Our board of directors could
authorize the issuance of preferred stock with terms and conditions that could have the effect of discouraging a takeover or other transaction in which
holders of some or a majority of our shares might receive a premium for their shares over the then-prevailing market price; and

•

Our charter and bylaws contain other possible anti-takeover provisions . Our charter and bylaws contain other provisions that may have the effect of
delaying, deferring or preventing a change-of-control or the removal of existing directors and,
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as a result, could prevent our stockholders from being paid a premium for their common stock over the then-prevailing market price. These provisions
include the advance notice requirements for stockholder proposals and director nominations.
In addition, Maryland law provides protection for Maryland corporations against unsolicited takeovers by limiting, among other things, the duties of the directors
in unsolicited takeover situations. The duties of directors of Maryland corporations do not require them to:
•

accept, recommend or respond to any proposal by a person seeking to acquire control of the corporation;

•

authorize the corporation to redeem any rights under, or modify or render inapplicable, any stockholder rights plan;

•

make a determination under the Maryland Business Combination Act or the Maryland Control Share Acquisition Act; or

•

act or fail to act solely because of the effect that the act or failure to act might have on an acquisition or potential acquisition of control of the corporation
or the amount or type of consideration that may be offered or paid to the stockholders in an acquisition.

Maryland law also contains a statutory presumption that an act of a director of a Maryland corporation satisfies the applicable standards of conduct for directors
under Maryland law.
Any one or more of these provisions, singularly or together, may have an anti-takeover effect that discourages potential acquisition bids that our stockholders may
consider favorable.
Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 requires us to document and test our internal control over financial reporting and also requires our
independent registered public accounting firm to report on the operating effectiveness of these controls. Failures delays or difficulty in satisfying these
requirements could adversely affect our future results of operations and our stock price.
Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 requires us to document and test the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting in accordance
with an established internal control framework and to report on our conclusions as to the effectiveness of our internal controls. It also requires our independent
registered public accounting firm to test our internal control over financial reporting and report on the effectiveness of such controls. In addition, we are required
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, which we refer to as the Exchange Act, to maintain disclosure controls and procedures and internal control
over financial reporting.
As described under Item 9A, “Controls and Procedures,” we have identified a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting related to the
control to properly evaluate and account for complex or unusual revenue arrangements and apply the appropriate revenue recognition guidance in accordance with
GAAP. Under standards established by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, a material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in
internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of our annual or interim financial statements will
not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.
As of the date of this filing we have initiated remedial measures, but these new and enhanced controls have not operated for a sufficient amount of time to conclude
that the material weakness has been remediated. To implement these remedial measures, we may need to commit significant resources, hire additional staff, and
provide additional management oversight. These activities may divert management’s attention from other business concerns, which could have a material adverse
effect on our business, financial condition, results of operations, and cash flows. Further, if our remedial measures are insufficient to address the material
weakness, our consolidated financial statements may contain material misstatements, and we could be required to restate our financial results. In addition, if we are
unable to successfully remediate the material weakness and if we are unable to produce accurate and timely financial statements, our stock price may be adversely
affected and we may be unable to maintain compliance with applicable stock exchange listing requirements.
We may, in the future, discover other areas of our internal controls that need improvement, particularly with respect to businesses that we may acquire. If so, we
cannot be certain that any remedial measures we take will ensure that we have adequate internal controls over our financial processes and reporting in the future.
Any failure to implement required new or improved controls, or difficulties encountered in their implementation could harm our operating results or cause us to fail
to meet our reporting obligations. If we are unable to conclude that we have effective internal control over financial reporting, or if our independent registered
public accounting firm is unable to provide us with an unqualified report regarding the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting in future
periods, investors could lose confidence in the reliability of our financial statements. This could result in a
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decrease in the value of our common stock. Failure to comply with Section 404 could potentially subject us to sanctions or investigations by the SEC, the
NASDAQ Global Select Market or other regulatory authorities.
Operational risks such as material weaknesses and other deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting could result in errors, potentially requiring
restatements of our historical financial data, leading investors to lose confidence in our reported results.
There are a number of factors that may impede our efforts to establish and maintain effective internal controls and a sound accounting infrastructure, including our
recent history of acquisitions (including acquisitions of companies audited by auditors other than our own), our own change of auditors, our rapid pace of growth,
and general uncertainty regarding the operating effectiveness and sustainability of controls. Controls and procedures, no matter how well designed and operated,
provide only reasonable assurance that material errors in our financial statements will be prevented or detected on a timely basis. Any failure to establish and
maintain effective internal controls over financial reporting increases the risk of material error and/or delay in our financial reporting. Depending on the nature of a
failure and any required remediation, ineffective controls could have a material adverse effect on our business and potentially result in restatements of our
historical financial results. Financial restatements or other issues arising from ineffective controls could also cause investors to lose confidence in our reported
financial information, which would have an adverse effect on the trading price of our securities. Delays in meeting our financial reporting obligations could affect
our ability to maintain the listing of our securities. Although we seek to reduce these risks through active efforts relating to properly documented processes,
adequate systems, risk culture, compliance with regulations, corporate governance and other factors supporting internal controls, such procedures may not be
effective in limiting each of the operational risks.
Risks Relating to Our Convertible Notes
We may not have the ability to raise the funds necessary to settle conversions of the notes or to repurchase the notes upon a fundamental change, and our
revolving credit facility contains limitations on our ability to pay cash upon conversion or repurchase of the notes.
The terms of our convertible notes require us to repurchase convertible notes upon the occurrence of a fundamental change at a fundamental change repurchase
price equal to 100% of the principal amount of the notes to be repurchased, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any. Upon conversion, unless we elect to deliver
solely shares of our common stock to settle such conversion (other than paying cash in lieu of delivering any fractional share), we will be required to make cash
payments in respect of the notes being converted. However, we may not have enough available cash or be able to obtain financing at the time we are required to
make repurchases of convertible notes surrendered therefor or being converted. In addition, our ability to repurchase convertible notes or to pay cash upon
conversion may be limited by law, by regulatory authority or by agreements governing our future indebtedness, including our revolving credit facility. Our failure
to repurchase convertible notes at a time when the repurchase is required by the indenture or to pay any cash payable on future conversions of the notes as required
by the indenture would constitute a default under the indenture. A default under the indenture or the fundamental change itself could also lead to a default under
agreements governing our future indebtedness, including our revolving credit facility. If the repayment of the related indebtedness were to be accelerated after any
applicable notice or grace periods, we may not have sufficient funds to repay the indebtedness and repurchase the convertible notes or make cash payments upon
conversions thereof.
Our senior secured credit facility limits our ability to pay any cash amount upon the conversion of the notes.
Our senior secured credit facility prohibits us from making any cash payments on the conversion of the notes if a default or an event of default exists under that
facility or if, after giving effect to such cash payment (and any additional indebtedness incurred to make such payments), we would not be in pro forma compliance
with our financial covenants. Any new credit facility that we may enter into may have similar restrictions.
The notes are not protected by restrictive covenants.
The indenture governing the convertible notes does not contain any financial or operating covenants or restrictions on the payments of dividends, the incurrence of
indebtedness or the issuance or repurchase of securities by us or any of our subsidiaries. The indenture contains no covenants or other provisions to afford
protection to holders of the notes in the event of a fundamental change or other corporate transaction involving us except in limited circumstances.
The capped call transactions may affect the value of the notes and our common stock.
In connection with the pricing of the notes, we entered into capped call transactions with the option counterparties. The capped call transactions are expected to
reduce the potential dilution and/or offset any cash payments due in excess of the principal amount of converted notes, as the case may be, upon any conversion of
the notes, with such reduction and/or offset subject to a cap. In connection with establishing their initial hedge of the capped call transactions, the option
counterparties and/or their respective
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affiliates entered into various derivative transactions with respect to our common stock. This activity or any reduction in such continued activity could affect the
market price of our common stock or the convertible notes.
In addition, the option counterparties and/or their respective affiliates may modify their hedge positions by entering into or unwinding various derivatives with
respect to our common stock and/or purchasing or selling our common stock or other securities of ours in secondary market transactions prior to the maturity of the
convertible notes. This activity could also cause or avoid an increase or a decrease in the market price of our common stock or the convertible notes, which could
affect our ability to convert the notes and, to the extent the activity occurs during any observation period related to a conversion of notes, it could affect the number
of shares issuable upon conversion of the notes.
The notes are effectively subordinated to our secured debt and any liabilities of our subsidiaries.
The convertible notes rank:
•

senior in right of payment to any of our indebtedness that is expressly subordinated in right of payment to the notes;

•

equal in right of payment to any of our liabilities that are not so subordinated;

•

effectively junior in right of payment to any of our secured indebtedness to the extent of the value of the assets securing such indebtedness; and

•

structurally junior to all indebtedness and other liabilities (including trade payables) of our subsidiaries.

In the event of our bankruptcy, liquidation, reorganization or other winding up, our assets that secure debt ranking senior in right of payment to the convertible
notes will be available to pay obligations on the notes only after the secured debt has been repaid in full from these assets. There may not be sufficient assets
remaining to pay amounts due on any or all of the notes then outstanding. The indenture governing the notes does not prohibit us from incurring additional senior
debt or secured debt, nor does it prohibit any of our subsidiaries from incurring additional liabilities.
As of December 31, 2016 , our total consolidated indebtedness was $149.5 million, all of which was secured indebtedness of our subsidiary, The KeyW
Corporation, to which the convertible notes are structurally subordinated.
Item 1B.

UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS

None.
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Item 2.

PROPERTIES

We lease locations listed in the table below. We believe that our facilities are adequate for our current business needs; however we will continue to seek additional
space as needed in accordance with our growth or to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of operations.
Location

Square Feet

Lease Expiration Date

700 Brooker Creek Blvd. Suite 1400
Oldsmar, Florida 34677

12,800

9/30/2020

12633 Challenger Parkway, Suite 270
Orlando, FL 23826

5,557

9/30/2019

7740 Milestone Parkway, Suites 150-500*
Hanover, Maryland 21076

122,312

5/31/2022

7880 Milestone Parkway, Suites 100-300
Hanover, Maryland 21076

88,490

10/31/2025

7763 Old Telegraph Road
Severn, Maryland 21144

34,429

12/31/2026

7765 Old Telegraph Road
Severn, Maryland 21144

44,654

12/31/2026

7767 Old Telegraph Road Suites 1-10
Severn, Maryland 21144

44,956

12/31/2026

655 SE Broad St
Southern Pines, North Carolina 28387

6,000

4/30/2021

250 Clarke Street
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845

19,280

2/28/2024

2900 Fairview Park Drive, Suite 300
Falls Church, Virginia 22042

18,051

12/15/2018

5,000

2/28/2020

1415 Research Park Drive,
Beavercreek, Ohio 45432
*

Headquarters

Item 3.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

We are not a party to any material legal proceedings as of March 15, 2017 .

Item 4.

MINE SAFETY DISCLOSURES

Not applicable.
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PART II
Item 5.

MARKET FOR REGISTRANT'S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER PURCHASE OF
EQUITY SECURITIES

Market Information
On October 1, 2010, the Company's common stock began trading on the Nasdaq Global Market under the symbol “KEYW”. The following table sets forth the
range of high and low intra-day sales prices of KeyW's common stock for the periods indicated.
High

Low

Year Ended December 31, 2016:
First Quarter

$

7.25

$

3.91

Second Quarter

$

9.95

$

6.23

Third Quarter

$

11.26

$

8.50

Fourth Quarter

$

13.57

$

10.19

First Quarter

$

10.68

$

7.01

Second Quarter

$

12.59

$

6.78

Third Quarter

$

10.29

$

5.95

Fourth Quarter

$

8.44

$

5.23

Year Ended December 31, 2015:

On February 28, 2017, the last reported sale price for our common stock on the Nasdaq Global Select Market was $9.92 per share.
Holders
As of February 28, 2017, there were approximately 328 registered holders of record of our common stock. The number of holders of record does not reflect the
number of beneficial holders whose shares are held by depositories, brokers or nominees.
Dividends
We have never declared or paid any cash dividends on our common stock. We currently intend to retain all available funds and any future earnings for use in the
operation and expansion of our business and do not anticipate paying any cash dividends in the foreseeable future. In addition, our credit facility limits our ability
to pay dividends in most circumstances.
Recent Sales of Unregistered Securities
During 2016, pursuant to the commencement of Michele Cook (EVP Business Development), John Johns (VP Business Development) and Michael Alber (CFO)
employment agreements, we granted the right to receive up to an aggregate of 505,000 shares of the Company's common stock as a long-term incentive
inducement, which shares will be issued during the five year period following the commencement of their respective employment agreements in the amounts set
forth below, provided the Company's stock price exceeds the applicable target share prices set forth below for at least 30 consecutive trading days.
Target Price Per Share

Long-Term Incentive Shares

$13.00

63,125

$16.00

63,125

$20.00

126,250

$25.00

126,250

$30.00

126,250

The securities described above were offered and sold pursuant to Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, which provides an exemption for
transactions by an issuer not involving any public offering.
Equity Compensation Plan Information
The following table sets forth information as of December 31, 2016 with respect to compensation plans under which equity securities of the Company are
authorized for issuance.
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Plan Category

Number of Securities to be
Issued upon Exercise of
Outstanding Options,
Warrants and Rights
(a)

Equity compensation plans approved by security holders (1)

1,554,338

Equity compensation plans not approved by security
holders (2)

Weighted-Average Exercise
Price of Outstanding Options,
Warrants and Rights (b)

$

905,000

TOTAL

2,459,338

10.44
—

Number of Securities
Remaining Available for
Future Issuance (Excluding
Column (a)) (c)

714,703
—
714,703

(1) The 2013 Plan, which took effect on January 1, 2013, replaced the 2009 Plan, and provides for the issuance of 2,700,000 shares.
(2) Pursuant to the commencement of William Weber (CEO), Michele Cook (EVP Business Development), John Johns (VP Business Development) and Michael Alber (CFO)
employment agreements the Company granted the rights to receive up to an aggregate of 905,000 Long-Term Incentive Shares. These rights were granted outside of the
2013 Plan, in accordance with Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933.

Performance Graph
The following graph illustrates a comparison of the total cumulative stockholder return on our common stock (traded under the symbol “KEYW”) from
December 31, 2011 through December 31, 2016 , to two indices: the Russell 2000 Index and the NASDAQ Composite Index. In addition, the graph illustrates the
performance of a peer group consisting of NCI Inc. (NCIT), ICF International, Inc. (ICFI), Mercury Computer Systems, Inc. (MRCY) and Kratos Defense &
Security Solutions, Inc. (KTOS). These peers, while not direct competitors, were selected because they are comparable in such factors as annual revenue, market
capitalization and number of employees. We believe that the stock performance of the selected peer group is a relevant comparison for investors. The graph
assumes an initial investment of $100 on December 31, 2011 , in The KeyW Holding Corporation common stock, each of the two indices and the peer group, each
assuming dividend reinvestment. The comparisons in the graph are required by the Securities and Exchange Commission and are not intended to forecast or be
indicative of possible future performance of our common stock.
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Item 6.

SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA

The following tables contain selected historical financial data for us for the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 , 2014 , 2013 and 2012 . The selected
consolidated financial data presented should be read together with Item 7, “Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations” and the consolidated financial statements and the related notes included in Item 15 of this Annual Report. Amounts have been recast to present our
Commercial Cyber Solutions segment as a discontinued operation for all periods presented (refer to Note 16 - Businesses Held for Sale, Discontinued Operations
and Dispositions to the Consolidated Financial Statements in Item 15 of this Annual Report for more information).
Years ended December 31,
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(In thousands)

Cash and Cash Equivalents

$

41,871

Working Capital

$

21,227

$

39,601

$

2,480

$

5,639

66,767

62,951

85,353

15,802

17,777

Total Assets

445,453

454,122

466,653

428,052

447,464

Long-Term Obligations

174,426

164,972

133,771

71,236

86,492

Total Stockholders' Equity

232,936

251,825

299,218

299,491

300,867

Years ended December 31,
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(In thousands, except per share data)

Revenue

$

288,027

Gross Profit

91,255

Operating Income

$

297,935

$

279,250

89,729

86,342

$

288,909

$

240,245

91,529

81,065
2,487

13,708

16,130

18,750

4,351

Net Income (Loss) from Continuing Operations

1,865

(29,910)

6,590

(2,962)

417

Net (Loss) Income on Discontinued Operations

(27,593)

(28,712)

(20,125)

(8,257)

437

Net (Loss) Income

(25,728)

(58,622)

(13,535)

(11,219)

854

Basic net earnings (loss) per share:
Continuing operations

$

0.05

Discontinued operations
Basic net (loss) earnings per share

$

(0.69)
$

(0.77)

$

(0.74)

0.18

$

(0.54)

(0.64)

$

(1.51)

$

0.05

$

(0.77)

$

(0.08)

$

(0.23)

0.01
0.02

(0.36)

$

(0.31)

$

0.03

0.17

$

(0.08)

$

0.01

Diluted net earnings (loss) per share:
Continuing operations

$

Discontinued operations
Diluted net (loss) earnings per share

(0.68)
$

(0.63)

Adjusted EBITDA from Continuing Operations

31,423

(0.74)
$

(1.51)
35,970

(0.51)
$

(0.34)
38,471

(0.23)
$

(0.31)
36,983

0.02
$

0.03
31,648

Adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations as defined by us is a financial measure that is not calculated in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America, or U.S. GAAP. The Adjusted EBITDA from Continuing Operations Reconciliation tables below provide reconciliations
of this non-U.S. GAAP financial measure to net income (loss), the most directly comparable financial measure calculated and presented in accordance with U.S.
GAAP. Adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations should not be considered as an alternative to net income, operating income or any other measure of financial
performance calculated and presented in accordance with U.S. GAAP. Our adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations may not be comparable to similarly titled
measures of other companies because other companies may not calculate adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations or similarly titled measures in the same
manner as we do. We prepare adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations to eliminate the impact of items that we do not consider indicative of our core
operating performance. We encourage you to evaluate these adjustments and the reasons we consider them appropriate.
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We believe adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations is useful to investors in evaluating our operating performance for the following reasons:
•

we have various non-recurring transactions and expenses that directly impact our net income. Adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations is intended
to approximate the net cash provided by operations by adjusting for non-recurring, non-operational items; and

•

securities analysts use adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations as a supplemental measure to evaluate the overall operating performance of
companies.

Our board of directors and management use adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations:
•

as a measure of operating performance;

•

to determine a significant portion of management's incentive compensation;

•

for planning purposes, including the preparation of our annual operating budget; and

•

to evaluate the effectiveness of our business strategies.

Although adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations is frequently used by investors and securities analysts in their evaluations of companies, adjusted EBITDA
from continuing operations has limitations as an analytical tool, and you should not consider it in isolation or as a substitute for analysis of our results of operations
as reported under U.S. GAAP. Some of these limitations are:
•

adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations does not reflect our cash expenditures or future requirements for capital expenditures or other contractual
commitments;

•

adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations does not reflect changes in, or cash requirements for, our working capital needs;

•

adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations does not reflect interest expense or interest income;

•

adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations does not reflect cash requirements for income taxes;

•

adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations does not include non-cash expenses related to stock compensation;

•

although depreciation and amortization are non-cash charges, the assets being depreciated or amortized will often have to be replaced in the future, and
adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations does not reflect any cash requirements for these replacements; and

•

other companies in our industry may calculate adjusted EBITDA from continuing operations or similarly titled measures differently than we do, limiting
its usefulness as a comparative measure.

Adjusted EBITDA from Continuing Operations Reconciliation
Years ended December 31,
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

(In thousands)
Net Income (Loss) from Continuing Operations

$

1,865

$

(29,910)

$

6,590

$

(2,962)

$

417

Depreciation

6,449

5,877

5,329

5,738

4,359

Intangible Amortization

6,113

7,087

7,737

20,534

20,796

Stock Based Compensation

3,472

5,524

6,421

5,731

3,024

10,812

10,299

8,934

3,508

2,307

2,457

35,782

3,356

(2,479)

(193)

255

1,311

104

6,913

938

Interest Expense, net
Income Tax Expense (Benefit)

(1)

Acquisition Costs and Other Adjustments

(2)

Adjusted EBITDA from Continuing Operations

$

31,423

$

35,970

$

38,471

$

36,983

$

31,648

(1) The income tax expense (benefit) for 2015 included a valuation allowance for deferred tax assets.
(2) The other adjustments include a $3.0 million gain on the divestiture of SETA net of transaction costs and a write-off of $1.1 million related to a discontinued
joint venture in 2016, and a legal settlement in 2013.
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The following tables contain selected historical unaudited financial data by quarter for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015 .
2016
Three Months
Ended Mar.
31

Three Months
Ended June
30

$

$

2015
Three
Months
Ended Sept.
30

Three
Months
Ended Dec.
31

Three
Months
Ended Mar.
31

Three
Months
Ended June
30

Three
Months
Ended Sept.
30

Three
Months
Ended Dec.
31

(In thousands, except per share data and unaudited)

Revenue
Gross Profit

73,642

73,346

$

72,111

22,845

23,879

23,799

Operating Income (Loss)

4,939

5,067

4,240

Net Income (Loss) from
Continuing Operations

$

68,928

$

68,848

20,732

$

75,869

$

78,100

$

75,118

20,241

24,254

23,848

21,386

(538)

2,829

6,312

3,308

3,681

1,909

(436)

3,504

(3,112)

130

(21,006)

(7,129)

(1,905)

Income (Loss) from Continuing
Operations per Share of
Common Stock-basic

0.05

(0.01)

0.09

(0.08)

—

(0.55)

(0.18)

(0.05)

Income (Loss) from Continuing
Operations per Share of
Common Stock-diluted

0.05

(0.01)

0.09

(0.08)

—

(0.55)

(0.18)

(0.05)

8,463

9,402

8,370

5,188

7,736

8,244

Three
Months
Ended Sept.
30

Three
Months
Ended Dec.
31

Adjusted EBITDA from
Continuing Operations

8,298

11,692

Adjusted EBITDA from Continuing Operations Reconciliation
2016
Three Months
Ended Mar.
31

Three Months
Ended June
30

2015
Three
Months
Ended Dec.
31

Three Months
Ended Sept.
30

Three
Months
Ended Mar.
31

Three
Months
Ended June
30

(In thousands and unaudited)

Net Income (Loss) from
Continuing Operations

$

1,909

$

(436)

$

3,504

$

(3,112)

$

130

$

(21,006)

$

(7,129)

$

(1,905)

Depreciation

1,555

1,931

1,495

1,468

1,331

1,388

1,546

1,612

Intangible Amortization

1,467

1,467

1,528

1,651

1,791

1,816

1,766

1,714

Stock Compensation
Amortization

478

669

1,025

1,300

1,189

2,110

1,090

1,135

Interest Expense

2,966

2,614

2,615

2,617

2,543

2,566

2,582

2,608

Income Tax Expense (Benefit) (1)

1,396

2,972

(1,876)

156

24,768

7,876

2,982

1,158

50

5

98

Acquisition Costs and Other
Adjustments (2)
Adjusted EBITDA from
Continuing Operations

(1,308)
$

8,463

185
$

9,402

(35)

79
$

8,370

1,299
$

5,188

$

8,298

$

11,692

$

7,736

$

8,244

(1) The income tax expense (benefit) for the three months ended June 30, 2015 included a valuation allowance for deferred tax assets.
(2) The other adjustments include a $3.0 million gain on the divestiture of SETA net of transaction costs and a write-off of $1.1 million related to a discontinued
joint venture in 2016.
Item 7.

MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

Our Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (MD&A) is provided in addition to the accompanying consolidated
financial statements and notes to assist readers in understanding our results of operations, financial condition, and cash flows. MD&A is organized as follows:
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•

Executive Level Overview. Discussion of our business and overall analysis of financial and other highlights affecting our company in order to provide
context for the remainder of MD&A and our overall strategy.

•

Critical Accounting Policies. Accounting estimates that we believe are most important to understanding the assumptions and judgments incorporated in
our reported financial results and forecasts.

•

Results of Operations. An analysis of our segmented financial results comparing 2016 to 2015 and comparing 2015 to 2014 .

•

Liquidity and Capital Resources. An analysis of changes in our balance sheets and cash flows, and discussion of our financial condition and sources of
and needs for liquidity.

•

Contractual Obligations and Commitments; Off-Balance-Sheet Arrangements. Overview of contractual obligations, contingent liabilities, commitments,
and off-balance-sheet arrangements outstanding as of December 31, 2016 .

Forward-Looking Statements
Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations contains forward-looking statements regarding future events and our
future results that are subject to the safe harbors created under the Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”) and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the
“Exchange Act”). All statements other than statements of historical facts are statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements. These statements are
based on current expectations, estimates, forecasts and projections about the industries in which we operate and the beliefs and assumptions of our management.
Words such as “expects,” “anticipates,” “targets,” “goals,” “projects,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “seeks,” “estimates,” “continues,” “endeavors,” “strives,”
“may,” variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. In addition, any statements that refer to
projections of our future financial performance, our anticipated growth and trends in our businesses, and other characterizations of future events or circumstances
are forward-looking statements. Readers are cautioned that these forward-looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, uncertainties, and
assumptions that are difficult to predict, including those identified below, as well as under “Part I, Item 1A. Risk Factors,” and elsewhere in this Annual Report on
Form 10-K. In addition, our proposed acquisition of Sotera Defense Solutions, announced on March 8, 2017, involves risks and uncertainties, including (i) the
Sotera transaction not being timely completed, if completed at all, including the ability to obtain regulatory approvals and meet other closing conditions to the
transaction in a timely manner, if at all; (ii) risks associated with obtaining the financing for the transaction on the expected terms and schedule, or at all; (iii)
KeyW’s or Sotera’s respective businesses experiencing disruptions due to transaction-related uncertainty or other factors making it more difficult to maintain
relationships with employees, business partners or governmental entities; (iv) the parties being unable to successfully implement integration strategies or realize the
anticipated benefits of the acquisition, including the possibility that the expected synergies and cost reductions from the proposed acquisition will not be realized or
will not be realized within the expected time period; (v) the increased leverage and interest expense of the combined company and our ability to comply with debt
covenants under the proposed new secured credit facility; (vi) changes in future business conditions that could cause our goodwill, which will increase as a result
of the Sotera acquisition, to become impaired, requiring substantial write-downs. (vi) areas of Sotera’s internal controls that may need to be remediated or
improved; (vii) general economic conditions and/or conditions affecting the parties’ current and prospective customers (viii) difficulties with, or delays in, the
inability to achieve our revenue and adjusted EBITDA guidance for 2017, due to, among other things, unanticipated circumstances, trends or events affecting our
financial performance; and (ix) other risk factors with respect to acquisitions contained in “Part I, Item 1A. Risk Factors,” and elsewhere in this report. Therefore,
actual results may differ materially and adversely from those expressed in any forward-looking statements. You should not place undue reliance on these forwardlooking statements, which apply only as of the date of this Annual Report. We undertake no obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statements for any
reason.
Executive Level Overview
We are a highly specialized provider of advanced engineering and technology solutions to support the collection, processing, analysis and dissemination of
information across the full spectrum of the Intelligence, Cyber and Counterterrorism Communities’ missions. Our solutions protect our nation and its allies, and are
designed to meet the critical needs of agile intelligence and U.S. government national security priorities. Our core capabilities include advanced cyber operations
and training; geospatial intelligence; cloud and data analytics; engineering; and intelligence analysis and operations. Our capabilities include a suite of Intelligence
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) solutions deployed from an advanced sensor delivery platform, proprietary products—including electro-optical,
hyperspectral and synthetic aperture radar sensors—and other products that we manufacture and integrate with hardware and software to meet unique and evolving
intelligence mission requirements.
Our solutions focus on Intelligence Community (IC) customers including the National Security Agency (NSA), the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency
(NGA), the Army Geospatial Center (AGC) and other agencies within the Intelligence Community (IC) and Department of Defense (DoD). In addition, we provide
products and services to U.S. federal, state and local law enforcement
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agencies, foreign governments and other entities in the Cyber and Counterterrorism markets. We believe the combination of our advanced solutions, understanding
of the IC’s mission, long-standing and successful customer relationships, operational capabilities and highly skilled, cleared workforce will help expand our
footprint in our core markets.
During 2016, we continued to establish the Company as a viable and competitive entity within our target markets, in part, by growing our prime contract base. We
intend to continue our acquisition strategy as we find the right complementary companies at the right price.
During the first quarter of 2016, we completed the sale of our Systems Engineering and Technical Assistance (SETA) business. The SETA business was not
deemed an individually significant component of our Company. Management decided to sell the SETA business in connection with the ongoing strategic review of
our overall business, through which we determined that the growth potential of both KeyW's core business and the SETA business could be maximized if the two
businesses were separated. The sale of the SETA business eliminated KeyW’s conflicts of interest at two key government agencies and will allow our Company to
focus 100% on technology development opportunities across the IC. However, the sale of SETA did not represent a strategic shift that will have a major effect on
our operations and financial results and, accordingly, the business' historical results and the gain on sale were classified within continuing operations on our
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Operations. Because the sale of SETA was not deemed a discontinued operation, its assets and liabilities of the business
were not reclassified as held for sale on our December 31, 2015, balance sheet.
During the second quarter of 2016, the Company sold the Hexis Cyber Solutions, Inc. (Hexis) business in its entirety. The Hexis business marketed our HawkEye
products and related maintenance and services to the commercial cyber sector and comprised our entire former Commercial Cyber Solutions reportable segment.
Our Commercial Cyber Solutions segment is reflected in the accompanying consolidated financial statements as a discontinued operation, and all the financial data
in this filing has been recast to present our Commercial Cyber Solutions segment as a discontinued operation for all periods presented (refer to Note 16 Businesses Held for Sale, Discontinued Operations and Dispositions to the Consolidated Financial Statements in Item 15 of this Annual Report for more
information).
Critical Accounting Policies
The following are the critical accounting policies that require us to make sensitive estimates and assumptions, or that regard matters where further detail will assist
the reader in better understanding our business and the results of our operations. We have additional accounting policies included in our audited financial
statements contained in Item 15 of this Form 10-K.
The policies that we have included below include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revenue Recognition
Inventories
Long-Lived Assets (Excluding Goodwill)
Goodwill
Intangibles
Income Taxes
Share-Based Compensation

Revenue Recognition
We derive the majority of our revenue from time-and-materials, firm-fixed-price, cost-plus-fixed-fee, cost-plus-award-fee contracts and software licensing and
maintenance.
Revenues from cost reimbursable contracts are recorded as reimbursable costs are incurred, including an estimated share of the applicable contractual fees earned.
For performance-based fees under cost reimbursable contracts, we recognize the relevant portion of the expected fee to be awarded by the client at the time such
fee can be reasonably estimated, based on factors such as prior award experience and communications with the client regarding performance. For cost reimbursable
contracts with performance-based fee incentives, we recognize the relevant portion of the fee upon customer approval. For time-and-materials contracts, revenue is
recognized based on billable rates times hours delivered plus materials and other reimbursable costs incurred. For firm-fixed-price service contracts, revenue is
recognized using the proportional performance based on the estimated total costs of the project. For fixed-price production contracts, revenue and cost are
recognized at a rate per unit as the units are delivered or by other methods to measure services provided. This method of accounting requires estimating the total
revenues and total contract costs of the contract. During the performance of contracts, these estimates are periodically reviewed and revisions are made as required.
The impact on revenue and contract profit as a result of these revisions is included in the periods in which the revisions
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are made. This method can result in the deferral of costs or the deferral of profit on these contracts. Because we assume the risk of performing a fixed-price
contract at a set price, the failure to accurately estimate ultimate costs or to control costs during performance of the work could result, and in some instances has
resulted, in reduced profits or losses on such contracts. Estimated losses on contracts at completion are recognized when identified.
Contract revenue recognition inherently involves estimation. Examples of estimates include the contemplated level of effort to accomplish the tasks under the
contract, the cost of the effort, and an ongoing assessment of our progress toward completing the contract. From time to time, as part of our management processes,
facts develop that require us to revise our estimated total costs or revenue. To the extent that a revised estimate affects contract profit or revenue previously
recognized, we record the cumulative effect of the revision in the period in which the facts requiring the revision become known.
In certain circumstances, and based on correspondence with the end customer, management authorizes work to commence or to continue on a contract option,
addition or amendment prior to the signing of formal modifications or amendments. We recognize revenue to the extent it is probable that the formal modifications
or amendments will be finalized in a timely manner and that it is probable that the revenue recognized will be collected.
All revenue is net of intercompany adjustments.
Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or market. Our inventory consists of specialty products that we manufacture on a limited quantity basis for our
customers. As of December 31, 2016 and 2015 , we had inventory reserve balances of $0.6 million and $0.1 million respectively, for certain products where the
market has not developed as expected.
Long-Lived Assets (Excluding Goodwill)
The Company follows the provisions of FASB ASC topic 360-10-35, Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets in accounting for long-lived assets such as
property and equipment and intangible assets subject to amortization. The guidance requires that long-lived assets be reviewed for impairment whenever events or
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be fully recoverable. The possibility of impairment exists if the sum of the long-term
undiscounted cash flows is less than the carrying amount of the long-lived asset being evaluated. Impairment losses are measured as the difference between the
carrying value of long-lived assets and their fair market value based on discounted cash flows of the related assets. Impairment losses are treated as permanent
reductions in the carrying amount of the assets. The Company has not recorded any impairments since inception.
Goodwill
Purchase price in excess of the fair value of tangible assets and identifiable intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed in a business combination is recorded
as goodwill. In accordance with FASB ASC Topic 350-20, Goodwill , the Company tests for impairment at least annually. Impairment of goodwill is tested at the
reporting unit level by comparing the reporting unit's carrying amount, including goodwill, to the fair value of the reporting unit. The fair value of each reporting
unit is estimated using either qualitative analysis or a combination of income and market approaches. If the carrying amount of the unit exceeds its fair value,
goodwill is considered impaired and a second step is performed to measure the amount of impairment loss, if any.
Determining the fair value of a reporting unit is a judgment involving significant estimates and assumptions. These estimates and assumptions include revenue
growth rates, operating margins and working capital requirements used to calculate projected future cash flows, risk-adjusted discount rates, selected multiples,
control premiums and future economic and market conditions. We have based our fair value estimates on assumptions that we believe to be reasonable, but that are
unpredictable and inherently uncertain. The Company evaluated goodwill at the beginning of the fourth quarter of fiscal years 2016 , 2015 and 2014 and found no
impairment to the carrying value of goodwill.
Intangibles
Intangible assets consist of the value of customer related intangibles acquired in various acquisitions. Intangible assets are amortized on a straight line basis over
their estimated useful lives unless the pattern of usage of the benefits indicates an alternative method is more representative. The useful lives of the intangibles
range from one to seven years .
Income Taxes
Income taxes are accounted for under the asset and liability method. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to
differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases and operating loss and tax credit carry
forwards. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using
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enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on
deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in the period that includes the enacted date. In evaluating our ability to realize our
deferred tax assets, we consider all available positive and negative evidence, including cumulative historic earnings, reversal of deferred tax liabilities, projected
taxable income, and tax planning strategies. The assumptions utilized in evaluating both positive and negative evidence require the use of significant judgment
concerning our business plans.
For a tax position that meets the more-likely-than-not recognition threshold, the Company initially and subsequently measures the tax liability or benefit as the
largest amount that it judges to have a greater than 50% likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement with a taxing authority. The liability associated with
unrecognized tax benefits is adjusted periodically due to changing circumstances, such as the progress of tax audits, case law developments and new or emerging
legislation. Such adjustments are recognized entirely in the period in which they are identified. The effective tax rate includes the net impact of changes in the
liability for unrecognized tax obligations or benefits and subsequent adjustments as considered appropriate by management. The Company's policy is to record
interest and penalties as an increase in the liability for uncertain tax obligations or benefits and a corresponding increase to the income tax provision. No material
adjustments were recorded as of December 31, 2016 , 2015 , or 2014 .
Share-Based Compensation

A s discussed in Note 10 - Share-based Compensation, the Company applies the fair value method that requires all share-based payments to employees and nonemployee directors to be expensed over their requisite service period based on their fair value at the grant date, using a prescribed option-pricing model. The
expense recognized is based on the straight-line amortization of each individually vesting piece of a grant. The calculated expense is required to be based upon
awards that ultimately vest and we have accordingly reduced the expense by estimated forfeitures.
The following assumptions were used for share-based awards granted.
Dividend Yield — The Company has never declared or paid dividends on its common stock and has no plans to do so in the foreseeable future.
Risk-Free Interest Rate — Risk-free interest rate is based on US Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term approximating the expected life of the sharebased award term assumed at the date of grant.
Expected Volatility — Volatility is a measure of the amount by which a financial variable such as a share price has fluctuated (historical volatility) or is expected
to fluctuate (expected volatility) during a period. The Company's expected volatility is based on its historical volatility for a period that approximates the estimated
life of the share-based awards.
Expected Term of the Share-based Awards — This is the period of time that the share-based awards granted are expected to remain unexercised. The Company
estimates the expected life of the share-based award term based on the expected tenure of employees and historical experience.
Forfeiture Rate — The Company estimates the percentage of share-based awards granted that are expected to be forfeited or canceled on an annual basis before
share-based awards become fully vested. The Company uses a forfeiture rate that is a blend of past turnover data and a projection of expected results over the
following 12 -month period based on projected levels of operations and headcount levels at various classification levels with the Company.
Results of Operations
CONSOLIDATED OVERVIEW
(In thousands)

Revenue

Year ended
December 31, 2016

288,027

100.0 %

297,935

100.0 %

279,250

100.0 %

91,255

31.7 %

89,729

30.1 %

86,342

30.9 %

Operating Expenses

71,434

24.8 %

66,512

22.3 %

59,855

21.4 %

Intangible Amortization

6,113

2.1 %

7,087

2.4 %

7,737

2.8 %

Non-Operating Expense

9,386

3.3 %

10,258

3.4 %

8,804

3.2 %

Net Loss on Discontinued Operations

$

Year ended
December 31, 2014

Gross Profit

Income Tax Expense (Benefit), net on Continuing Operations

$

Year ended
December 31, 2015

$

2,457

0.9 %

35,782

12.0 %

3,356

1.2 %

(27,593)

(9.6)%

(28,712)

(9.6)%

(20,125)

(7.2)%
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Revenue
Revenue decreased by $9.9 million, or 3.3%, in 2016 as compared to 2015. Excluding the contribution of the divested systems engineering and technical assistance
(SETA) business from both periods, revenue was essentially flat on a year-over-year basis. In addition to the SETA divestiture, revenue was impacted by growth in
our airborne ISR business, higher advanced geospatial intelligence products and solutions sales, increased government cyber training initiatives and increased
revenue from other solutions contracts, which was offset by certain solutions contracts that ended in the second quarter of 2016.
Revenue increased by $18.7 million, or $6.7% in 2015 as compared to 2014. The increase in year-over-year revenue was due to increased product sales, the 2015
acquisitions and the continued expansion of our cyber training initiative, partially offset by lower revenue on certain solutions contracts.
Gross Profit
Gross profit increased by $1.5 million for 2016 as compared to 2015. Gross margin increased by 160 basis points in 2016 as compared to 2015. The increase in
gross margin was predominately due to a change in our revenue mix towards our higher-margin airborne ISR business, and higher advanced geospatial intelligence
products and solutions sales.
Gross profit increased, while gross margin decreased slightly, in 2015 as compared to 2014. The decrease in gross margin was due to certain contract rate
reductions, increased costs in our aviation services operation and a higher volume of relatively lower margin product sales on a year-over-year basis.
Operating Expenses
Our operating expense for 2016 increased by $4.9 million and as a percentage of revenue as compared to 2015. The increase was due primarily to higher indirect
expenses, including higher business development costs and other general and administrative expenses.
Operating expense increased $6.7 million and was basically flat as a percentage of revenue for 2015 as compared to 2014. The increase in year-over-year operating
expense was due to the acquisitions of Milestone Intelligence Group, Inc. and Ponte Technologies, LLC during 2015 and related acquisition costs and the
additional Milestone facility, which we occupied during the third quarter of 2015.
Intangible Amortization
Intangible amortization expense decreased by $1.0 million in 2016 as compared to 2015. The decrease was primarily due to certain intangibles from prior
acquisitions becoming fully amortized during the period.
Intangible amortization expense decreased by $0.7 million in 2015 as compared to 2014. The decrease was primarily a result of certain intangibles from prior
acquisitions becoming fully amortized during 2014 and throughout 2015, partially offset by intangibles resulting from the 2015 acquisitions.
Non-Operating Expense
Non-operating expense decreased by $0.9 million for the 2016 compared with 2015. The decrease in non-operating expense was driven by the pre-tax gain of $3.0
million related to the sale of our SETA business, partially offset by increased interest expense and certain operating lease disposal costs.
2015 non-operating expense consisted primarily of interest expense totaling $10.3 million. The increase in interest expense compared with 2014 was due primarily
to the full-year impact of our increased level of debt resulting from the issuance of our convertible notes during the third quarter of 2014.
Income Tax Expense (Benefit), net on Continuing Operations
The effective tax rate for continuing operations was 56.8% , 609.4% and 33.7% for 2016, 2015 and 2014, respectively. The Company’s effective tax rate for 2016
differs from statutory rates due to the Company’s inability to offset its 2016 indefinite lived intangible deferred tax expense against deferred tax assets in
association with the recording of the 2016 valuation allowance movement. The effective tax rate for 2015 is significantly different from statutory rates due to the
recording of the valuation allowance on substantially all of the Company’s deferred tax assets. The provision for income tax for 2015 included the recording of a
net valuation allowance of $19.6 million as a discrete item. The valuation allowance was established due to the uncertainty of the utilization of deferred tax assets
in future periods. The valuation allowance established in 2015 is still in effect as we currently believe it unlikely that we will realize a significant portion of our
deferred tax asset.
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Loss on Discontinued Operations
Loss on discontinued operations for 2016 was $27.6 million , which in addition to losses from operations, was driven by a $5.5 million pre-tax loss on the disposal
of the Hexis Cyber Solutions product line and a $7.0 million goodwill impairment charge. The loss on discontinued operations decreased $1.1 million, or 4% for
2016 compared to 2015. The largest drivers of the decrease were related to cost-saving measures put in place in January 2016 and the sale of Hexis Cyber
Solutions product lines in the second quarter of 2016.
Loss on discontinued operations increased by $8.6 million, or 42.7% in 2015 as compared to 2014. The largest drivers of the increase were the $8.0 million
goodwill impairment charge, the loss on disposal of certain long-lived assets and additional investment in infrastructure related to Hexis Cyber Solutions products.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
At December 31, 2016 , we had approximately $41.9 million in cash and cash equivalents. During 2016, we had several significant cash events, including warrant
holders' exercising approximately 2.2 million warrants; the SETA divestiture; the sale of the Hexis Cyber Solutions product lines; and the acquisition of a
geospatial intelligence collection business.
Cash from Operations
Operations provided approximately $23.1 million in cash during 2016 , an increase of $10.8 million as compared to 2015. The increase was primarily due to timing
of our collections of receivables. A number of non-cash adjustments contributed to our net loss in 2016 , including intangible amortization, depreciation, goodwill
impairment charges, stock compensation expense, amortization of convertible debt discount and changes in our deferred taxes. Intangible amortization from
continuing operations was approximately $6.1 million in 2016. Stock compensation expense was $3.5 million in 2016. Depreciation expense from continuing
operations for 2016 was $6.4 million . Our need for additional working capital will be determined by our method and volume of growth. Growing through selfperformed labor will require more working capital than growing using subcontractors, but we expect self-performed labor will be a more profitable alternative than
using subcontractors.
Investing and Financing
During 2016 we received $16.2 million in cash resulting from the divestiture of our SETA and the Hexis Cyber Solutions businesses. We spent approximately $9.8
million in cash to acquire four planes to help meet the needs of our expanding ISR business. We also spent approximately $2.5 million in cash to acquire a
geospatial intelligence collection business. We have historically completed acquisitions each year. We intend to finance the approximately $235.0 million purchase
price for our pending acquisition of Sotera Defense Solutions, announced March 8, 2017, through borrowings from a new secured credit facility and cash on hand.
Depending on the size and timing of other future acquisitions, we may use additional proceeds under our existing credit facility, as well as additional debt or
possibly equity offering proceeds, to complete such acquisitions.
Events Subsequent to December 31, 2016
During January 2017, the Company entered into an underwriting agreement with certain underwriters. Pursuant to the terms and conditions of the underwriting
agreement, the Company sold 8,500,000 shares of its common stock at a price of $9.975 per share and received $84.8 million in gross proceeds.
On March 8, 2017, the Company announced that the Company's wholly-owned operating company, The KeyW Corporation, signed a definitive agreement to
acquire Sotera Defense Solutions (Sotera) in an all-cash transaction valued at approximately $235.0 million. The Company intends to fund the transaction through
borrowings from a new secured credit facility and cash on hand. The transaction is expected to close in the second quarter of 2017, subject to clearance under the
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act and other customary closing conditions.
Convertible Notes
On July 21, 2014, we initially issued $130.0 million aggregate principal amount of the Company's 2.50% Convertible Senior Notes due July 15, 2019 (the "Notes")
pursuant to an underwriting agreement, dated July 16, 2014 (the “Underwriting Agreement”) with RBC Capital Markets, LLC and Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith Inc., as representatives of several underwriters (collectively, the “Underwriters”). Under the terms of the Underwriting Agreement, the Company granted the
Underwriters an option, exercisable for up to 30 days after the closing of the offering, to purchase up to an additional $19.5 million principal amount of the Notes
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solely to cover over-allotments, if any, which was subsequently exercised in full in August 2014, resulting in a total issuance of $149.5 million aggregate principal
amount of Notes.
In connection with the issuance of the Notes, the Company entered into an indenture (the “Base Indenture”) with Wilmington Trust, National Association, as
trustee (the “Trustee”), as supplemented by a first supplemental indenture thereto, between the same parties (the “First Supplemental Indenture,” and together with
the “Base Indenture,” the “Indenture”).
The terms of the Notes are governed by the Indenture. The Notes bear interest at a rate of 2.50% per annum on the principal amount thereof, payable semi-annually
in arrears on January 15 and July 15 of each year, beginning on January 15, 2015, to holders of record at the close of business on the preceding January 1 and July
1, respectively. The Notes will mature on July 15, 2019, unless earlier repurchased or converted. The Company may not redeem the Notes prior to their stated
maturity date.
The Notes are senior unsecured obligations of the Company and will rank equal in right of payment to all of the Company's existing and future senior unsecured
indebtedness. The Notes will be senior in right of payment to any existing or future indebtedness which is subordinated by its terms. The Notes are structurally
subordinated to all liabilities of the Company's subsidiaries and are effectively junior to the secured indebtedness of the Company to the extent of the value of the
assets securing such indebtedness.
Holders may convert their Notes under the following conditions at any time prior to the close of business on the business day immediately preceding January 15,
2019, in multiples of $1,000 principal amount, under the following circumstances:
•

•
•

during any calendar quarter (and only during such calendar quarter) commencing after the calendar quarter ending September 30, 2014, if the last reported
sale price of the Company's common stock, for at least 20 trading days (whether or not consecutive) in the period of 30 consecutive trading days ending
on the last trading day of the immediately preceding calendar quarter is greater than or equal to 130% of the conversion price for the Notes on each
applicable trading day;
during the five business day period immediately after any five consecutive trading day period in which the trading price per $1,000 principal amount of
Notes for each trading day of that period was less than 98% of the product of the last reported sale price of Company common stock and the conversion
rate for the Notes for each such trading day; or
upon the occurrence of specified corporate events as described in the Indenture;

In addition, holders may convert their Notes at their option at any time on or after January 15, 2019 until the close of business on the second scheduled trading day
immediately preceding the stated maturity date of the Notes, without regard to the foregoing circumstances.
The conversion rate for the Notes is initially 67.4093 shares of Company common stock per $1,000 principal amount of Notes, which is equivalent to an initial
conversion price of approximately $14.83 per share of Company common stock, and is subject to adjustments upon the occurrence of certain specified events as set
forth in the Indenture. Upon conversion, the Company will pay or deliver, as the case may be, cash, shares of Company common stock or a combination of cash
and shares of Company common stock, at its election, as described in the Indenture.
In addition, upon the occurrence of a fundamental change (as defined in the Indenture), holders of the Notes may require the Company to repurchase the Notes at a
purchase price of 100% of the principal amount of the Notes, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to, but excluding, the fundamental change repurchase date.
The events of default, which may result in the acceleration of the maturity of the Notes, include default by the Company in the payment of principal of the Notes,
default by the Company in the payment of interest on the Notes when due and the continuance of such default for a period of 30 days, failure by the Company to
comply with its conversion obligations upon exercise of a holder's conversion right under the Indenture and such failure continuing for 3 business days, failure by
the Company to provide timely notice of a fundamental change or specified corporate transaction, if required, failure by the Company to comply with its
obligations in respect of certain merger transactions, failure by the Company to perform certain of its agreements required under the Indenture if such failure
continues for 90 days after notice is given in accordance with the Indenture, failure by the Company to timely discharge certain other indebtedness, entry of certain
judgments against the Company which are not paid, discharged or stayed within 60 days, certain events of bankruptcy or insolvency involving the Company or any
significant subsidiary (as defined in the Indenture) of the Company, if necessary.
If an event of default, other than an event of default involving bankruptcy or insolvency of the Company or a significant subsidiary of the Company, occurs and is
continuing, either the Trustee or the holders of at least 25% in aggregate principal amount of the Notes then outstanding, by notice to the Company and the Trustee,
may declare 100% of the principal amount of, and accrued and unpaid interest (including additional interest, if any) on, all the Notes then outstanding, to be due
and payable immediately. If an event of default involving bankruptcy or insolvency events with respect to the Company or a significant subsidiary of the Company
occurs, then 100% of the principal amount of, and all accrued and unpaid interest on, all the Notes, will automatically become
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immediately due and payable without any notice or other action by the Trustee or any holder. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company may elect, at its option,
that the sole remedy for an event of default relating to certain failures by the Company to comply with certain reporting covenants in the Indenture will consist
exclusively of the right of the holders of the Notes to receive additional interest on the Notes.
Capped Call Transactions
On July 16, 2014, the Company entered into capped call transactions with each of Royal Bank of Canada and Bank of America, N.A. (collectively,
“Counterparties” and such transactions, the “Capped Call Transactions”). The Capped Call Transactions have an initial strike price of approximately $14.83
share, which corresponds to the initial conversion price of the Notes and is subject to anti-dilution adjustments substantially similar to those applicable to
Notes, and have a cap price of approximately $19.3760. The Capped Call Transactions cover, subject to anti-dilution adjustments, 8,763,209 shares of
Company's common stock, which is the same number of shares of the Company's common stock initially underlying the Notes.

the
per
the
the

The Capped Call Transactions are expected generally to reduce the potential dilution to the Company's common stock upon conversion of the Notes and/or offset
any cash payments the Company is required to make in excess of the principal amount of any converted Notes, as the case may be, in the event that the market
price per share of the Company's common stock, as measured under the terms of the Capped Call Transactions, is greater than the strike price of the Capped Call
Transactions as adjusted pursuant to the anti-dilution adjustments. If, however, the market price per share of the Company's common stock, as measured under the
terms of the Capped Call Transactions, exceeds the cap price of the Capped Call Transactions, there would nevertheless be dilution and/or there would not be an
offset of such potential cash payments, in each case, upon conversion of the Notes to the extent that such market price exceeds the cap price of the Capped Call
Transactions.
The Company has been advised that the Counterparties or their respective affiliates may modify their hedge positions by entering into or unwinding various
derivative transactions with respect to the Company's common stock and/or purchasing or selling the Company's common stock or other securities of the Company
in secondary market transactions prior to the maturity of the Notes. This activity could also cause or avoid an increase or a decrease in the market price of the
Company's common stock or the Notes, which could affect the ability of holders of the Notes to convert the Notes.
The Company intends to exercise options it holds under the Capped Call Transactions whenever Notes are converted on or after January 15, 2019, and expects that
upon any conversions of Notes prior to January 15, 2019 or any repurchase of Notes by the Company, a corresponding portion of the Capped Call Transactions
will be terminated. Upon such termination, the Company expects to receive from the Counterparties either a number of shares of the Company's common stock
with an aggregate market value equal to, or an amount of cash equal to, the value of the Capped Call Transactions or a portion thereof, as the case may be, being
early terminated, subject to the terms of the Capped Call Transactions. The Company has been advised that the Counterparties or their respective affiliates, in order
to unwind their hedge positions with respect to those exercised or terminated options, are likely to buy or sell shares of the Company's common stock or other
securities or instruments of the Company, including the Notes, in secondary market transactions or unwind various derivative transactions with respect to such
common stock during the relevant valuation period under the Capped Call Transactions, which generally corresponds to the observation period for the converted
Notes. These unwind activities could have the effect of increasing or decreasing the trading price of the Company's common stock and, to the extent the activity
occurs during any observation period related to a conversion of Notes, could have the effect of increasing or reducing the value of the consideration that holders of
the Notes will receive upon conversion of the Notes.
The Capped Call Transactions are separate transactions entered into by and between the Company and the Counterparties and are not part of the terms of the Notes.
Holders of the Notes will not have any rights with respect to Capped Call Transactions.
Revolving Credit Facility
On July 21, 2014, the Company, as a guarantor, entered into a senior credit agreement, (the “Credit Agreement”), by and among itself, the KeyW Corporation, as
the borrower (the “Borrower”), the domestic direct and indirect subsidiary guarantors of KeyW (the “Subsidiary Guarantors”), the lenders and Royal Bank of
Canada, as administrative agent. Under the Credit Agreement, the Company provided a guaranty of all of the obligations of the Borrower. The Credit Agreement
provides the Borrower a $42.5 million revolving credit facility, (the “Revolver”). The Revolver includes a $10 million swing line and a $15 million letter of credit
facility.
Borrowings under the Credit Agreement bear interest at a rate equal to an applicable rate plus, at the Company's option, either (a) adjusted LIBOR or (b) a base
rate. The Company will also be required to pay a facility fee to the Lenders for any unused commitments and customary letter of credit fees.
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The outstanding amount of revolving loans shall be prepaid with (a) 100% of the net cash proceeds of all asset sales or other dispositions of property by Borrower
and its subsidiaries, (b) 100% of the net cash proceeds of issuances of debt obligations of Borrower and its subsidiaries (other than permitted debt), and (c) 100%
of the net cash proceeds of any public offering or disposition of the equity of Borrower or its subsidiaries.
The Company may voluntarily repay outstanding loans under the Revolver at any time without premium or penalty, subject to customary fees in the case of
prepayment of LIBOR based loans.
The Revolver will mature on the earlier to occur of (i) the fifth anniversary of the closing of the Credit Agreement, and (ii) the date that is 180 days prior to the
maturity date of the Notes unless the Notes are converted into equity, repaid, refinanced or otherwise satisfied on terms permitted under the Credit Agreement.
The Credit Agreement contains a number of negative covenants that will, among other things, restrict, subject to certain exceptions, the Company and its
subsidiaries' ability to: incur additional indebtedness; incur additional liens; sell all or substantially all of the Company's assets; consummate certain fundamental
changes; change the Company's lines of business or make certain restricted payments (including cash payments upon conversion of the Notes if a default or event
of default exists under the facility or if, after giving effect to such payments and any debt incurred to make such payments, the Company is not in pro forma
compliance with the financial covenants and other financial tests under the facility, or cash payments to pay the purchase price of the Notes). The Credit
Agreement also contains certain customary affirmative covenants and events of default.
The Credit Agreement requires the Company to maintain a maximum consolidated senior secured leverage ratio and a minimum cash interest coverage ratio. The
consolidated senior secured leverage ratio test measures the ratio of the Company's consolidated funded indebtedness (other than consolidated funded indebtedness
that is unsecured) to trailing four quarter Consolidated EBITDA (as defined in the Credit Agreement). This ratio is permitted to be no greater than 2.25 to 1.00 as
of the end of any fiscal quarter during the applicable period. The cash interest coverage ratio test measures the ratio of trailing four quarter Consolidated EBITDA
minus taxes paid in such period to consolidated interest expense paid in such period in cash. This ratio is permitted to be no less than 3.50 to 1.00.
In February 2016, the Company amended the Credit Agreement. The amendment permanently decreases the amount available under the revolver to $20.0 million.
At December 31, 2016 , we were in compliance with all of our debt covenants under the Credit Agreement.
The Revolver is secured by a security interest and lien on substantially all of the Company's, the Borrower's and the Subsidiary Guarantors' assets including a
pledge of one hundred percent of the equity securities of the Borrower and the Subsidiary Guarantors.
As of December 31, 2016 , we had the full $20 million available under our Revolver.
Outlook
We expect cash on hand (including the net proceeds from our January 2017 offering of common stock), operating cash flow, and access to our line of credit will
provide sufficient liquidity for fiscal 2017. We expect that our 2017 cash flow from operations will be positive. The manner in which we staff our contracts will
impact the degree of working capital investment required to fuel our growth. Included in our net income are several significant non-cash transactions that would be
add-backs to net income when calculating our cash flow from operations, including stock compensation expense, amortization of intangibles and depreciation of
fixed assets.
We may continue to acquire new companies that are a strategic fit and enhance our corporate platform. We intend to finance the approximately $235.0 million
purchase price for our pending acquisition of Sotera Defense Solutions, announced March 8, 2017, through borrowings from a new secured credit facility and cash
on hand. Any other 2017 acquisitions will impact our available cash and credit. The pace and size of any such acquisitions will determine how much, if any, of our
available credit facility we utilize during the year.
After we went public in 2010, employees and investors began to exercise their options and warrants. Some of these exercises were done cashlessly, but other
exercises were done by paying cash for their shares. We are unable to forecast what the employee and investor activity will be in 2017 with regard to these
instruments. The total potential cash inflows from these instruments if all exercised for cash would be approximately $16 million.
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Contractual Obligations and Commitments
Less than
one year

Total

1 – 3 years

More than
5 years

3 – 5 years

(In thousands)

Facilities/Office space

$

Office equipment
Total Operating Leases
Long-Term Debt Obligations
Total Contractual Obligations

$

61,860 $

9,252 $

17,756 $

217

97

119

1

—

62,077

9,349

17,875

16,985

17,868

149,500

—

149,500

—

—

211,577 $

9,349 $

167,375 $

16,984 $

16,985 $

17,868

17,868

Off Balance Sheet Arrangements
We do not have any off balance sheet arrangements.
Item 7A.

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK

Our financial position is exposed to several risks including interest rate risk and credit risk. We do not use any derivative financial instruments to manage currency
exchange rate risk, interest rate risk, equity market or commodity price risk.
Currency Exchange Rates
We currently do not have any material foreign currency risk, and accordingly estimate that an immediate 10% change in foreign exchange rates would not have a
material impact on our reported net income. We do not currently utilize any derivative financial instruments to hedge foreign currency risks.
Interest Rates
At December 31, 2016 , we had $149.5 million aggregate principal amount of 2.5% convertible senior notes due 2019 (the "Notes"). As the Notes are fixed rate
instruments, as of December 31, 2016 , our results of operations are not subject to fluctuations in interest rates with respect to the Notes.
Equity Price Risk
We do not currently own nor have we ever owned any marketable equity investments to include marketable equity securities and equity derivative instruments
such as warrants and options. Therefore, since we do not currently own investments that are subject to market price volatility, our equity price risk is very low.
Item 8.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

See Item 15(a)(1) in Part IV of this Form 10-K.
Item 9.

CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

None.
Item 9A.

CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES

Disclosure Controls and Procedures
We maintain disclosure controls and procedures that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed in our filings and submissions to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the Exchange Act) is recorded, processed, and reported within the
time periods specified in the SEC’s rules and forms. Such controls include those designed to ensure that information is accumulated and communicated to
management, including our Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) and Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”), as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required
disclosures.
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An evaluation was conducted under the supervision and with the participation of management, including the CEO and CFO, on the effectiveness of our disclosure
controls and procedures, as such term is defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act. Based on this evaluation, the CEO and CFO concluded
that due to a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting described below under Management's Annual Report on Internal Control Over
Financial Reporting, our disclosure controls and procedures were not effective as of December 31, 2016 .
In light of the material weakness in internal control over financial reporting, we engaged significant internal and external resources to perform supplemental
procedures prior to filing this Annual Report on Form 10-K. These additional procedures have allowed us to conclude that, notwithstanding the material
weaknesses in our internal control over financial reporting, the consolidated financial statements included in this report fairly present, in all material respects, the
Company’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows for the periods presented in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America.
Management's Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)
under the Exchange Act) to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of our financial reporting and the preparation of consolidated financial
statements for external purposes in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
Under the supervision and with the participation of management, we assessed our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2016, the end of our
fiscal year. Management based its assessment on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission ("COSO"). Our management’s assessment of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting included
testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of our internal controls. Based on this assessment, management has concluded that due to the material
weakness in internal control over financial reporting described below, our internal control over financial reporting was not effective as of December 31, 2016. We
reviewed the results of management's assessment with the audit committee of our board of directors.
A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a
material misstatement of the Company’s annual or interim financial statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.
As part of its evaluation of internal control over financial reporting described above, management concluded a failure to establish an effective control environment
and monitoring activities in one area. The Company did not have adequate controls in place to properly evaluate, and account for, complex or unusual revenue
arrangements and apply the appropriate revenue recognition guidance in accordance with GAAP.
Management did adopt new controls during 2016 to remediate the prior-year material weakness related to revenue recognition for complex or unusual transactions.
Those controls were implemented in 2016, but the control did not operate at a level of precision to prevent or detect a potential material misstatement.
The control deficiency described above did not result in any material misstatement in the consolidated financial statements as of and for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2016 . However, the control deficiency creates a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement to the consolidated financial statements would
not be prevented or detected on a timely basis in the future, and therefore we concluded that the deficiency represents a material weakness in the Company’s
internal control over financial reporting.
Remediation of Previously Disclosed Material Weaknesses
As disclosed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2015 filed with the SEC on March 15, 2016, management previously identified
material weaknesses in our internal control over financial reporting. Based on management’s evaluation, certain material weaknesses have been remediated as of
December 31, 2016.
Previously identified material weaknesses which have been remediated include (i) the Company did not maintain effective controls related to the preparation or
review of the long-term forecasts and related assumptions, data and calculations used in its annual impairment tests and for the maintenance of related
documentation; and (ii) processes lacked adequate levels of monitoring and review controls to identify and correct inventory errors in a timely manner, including
the capitalization of general and administrative costs into our ending inventory.
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The following actions were taken by management to remediate the previously identified material weaknesses:
•

We enhanced procedures to better formalize our process over the creation of long term forecasts, including improving the level of documentation that
exists with respect to the development of our annual long-term forecast. Specific enhancements included procedures to improve our process of retaining
documentation throughout forecast creation, and use of reliable assumptions and estimates along with the documentation of management's review.

•

We augmented our internal controls related to inventory to include controls designed specifically to assess costs capitalized into inventory at a higher
level of precision. Specific enhancements include monthly assessments by management of project costs in order to identify general and administrative
costs that should be expensed rather than capitalized into inventory, and enhanced project workflows designed to support inventory project cost
management.

The Company has begun to implement a number of remediation steps to address the material weakness described above, led by our CFO and corporate controller.
The following actions have begun and will be further developed during 2017:
•

We are in the process of assessing our portfolio of contracts in order to adequately adopt new revenue recognition standards under ASC-606 guidance for
adoption in FY 2018. As part of this assessment, management will design controls to prevent and detect misstatements that could arise from a transition to
the new guidance.

•

We are enhancing our internal controls to include a control designed to prevent the improper application of revenue recognition on newly signed
contracts. The control will include the utilization of a revenue recognition checklist that will be documented and reviewed by management as part of the
accounting department’s assessment of each new contract.

•

We will include our contract specialists in management’s quarterly review of unique and complex revenue transactions.

The Company is committed to maintaining a strong internal control environment and believes that these remediation efforts will represent significant
improvements in our controls. The Company has started to implement these steps, however, some of these steps will take time to be fully integrated and confirmed
to be effective and sustainable.
Additional controls may also be required over time. Until the remediation steps set forth above are fully implemented and tested, the material weakness described
above will continue to exist.
Attestation Report of the Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
The effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2016, has been audited by Grant Thornton LLP, our independent registered
public accounting firm, who also audited our consolidated financial statements included in this Annual Report on Form 10-K, as stated in their reports, which
appear with our accompanying consolidated financial statements.
Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
There were no changes to our internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15-d-15(f) under the Exchange Act) that occurred during
the fourth quarter of 2016 that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
Inherent Limitations on the Effectiveness of Controls
Our management, including the CEO and CFO, does not expect that our disclosure controls or our internal control over financial reporting will prevent or detect all
error and all fraud. A control system, no matter how well designed and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the control system's
objectives will be met. The design of a control system must reflect the fact that there are resource constraints, and the benefits of controls must be considered
relative to their costs. Further, because of the inherent limitations in all control systems, no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance that
misstatements due to error or fraud will not occur or that all control issues and instances of fraud, if any, have been detected. The design of any system of controls
is based in part on certain assumptions about the likelihood of future events, and there can be no assurance that any design will succeed in achieving its stated goals
under all potential future conditions. Projections of any evaluation of the effectiveness of controls to future periods are subject to risks. Over time, controls may
become inadequate because of changes in conditions or deterioration in the degree of compliance with policies or procedures.
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Item 9B.

OTHER INFORMATION

None.
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PART III
Item 10.

DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The information required by this Item will be included in and is incorporated herein by reference from our 2017 Proxy Statement.

Item 11.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

The information required by this Item will be included in and is incorporated herein by reference from our 2017 Proxy Statement.
Item 12.

SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER
MATTERS

The information required by this Item will be included in and is incorporated herein by reference from our 2017 Proxy Statement.
Change in Control
There are no arrangements, known to the Company, including any pledge by any person of securities of the Company, where the operation of which may at a
subsequent date result in a change in control of the Company.
Equity Compensation Plan Information
See Item 5 "Market for Registrant's Common Equity, Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities" in this Annual Report.
Item 13.

CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE

The information required by this Item will be included in and is incorporated herein by reference from our 2017 Proxy Statement.
Item 14.

PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES

The information required by this Item will be included in and is incorporated herein by reference from our 2017 Proxy Statement.
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PART IV

Item 15.

EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES

(a) (1)

Consolidated Financial Statements

Reports of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

F-1 – F-2

Consolidated Balance Sheets

F-3

Consolidated Statements of Operations

F-4

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders' Equity

F-5

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

F-6

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

F-7 – F-28

(2) Financial Statement Schedules — All financial statement schedules required by Item 8 and Item 15 of Form 10-K have been omitted because the
information requested is not required, not applicable, or is shown in the Consolidated Financial Statements or Notes thereto.
(3) Exhibits — See Exhibit Index, which is incorporated in this item by reference.
(b) Exhibits — See Exhibit Index, which is incorporated in this item by reference.
(c) Financial Statement Schedules — Included in Item 15(a)(2) above.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and Shareholders
The KeyW Holding Corporation
We have audited the internal control over financial reporting of The KeyW Holding Corporation (a Maryland corporation) and subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of
December 31, 2016, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO). The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its
assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, included in the accompanying Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over
Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects.
Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, testing and evaluating
the design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. A company’s internal control over financial
reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the
transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of
financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in
accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of
unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of
effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with
the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
A material weakness is a deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, in internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility
that a material misstatement of the company’s annual or interim financial statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis. The following material
weakness has been identified and included in management’s assessment. (i) Evaluation of, and accounting for the revenue recognition related to complex or
unusual revenue arrangements.
In our opinion, because of the effect of the material weakness described above on the achievement of the objectives of the control criteria, the Company has not
maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2016, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control-Integrated
Framework issued by COSO.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the consolidated financial statements
of the Company as of and for the year ended December 31, 2016. The material weakness identified above was considered in determining the nature, timing, and
extent of audit tests applied in our audit of the 2016 consolidated financial statements, and this report does not affect our report dated March 15, 2017 , which
expressed an unqualified opinion on those financial statements.

/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
Baltimore, Maryland
March 15, 2017
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and Shareholders
The KeyW Holding Corporation
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of The KeyW Holding Corporation (a Maryland corporation) and subsidiaries (the “Company”) as
of December 31, 2016 and 2015, and the related consolidated statements of operations, changes in stockholders' equity, and cash flows for each of the three years
in the period ended December 31, 2016. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of The KeyW Holding
Corporation and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2016 and 2015, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period
ended December 31, 2016 in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the Company’s internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 2016, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO), and our report dated March 15, 2017 , expressed an adverse opinion.
/s/GRANT THORNTON LLP
Baltimore, Maryland
March 15, 2017
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THE KEYW HOLDING CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(In thousands, except per share amounts)
December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents

$

41,871

$

21,227

Receivables

43,141

53,828

Inventories, net

15,178

15,616

1,350

1,538

318

302

Prepaid expenses
Income tax receivable
Assets of discontinued operations
Total current assets
Property and equipment, net

3,000

7,765

104,858

100,276

40,615

28,750

290,710

297,223

Other intangibles, net

7,871

10,957

Other assets

1,399

1,508

—

15,408

Goodwill

Non-current assets of discontinued operations
TOTAL ASSETS

$

445,453

$

454,122

$

6,913

$

10,299

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses

9,941

9,345

15,122

8,916

Deferred revenue

3,760

717

Deferred income taxes

1,170

964

Liabilities of discontinued operations

1,185

7,084

38,091

37,325

132,482

126,188

Non-current deferred tax liabilities

29,239

26,890

Other non-current liabilities

12,705

11,894

212,517

202,297

—

—

—

—

Accrued salaries & wages

Total current liabilities
Long-term liabilities:
Convertible senior notes, net of discount

TOTAL LIABILITIES
Commitments and contingencies
Stockholders' equity:
Preferred stock, $0.001 par value; 5 million shares authorized, none issued
Common stock, $0.001 par value; 100 million shares authorized, 40,977,448 and 39,940,667 shares issued
and outstanding
Additional paid-in capital

41

40

333,883

327,045

Accumulated deficit

(100,988)

(75,260)

Total stockholders' equity

232,936

251,825

$

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY

445,453

$

The accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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454,122

THE KEYW HOLDING CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(In thousands, except share and per share amounts)
Years Ended December 31,
2016
Revenues

$

Costs of Revenues, excluding amortization
Gross Profit

2015
288,027

$

2014
297,935

$

279,250

196,772

208,206

192,908

91,255

89,729

86,342

71,434

66,512

59,855

6,113

7,087

7,737

77,547

73,599

67,592

Operating Expenses
Operating expenses
Intangible amortization expense
Total
Operating Income

13,708

16,130

18,750

Non-Operating Expense, net

9,386

10,258

8,804

Earnings before Income Taxes from Continuing Operations

4,322

5,872

9,946

Income Tax Expense, net on Continuing Operations

2,457

35,782

3,356

Net Income (Loss) from Continuing Operations
Loss before Income Taxes from Discontinued Operations
Income Tax Benefit, net on Discontinued Operations
Net Loss on Discontinued Operations
$

Net Loss

1,865

(29,910)

6,590

(28,082)

(42,896)

(32,103)

(489)

(14,184)

(11,978)

(27,593)

(28,712)

(20,125)

(25,728)

$

(58,622)

$

(13,535)

Weighted Average Common Shares Outstanding
Basic

40,500,656

38,722,340

37,442,680

Diluted

41,012,014

38,722,340

39,796,250

Basic net earnings (loss) per share:
Continuing operations

$

Discontinued operations

0.05

$

(0.69)
$

Basic net loss per share

(0.77)

$

(0.74)

0.18
(0.54)

(0.64)

$

(1.51)

$

0.05

$

(0.77)

$

(0.36)

Diluted net earnings (loss) per share:
Continuing operations

$

Discontinued operations

(0.68)
$

Diluted net loss per share

(0.63)

(0.74)
$

(1.51)

$

The accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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0.17
(0.51)
(0.34)

THE KEYW HOLDING CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
(In thousands, except share amounts)

Additional
Paid-In
Capital
(APIC)

Common Stock

Shares
BALANCE, JANUARY 1, 2014
Net loss
Warrant exercise, net

Amount

36,925,730

$

37

—

—

$

(Accumulated
Deficit)
Retained
Earnings

302,557

$

—

Total
Shareholders'
Equity

(3,103)

$

(13,535)

299,491
(13,535)

31,097

—

132

—

132

Option exercise

293,795

1

1,355

—

1,356

Restricted stock issuances

279,123

—

3,312

—

3,312

Restricted stock forfeitures

(24,137)

—

95,866

—

1,016

—

1,016

Stock based compensation

—

—

3,273

—

3,273

Conversion feature of convertible debt, net of
expenses

—

—

22,740

—

22,740

Equity issued as part of acquisitions

Purchase of capped calls
BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 2014
Net loss
Warrant exercise, net
Option exercise, net

—

(18,403)

38

315,818

(16,638)

299,218

(58,622)

(58,622)

—

—

—

1,503,859

2

4,548

73,794

—
—

Restricted stock forfeitures

(47,800)

—

Equity issued as part of acquisitions, net

242,250

—

Equity canceled related to a previous acquisition

(23,925)

—

Net loss

(164)

—

591,015

BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 2015

—

37,601,474

Restricted stock issuances

Stock based compensation

(164)

—

(18,403)

—

(463)

4,550

—

4,165

(463)

—

(283)

4,165

—

1,858

(283)

—

(240)

1,858

—

(240)

—

—

1,642

—

1,642

39,940,667

40

327,045

(75,260)

251,825

—

—

—

(25,728)

(25,728)

Warrant exercise, net

820,648

1

1,919

—

Option exercise, net

82,550

—

537

—

1,920
537

Restricted stock issuances

186,793

—

3,452

—

3,452

Restricted stock forfeitures

(162,793)

—

(1,297)

—

(1,297)

Equity issued as part of an acquisition

129,530

—

1,130

—

1,130

Shares withheld for tax withholding on vesting of
restricted stock

(19,947)

—

Stock based compensation
BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 2016

—
40,977,448

(220)

—
$

41

—

1,317
$

333,883

(220)

—
$

(100,988)

1,317
$

The accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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232,936

THE KEYW HOLDING CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(In thousands)
Years Ended December 31,
2016
Net loss

$

2015

(25,728)

$

2014

(58,622)

$

(13,535)

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided by operating activities:
Share-based compensation

3,472

5,524

6,421

Depreciation/amortization

19,623

13,578

19,849

Impairment of goodwill from discontinued operations

6,980

8,000

—

Amortization of discount of convertible debt

6,294

5,149

2,209

—

1,976

1,186

—

Write-off of deferred financing costs

340

(Gain) Loss on disposal of long-lived assets

(3,447)

Loss on sale of assets held for sale
Shortfall (windfall) tax benefit from option exercise
Deferred taxes

3,568

—

—

823

(1,044)

—

1,967

22,428

(6,379)

1,368

(4,307)

(4,441)

(2,977)

Changes in balance sheet items:
Receivables

15,516

Inventory

(663)

Prepaid expenses

(759)

356

(16)

2,827

1,896

Accounts payable

(4,694)

1,341

2,262

Accrued expenses

6,240

5,134

2,158

447

1,336

714

23,095

12,258

8,434

(2,504)

(20,991)

(2,940)

(18,410)

(13,742)

(9,511)

Income tax receivable

Other balance sheet changes
Net cash provided by operating activities

(583)

Cash flows from investing activities:
Acquisitions, net of cash acquired
Purchase of property and equipment
Proceeds from sale of assets

16,226

Net cash used in investing activities

—

(4,688)

—

(34,733)

(12,451)

Cash flows from financing activities:
Proceeds from issuance of convertible debt

—

—

149,500

Purchase of capped calls

—

—

(18,403)

Issuance cost of convertible senior notes and revolving credit facility

—

—

(6,446)

Proceeds from revolver

—

—

46,000

Repayment of debt

—

—

(131,000)

(Shortfall) windfall tax benefit from option exercise

—

(823)

1,044

Proceeds from option and warrant exercises, net

2,237

4,924

443

Net cash provided by financing activities

2,237

4,101

41,138

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

20,644

(18,374)

37,121

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period

21,227

39,601

2,480

$

41,871

$

21,227

$

39,601

Cash paid for interest

$

3,883

$

3,914

$

1,734

Cash (refunded) paid for taxes

$

40

$

(3,601)

$

84

Equity issued for acquisitions, net

$

1,130

$

1,618

$

1,016

Non-cash fixed asset additions

$

—

$

5,652

$

—

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period
Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:

The accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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THE KEYW HOLDING CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Corporate Organization
The KeyW Holding Corporation (Holdco) was incorporated in Maryland in December 2009. Holdco is a holding company and conducts its operations through The
KeyW Corporation (Opco) and its wholly owned subsidiaries. As used herein, the terms “KeyW”, the “Company”, and “we”, “us” and “our” refer to Holdco and,
unless the context requires otherwise, its subsidiaries, including Opco.
As further described in Note 16 - Businesses Held for Sale, Discontinued Operations and Dispositions , during the second quarter of 2016, the Company sold the
Hexis Cyber Solutions, Inc. (Hexis) business in its entirety. The Hexis business marketed our HawkEye products and related maintenance and services to the
commercial cyber sector and comprised our entire former Commercial Cyber Solutions reportable segment. Our Commercial Cyber Solutions segment is reflected
in the accompanying consolidated financial statements as a discontinued operation. References to financial data are to the Company's continuing operations, unless
otherwise noted.
KeyW is a highly-specialized provider of advanced engineering and technology solutions to support the collection, processing, analysis and dissemination of
information across the full spectrum of the Intelligence, Cyber and Counterterrorism Communities’ missions. Our solutions protect our nation and its allies, and are
designed to meet the critical needs of agile intelligence and U.S. government national security priorities. Our core capabilities include advanced cyber operations
and training, geospatial intelligence, cloud and data analytics, engineering, and intelligence analysis and operations. Our capabilities include a suite of Intelligence
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) solutions deployed from an advanced sensor delivery platform, proprietary products including electro-optical,
hyperspectral and synthetic aperture radar sensors, and other products that we manufacture and integrate with hardware and software to meet unique and evolving
intelligence mission requirements.
KeyW’s solutions focus on Intelligence Community (IC) customers including the National Security Agency (NSA), the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency
(NGA), the Army Geospatial Center (AGC) and other agencies within the IC and Department of Defense (DoD). In addition, we provide products and services to
U.S. federal, state and local law enforcement agencies, foreign governments and other entities in the Cyber and Counterterrorism markets. We believe the
combination of our advanced solutions, understanding of the IC’s mission, long-standing and successful customer relationships, operational capabilities and highly
skilled, cleared workforce will help expand our footprint in our core markets.
Principles of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the transactions of KeyW, Opco and their wholly owned subsidiaries from the date of their acquisition. All
intercompany accounts and transactions have been eliminated.
Revenue Recognition
We derive the majority of our revenue from time-and-materials, firm-fixed-price, cost-plus-fixed-fee and cost-plus-award-fee contracts.
Revenues from cost reimbursable contracts are recorded as reimbursable costs are incurred, including an estimated share of the applicable contractual fees earned.
For performance-based fees under cost reimbursable contracts, we recognize the relevant portion of the expected fee to be awarded by the client at the time such
fee can be reasonably estimated, based on factors such as prior award experience and communications with the client regarding performance. For cost reimbursable
contracts with performance-based fee incentives, we recognize the relevant portion of the fee upon customer approval. For time-and-materials contracts, revenue is
recognized based on billable rates times hours delivered plus materials and other reimbursable costs incurred. For firm-fixed-price service contracts, revenue is
recognized using the proportional performance based on the estimated total costs of the project. For fixed-price production contracts, revenue and cost are
recognized at a rate per unit as the units are delivered or by other methods to measure services provided. This method of accounting requires estimating the total
revenues and total contract costs of the contract. During the performance of contracts, these estimates are periodically reviewed and revisions are made as required.
The impact on revenue and contract profit as a result of these revisions is included in the periods in which the revisions are made. This method can result in the
deferral of costs or the deferral of profit on these contracts. Because we assume the risk of performing a fixed-price contract at a set price, the failure to accurately
estimate ultimate costs or to control costs during performance of the work could result, and in some instances has resulted, in reduced profits or losses on such
contracts. Estimated losses on contracts at completion are recognized when identified.
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Contract revenue recognition inherently involves estimation. Examples of estimates include the contemplated level of effort to accomplish the tasks under the
contract, the cost of the effort, and an ongoing assessment of our progress toward completing the contract. From time to time, as part of our management processes,
facts develop that require us to revise our estimated total costs or revenue. To the extent that a revised estimate affects contract profit or revenue previously
recognized, we record the cumulative effect of the revision in the period in which the facts requiring the revision become known.
In certain circumstances, and based on correspondence with the end customer, management authorizes work to commence or to continue on a contract option,
addition or amendment prior to the signing of formal modifications or amendments. We recognize revenue to the extent it is probable that the formal modifications
or amendments will be finalized in a timely manner and that it is probable that the revenue recognized will be collected.
All revenue is net of intercompany adjustments.
Cost of Revenues
Cost of revenues consists primarily of compensation expenses for program personnel, the fringe benefits associated with this compensation and other direct
expenses incurred to complete programs, including cost of materials and subcontract efforts.
Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or net realizable value. Our inventory consists of specialty products that we manufacture on a limited quantity basis for
our customers. As of December 31, 2016 and 2015 , we had inventory reserve balances of $0.6 million and $0.1 million respectively, for certain products where the
market has not developed as expected.
Accounts Receivable
Accounts receivable are stated at the amount management expects to collect from outstanding balances. Invoice terms range from net 10 days to net 90 days .
Management provides for probable uncollectible amounts through a charge to earnings and a credit to a valuation allowance (allowance for doubtful accounts)
based on its assessment of the current status of individual accounts. Balances that are still outstanding after management has used reasonable collection efforts are
written-off through a charge to the valuation allowance and a credit to accounts receivable. For the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 there were no
credits to the valuation allowance.
Property and Equipment
All property and equipment are stated at acquisition cost or in the case of self-constructed assets, the cost of labor and a reasonable allocation of overhead costs (no
general and administrative costs are included). The cost of maintenance and repairs, which do not significantly improve or extend the life of the respective assets,
are charged to operations as incurred.
Provisions for depreciation and amortization are computed on either a straight-line method or accelerated methods acceptable under accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”) over the estimated useful lives of between 3 and 7 years . Leasehold improvements are
amortized over the lesser of the terms of the underlying leases or the estimated useful lives of the assets.
Lease Incentives
As part of entering into certain building leases, the lessors have provided the Company with tenant improvement allowances. Typically, such allowances represent
reimbursements to the Company for tenant improvements made to the leased space. These improvements are capitalized as property and equipment, and the
allowances are classified as a deferred lease incentive liability. This incentive is considered a reduction of rental expense by the lessee over the term of the lease
and is recognized on a straight-line basis over the same term.
Software Development Costs
Costs of internally developed software for resale are expensed until the technological feasibility of the software product has been established. In accordance with
the pronouncement on software development costs of the Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”), software development costs are capitalized and amortized
over the product's estimated useful life. As of December 31, 2016 and 2015 , we had capitalized $2.1 million and $1.9 million of software development costs,
respectively. Capitalized software development costs are amortized using the greater of straight-line method or as a percentage of revenue recognized from the sale
of the capitalized software. The Company had capitalized software development amortization of $0.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2016 . Due to the
products still being under development and not having been placed into service, the Company had no computer software amortization costs for the years ended
December 31, 2015 and 2014 .
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Long-Lived Assets (Excluding Goodwill)
The Company follows the provisions of FASB ASC topic 360-10-35, Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets in accounting for long-lived assets such as
property and equipment and intangible assets subject to amortization. The guidance requires that long-lived assets be reviewed for impairment whenever events or
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be fully recoverable. The possibility of impairment exists if the sum of the long-term
undiscounted cash flows is less than the carrying amount of the long-lived asset being evaluated. Impairment losses are measured as the difference between the
carrying value of long-lived assets and their fair market value based on discounted cash flows of the related assets. Impairment losses are treated as permanent
reductions in the carrying amount of the assets. The Company has not recorded any impairments since inception.
Goodwill
Purchase price in excess of the fair value of tangible assets and identifiable intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed in a business combination is recorded
as goodwill. In accordance with FASB ASC Topic 350-20, Goodwill , the Company tests for impairment at least annually. Impairment of goodwill is tested at the
reporting unit level by comparing the reporting unit's carrying amount, including goodwill, to the fair value of the reporting unit. The fair value of each reporting
unit is estimated using either qualitative analysis or a combination of income and market approaches. If the carrying amount of the unit exceeds its fair value,
goodwill is considered impaired and a second step is performed to measure the amount of impairment loss, if any.
Determining the fair value of a reporting unit is a judgment involving significant estimates and assumptions. These estimates and assumptions include revenue
growth rates, operating margins and working capital requirements used to calculate projected future cash flows, risk-adjusted discount rates, selected multiples,
control premiums and future economic and market conditions. We have based our fair value estimates on assumptions that we believe to be reasonable, but that are
unpredictable and inherently uncertain. The Company evaluated goodwill at the beginning of the fourth quarter of fiscal years 2016 , 2015 and 2014 and found no
impairment to the carrying value of goodwill from continuing operations.
A summary of the changes in the carrying amount of goodwill is as follows (in thousands):

Consolidated
Goodwill as of December 31, 2015

$

Acquisition

297,223
720

Divestiture

(7,233)
$

Goodwill as of December 31, 2016

290,710

Intangibles
Intangible assets consist of the value of customer related intangibles acquired in various acquisitions. Intangible assets are amortized on a straight line basis over
their estimated useful lives unless the pattern of usage of the benefits indicates an alternative method is more representative. The useful lives of the intangibles
range from one to seven years .
Concentrations of Credit Risk
We maintain cash balances that, at times, during the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015 exceeded the federally insured limit on a per financial institution
basis. The Company has not experienced any losses in such accounts and believes it is not exposed to any significant credit risk related to cash. In addition, we
have credit risk associated with our receivables that arise in the ordinary course of business. In excess of 90% of our total revenue is derived from contracts where
the end customer is the U.S. Government and any disruption to cash payments from our end customer could put the Company at risk.
Use of Estimates
Management uses estimates and assumptions in preparing these consolidated financial statements in accordance with U.S. GAAP. Those estimates and
assumptions affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities, and the reported revenues and expenses.
Significant estimates include amortization lives, depreciation lives, percentage of completion revenue, inventory obsolescence reserves, medical self-insurance
IBNR, income taxes and stock compensation expense. Actual results could vary from the estimates that were used.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
We consider all highly liquid investments purchased with original maturities of three months or less, when purchased, to be cash equivalents.
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Fair Value of Financial Instruments
The balance sheet includes various financial instruments consisting of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, and accounts payable. The fair values of
these instruments approximate the carrying values due to the short maturity of these instruments. The balance sheet also includes our convertible senior notes, the
fair value of which is estimated using a market approach with Level 2 inputs.
Research and Development
Internally funded research and development expenses are expensed as incurred and are included in cost of operations in the accompanying consolidated statement
of operations. In accordance with FASB ASC Topic 730, Research and Development , such costs consist primarily of payroll, materials, subcontractor and an
allocation of overhead costs related to product development. Research and development costs totaled $4.6 million , $3.4 million and $4.6 million for years ended
December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 , respectively, and are included as operating expenses in the consolidated statement of operations.
Income Taxes
Income taxes are accounted for under the asset and liability method. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to
differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases and operating loss and tax credit carry
forwards. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary
differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in the period that
includes the enacted date. In evaluating our ability to realize our deferred tax assets, we consider all available positive and negative evidence, including cumulative
historic earnings, reversal of deferred tax liabilities, projected taxable income, and tax planning strategies. The assumptions utilized in evaluating both positive and
negative evidence require the use of significant judgment concerning our business plans.
For a tax position that meets the more-likely-than-not recognition threshold, the Company initially and subsequently measures the tax liability or benefit as the
largest amount that it judges to have a greater than 50% likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement with a taxing authority. The liability associated with
unrecognized tax benefits is adjusted periodically due to changing circumstances, such as the progress of tax audits, case law developments and new or emerging
legislation. Such adjustments are recognized entirely in the period in which they are identified. The effective tax rate includes the net impact of changes in the
liability for unrecognized tax obligations or benefits and subsequent adjustments as considered appropriate by management. The Company's policy is to record
interest and penalties as an increase in the liability for uncertain tax obligations or benefits and a corresponding increase to the income tax provision. No material
adjustments were recorded as of December 31, 2016 , 2015 , or 2014 .
Earnings (Loss) per Share
Basic net loss per share is calculated by dividing net loss by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding during the period. Diluted loss per share
is calculated by dividing net loss by the diluted weighted-average common shares outstanding during the period, which reflects the potential dilution of stock
options, warrants, and contingently issuable shares that could share in our loss if the securities were exercised.
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The following table presents the calculation of basic and diluted net loss per share (in thousands except per share amounts):

December 31,
2016
Net Income (Loss) from Continuing Operations

$

Net Loss on Discontinued Operations

1,865

December 31,
2015
$

(27,593)

Net Loss

$

Weighted-average shares – basic

(25,728)

Weighted-average shares – diluted
Net Income (Loss) per share from Continuing Operations – basic

$

Net Loss per share from Discontinued Operations – basic

(29,910)

$

(28,712)
$

40,501

Effect of dilutive potential common shares

December 31,
2014

(58,622)

6,590
(20,125)

$

38,722

(13,535)
37,443

511

—

2,353

41,012

38,722

39,796

0.05

$

(0.69)

(0.77)

$

(0.74)

0.18
(0.54)

Net Loss per share – basic

$

(0.64)

$

(1.51)

$

(0.36)

Net Income (Loss) per share from Continuing Operations – diluted

$

0.05

$

(0.77)

$

0.17

Net Loss per share from Discontinued Operations – diluted

(0.68)

Net Loss per share – diluted

$

Anti-dilutive share-based awards, excluded

(0.63)
2,499

(0.74)
$

(1.51)

(0.51)
$

5,281

(0.34)
7,251

Employee equity share options, restricted shares, and warrants granted by the Company are treated as potential common shares outstanding in computing diluted
income per share. Diluted shares outstanding include the dilutive effect of in-the-money options and in-the-money warrants and unvested restricted stock. The
dilutive effect of such equity awards is calculated based on the average share price for each fiscal period using the treasury stock method. Under the treasury stock
method, the amount the employee must pay for exercising stock options, the amount of compensation cost for future service that the Company has not yet
recognized, and the amount of tax benefits that would be recorded in additional paid-in capital when the award becomes deductible, are collectively assumed to be
used to repurchase shares. As we incurred a net loss from continuing operations for the year ended December 31, 2015, none of the outstanding dilutive sharebased awards were included in the diluted share calculation as they would have been anti-dilutive.
The Company uses the treasury stock method for calculating any potential dilutive effect of the conversion spread of our Convertible Senior Notes due 2019 (the
"Notes") on diluted earnings per share, if applicable. The conversion spread will have a dilutive impact on diluted earnings per share of common stock when the
average market price of our common stock for a given period exceeds the Notes' conversion price of $14.83 . For the year ended December 31, 2016 ,
approximately 10.1 million shares related the Notes have been excluded from the computation of diluted earnings per share as the effect would be anti-dilutive
since the conversion price of the Notes exceeded the average market price of the Company's common shares for the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and
2014 .
Share Based Compensation

A s discussed in Note 10 - Share-based Compensation, the Company applies the fair value method that requires all share-based payments to employees and nonemployee directors to be expensed over their requisite service period based on their fair value at the grant date, using a prescribed option-pricing model. The
expense recognized is based on the straight-line amortization of each individually vesting piece of a grant. The calculated expense is required to be based upon
awards that ultimately vest and we have accordingly reduced the expense by estimated forfeitures.
The following assumptions were used for share-based awards granted.
Dividend Yield—The Company has never declared or paid dividends on its common stock and has no plans to do so in the foreseeable future.
Risk-Free Interest Rate—Risk-free interest rate is based on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term approximating the expected life of the sharebased award term assumed at the date of grant.
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Expected Volatility—Volatility is a measure of the amount by which a financial variable such as a share price has fluctuated (historical volatility) or is expected to
fluctuate (expected volatility) during a period. The Company's expected volatility is based on its historical volatility for a period that approximates the estimated
life of the share-based awards.
Expected Term of the Share-based Awards—This is the period of time that the share-based awards granted are expected to remain unexercised. The Company
estimates the expected life of the share-based award term based on the expected tenure of employees and historical experience.
Forfeiture Rate—The Company estimates the percentage of share-based awards granted that are expected to be forfeited or canceled on an annual basis before
share-based awards become fully vested. The Company uses a forfeiture rate that is a blend of past turnover data and a projection of expected results over the
following 12 -month period based on projected levels of operations and headcount levels at various classification levels with the Company.
Segment Reporting
FASB ASC Section 280, Segment Reporting , establishes standards for the way that public business enterprises report information about operating segments in
annual financial statements and requires that these enterprises report selected information about operating segments in interim financial reports. The guidance also
establishes standards for related disclosures about products and services, geographic areas and major customers. The Company defines its reportable segments
based on the way the chief operating decision maker (CODM), currently its chief executive officer, manages the operations of the Company for allocating
resources and assessing performance. The Company has historically operated two segments, Government Solutions and Commercial Cyber Solutions. The
Company disposed of the assets and liabilities of its Commercial Cyber Solutions during the second quarter of 2016, (see Note 16 - Businesses Held for Sale,
Discontinued Operations and Dispositions ). Therefore, we have also reclassified the results of our Hexis business, which comprised our entire Commercial Cyber
Solutions reportable segment, as discontinued operations for all periods presented in our consolidated financial statements and determined that the Company is now
operating one reporting segment, Government Solutions.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
I n May 2014, the FASB issued ASU 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers , an accounting pronouncement related to revenue recognition (FASB ASC
Topic 606), which amends the guidance in former ASC Topic 605, Revenue Recognition , and provides a single, comprehensive revenue recognition model for all
contracts with customers. This standard contains principles that an entity will apply to determine the measurement of revenue and timing of when it is
recognized. The entity will recognize revenue to reflect the transfer of goods or services to customers at an amount that the entity expects to be entitled to in
exchange for those goods or services. This pronouncement is effective for fiscal years, and interim periods within those years, beginning after December 15, 2017.
The FASB also approved early adoption of the standard, but not before January 1, 2017. We will adopt ASU 2014-09 in the first quarter of 2018. We have
completed an initial review of our contracts and do not expect that adoption of this standard will have a material the impact on our consolidated financial
statements. We are currently evaluating the method of adoption.
In November 2015, the FASB issued ASU 2015-17, Income Taxes , amending the accounting for income taxes and requiring all deferred tax assets and liabilities to
be classified as non-current on the consolidated balance sheet. The ASU is effective for reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2016, with early adoption
permitted. The ASU may be adopted either prospectively or retrospectively. We will adopt ASU 2015-17 in the first quarter of 2017. We are currently evaluating
the method of adoption, but do not expect that adoption of this standard will have a material impact on our consolidated financial statements.
In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-02, Leases . The new standard establishes a right-of-use (“ROU”) model that requires a lessee to record a ROU
asset and a lease liability on the balance sheet for all leases with terms longer than 12 months. Leases will be classified as either finance or operating, with
classification affecting the pattern of expense recognition in the income statement. The new standard is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2018, including interim periods within those fiscal years. A modified retrospective transition approach is required for lessees for capital and operating leases
existing at, or entered into after, the beginning of the earliest comparative period presented in the financial statements, with certain practical expedients available.
We are currently evaluating the impact of this pronouncement on our consolidated financial statements.
In March 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-09, Improvements to Employee Share-Based Payment Accounting . The amendments in ASU 2016-09 to Topic 718,
Compensation - Stock Compensation, require recognition of all excess tax benefits and tax deficiencies through income tax expense or benefit in the income
statement. Other amendments in this new standard include guidance on the classification of share-based payment transactions in the statement of cash flows and an
option to account for forfeitures of share-based awards as they occur rather than estimating the compensation cost based on the number of awards that are expected
to vest. The amendments in the new standard are effective for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2016, and interim periods within those annual periods.
Early adoption is permitted in any interim or annual period. We will adopt ASU
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2016-09 in the first quarter of 2017. We are currently evaluating the method of adoption, but do not expect that adoption of this standard will have a material the
impact on our consolidated financial statements.
In August 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-15, Statement of Cash Flows . The new guidance addresses the diversity in practice in how certain cash receipts and
payments are classified in the statement of cash flows, including debt prepayment or extinguishment costs, the settlement of contingent liabilities arising from a
business combination, proceeds from insurance settlements, and distributions from certain equity method investees. The guidance is effective for interim and
annual periods beginning after December 15, 2017, and early adoption is permitted. The guidance requires application using a retrospective transition method. We
are currently evaluating the impact of this pronouncement on our consolidated financial statements.
In January 2017, the FASB issued ASU 2017-04, Intangibles-Goodwill and Other . The new guidance simplifies subsequent goodwill measurement by eliminating
Step 2 from the goodwill impairment test. Under this update, an entity should perform its annual, or interim, goodwill impairment test by comparing the fair value
of a reporting unit with its carrying amount. An entity should recognize an impairment charge for the amount by which the carrying amount exceeds the reporting
unit's fair value; however, the loss recognized should not exceed the total amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit. The new standard is effective for
annual periods, and interim periods within those annual periods, beginning after December 15, 2019 with early adoption permitted for annual goodwill impairment
tests performed after January 1, 2017. The standard must be applied prospectively. Upon adoption, the standard will impact how we assess goodwill for
impairment. We are currently considering our timing of adoption.
2. ACQUISITIONS
The Company has completed multiple acquisitions since it began operations in August 2008. The acquisitions were made to increase the Company's skill sets and
to create sufficient critical mass to be able to serve as prime contractor on significant contracts. Most of the acquisitions resulted in the Company recording
goodwill and other intangibles. The goodwill was primarily a result of the acquisitions focusing on acquiring cleared personnel to expand our presence with our
main customers. The value of having that personnel generated the majority of the goodwill from the transactions and drove much of the purchase price in addition
to other identified intangibles including contracts, customer relationships, contract rights and intellectual property. Several of the acquisitions involved issuance of
Company common stock. The stock price for acquisition accounting was determined by the fair value on the acquisition date.
Details of the acquisitions completed since January 1, 2015 are outlined below:
During the first and second quarters of 2015, the Company acquired Milestone Intelligence Group, Inc. (Milestone), Ponte Technologies, LLC (Ponte Tech) and
certain assets of Innovative Engineering Solutions, Inc. in three separate transactions. The total consideration paid for these three acquisitions was $21.4 million in
cash and 242,250 shares of KeyW stock valued at $1.9 million . These acquisitions individually and combined are not considered material to the financial results of
KeyW.
During the second quarter of 2016, in conjunction with the Milestone Intelligence Group acquisition earnout, the Company issued 129,530 shares of KeyW
common stock with an approximate value of $1 million .
The total purchase price paid for the acquisitions described above have been allocated as follows (in thousands):
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2015 Acquisitions
Cash

$

643

Current assets, net of cash acquired

1,533

Fixed assets

155

Intangibles

5,059

Goodwill

16,706

Total Assets Acquired

24,096

Current liabilities

844

Total Liabilities Assumed

844

Net Assets Acquired

$

23,252

Net Cash Paid

$

20,751

$

21,394

Equity Issued

1,858

Actual Cash Paid

During the third quarter of 2016, the Company acquired a geospatial intelligence collection business for a purchase price of $3.9 million . The purchase price
included $2.5 million of cash and contingent cash consideration of up to $2.5 million , preliminarily valued at $1.4 million as of the acquisition date. The
contingent cash consideration is based on the acquired company achieving certain revenue targets by March 31, 2018.
All acquisitions were accounted for using the acquisition method of accounting. Results of operations for each acquired entity are included in the consolidated
financial statements from the date of each acquisition.
Pro forma income statements are not presented for 2016 and 2015 as there have been no material acquisitions during the twelve months ended December 31, 2016
or 2015 .
3. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS
The fair value hierarchy prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure the fair value of financial assets and liabilities on a recurring basis into three
broad levels:
Level 1 Inputs are unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities the Company has the ability to access.
Level 2 Inputs are other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.
Level 3 Inputs are unobservable for the asset or liability and rely on management's own assumptions about what market participants would use in pricing
the asset or liability.
At December 31, 2016 and 2015 , we did not have any assets or liabilities recorded at fair value on a recurring basis that would require disclosure based on the fair
value hierarchy of valuation techniques.
4. RECEIVABLES
Receivables consist of the following:

(In thousands)
December 31,
2016

Receivables
Billed Receivables

$

Unbilled Receivables

29,861

December 31,
2015
$

13,280
$

Total Receivables
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43,141

36,278
17,550

$

53,828

Unbilled amounts represent revenue recognized which could not be billed by the period end based on contract terms. The majority of the unbilled amounts were
billed subsequent to period end. Retainages typically exist at the end of a project and/or if there is a disputed item on an invoice received by a customer. At
December 31, 2016 and 2015 , retained amounts are insignificant and are expected to be collected subsequent to the balance sheet date. During 2016 the Company
established a reserve against $1.1 million of receivables related to a discontinued joint venture. Prior to December 31, 2016 , these receivables were written-off.
Most of the Company's revenues are derived from contracts with the U.S. Government, in which we are either the prime contractor or a subcontractor, depending
on the award.
5. INVENTORIES
Inventories at December 31, 2016 and 2015 , consisted of work in process at various stages of production and finished goods. This inventory, which consists
primarily of mobile communications devices, aeroptic cameras and radars, are valued at the lower of cost or net realizable value. The cost of the work in process
consists of materials put into production, the cost of labor and an allocation of overhead costs. At December 31, 2016 and 2015 , we had reserved $0.6 million and
$0.1 million respectively, for certain inventory items where the market has not developed as expected.

Activity in our Inventory Reserve is as follows (In Thousands):
Balance - January 1, 2015

$

171

Additions

1,110

Write-offs

(1,210)

Balance - December 31, 2015

71

Additions

690

Write-offs

(154)
$

Balance - December 31, 2016

607

6. PREPAID EXPENSES
Prepaid expenses at December 31, 2016 and 2015 , primarily consist of prepaid insurance, deferred financing costs related to the revolving credit facility and
software licenses.
7. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Property and equipment are as follows:
(In thousands)
December 31,
2016

Property and Equipment
Aircraft

$

Leasehold

25,425

December 31,
2015
$

11,296

23,289

22,469

Manufacturing Equipment

5,887

5,452

Software Development Costs

2,132

1,942

Office Equipment

13,312

10,967

Total

70,045

52,126

Accumulated Depreciation

(29,430)
$

Property and Equipment, net

40,615

(23,376)
$

28,750

Depreciation and amortization expense charged to operations was $6.4 million , $5.9 million , and $5.3 million for the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and
2014 , respectively.
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8. AMORTIZATION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS
The following tables summarize the components of gross and net intangible asset balances for the acquisitions noted below. Intangible assets that have been fully
amortized as of the respective tables balance sheet dates have not been included below.

December 31, 2016 (In thousands)
Gross
Book Value

Intangible
Customer Relationships and Contracts

$

26,837

Software Technology and Other

Accumulated
Amortization
$

2,162
$

28,999

20,981

Net
Book Value
$

5,856

147
$

21,128

2,015
$

7,871

December 31, 2015 (In thousands)
Gross
Book Value

Intangible
Customer Relationships and Contracts

$

25,973

Accumulated
Amortization
$

15,016

Net
Book Value
$

10,957

Estimated future intangible amortization expense by year as of December 31, 2016, (In thousands):
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

$5,555

$996

$626

$416

$278

The Company recorded amortization expense of $6.1 million , $7.1 million , and $7.7 million for the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 , and 2014 ,
respectively. As of December 31, 2016 , the remaining weighted-average amortization period for acquired intangible assets is 2.0 years .
9. DEBT
2.5% Convertible Senior Notes
In July 2014, the Company issued $130.0 million aggregate principal amount of Notes in an underwritten public offering. The Company granted an option to the
underwriters to purchase up to an additional $19.5 million aggregate principal amount of Notes, which was subsequently exercised in full in August 2014, resulting
in a total issuance of $149.5 million aggregate principal amount of Notes. The Notes bear interest at a rate of 2.50% per annum on the principal amount, payable
semi-annually in arrears on January 15 and July 15 of each year, beginning on January 15, 2015, to holders of record at the close of business on the preceding
January 1 and July 1, respectively. The Notes mature on July 15, 2019, unless earlier repurchased or converted. The Company may not redeem the Notes prior to
their stated maturity date.
Holders of the Notes may convert their notes at their option under the following circumstances: (i) during any calendar quarter commencing after the calendar
quarter ending September 30, 2014, if the last reported sale price of the Company's common stock for at least 20 trading days (whether or not consecutive) in the
period of 30 consecutive trading days ending on the last trading day of the immediately preceding calendar quarter is greater than or equal to 130% of the
conversion price for the Notes on each applicable trading day; (ii) during the five business day period immediately after any five consecutive trading day period in
which the trading price per $1,000 principal amount of Notes for each trading day of that period was less than 98% of the product of the last reported sale price of
Company's common stock and the conversion rate for the Notes for each such trading day; or (iii) upon the occurrence of specified corporate events. On and after
January 15, 2019, holders may convert their Notes at any time, regardless of the foregoing circumstances.
Upon conversion, the Company will settle the Notes in cash, shares of Company common stock or a combination of cash and shares of Company common stock, at
the Company's election. The Notes have an initial conversion rate of 67.41 shares of common stock per $1,000 principal amount of the Notes, which is equal to an
initial conversion price of approximately $14.83 per common share. The conversion price is subject to adjustments upon the occurrence of certain specified events,
as set forth in the Indenture.
In addition, upon the occurrence of a fundamental change (as defined in the Indenture), holders of the Notes may require the Company to repurchase the Notes at a
purchase price of 100% of the principal amount of the Notes, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to, but excluding, the fundamental change repurchase date.
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The Company incurred approximately $5.7 million of debt issuance costs during the third quarter of 2014 as a result of issuing the Notes. Of the approximately
$5.7 million incurred, the Company recorded $4.6 million and $1.1 million to deferred financing costs and additional paid-in capital, respectively, in proportion to
the allocation of the proceeds of the Notes as discussed below. The Company is amortizing the deferred financing costs over the contractual term of the Notes
using the effective interest method.
The Company used the net proceeds from the Notes to repay the outstanding balances under the credit facility the Company entered into in 2012, (the "2012 Credit
Agreement"). Net proceeds also have been used for working capital, capital expenditures and other general corporate purposes, including acquisitions.
The Company allocated the $149.5 million proceeds from the issuance of the Notes between long-term debt, the liability component, and additional paid-in-capital,
the equity component, in the amounts of $122.1 million and $27.4 million , respectively. The initial value of the liability component was measured using the
nonconvertible debt interest rate. The carrying amount of the equity component representing the conversion option was determined by deducting the fair value of
the liability component from the face value of the Notes. Since the Company must still settle the Notes at face value at or prior to maturity, the Company will
accrete the liability component to its face value resulting in additional non-cash interest expense being recognized in the Company's consolidated statements of
operations while the Notes remain outstanding. The equity component is not remeasured as long as it continues to meet the conditions for equity classification.
As of December 31, 2016 , the outstanding principal of the Notes was $149.5 million , the unamortized debt discount was $14.7 million , the unamortized deferred
financing costs were $2.3 million and the carrying amount of the liability component was $132.5 million , which was recorded as long-term debt within the
Company's consolidated balance sheet. As of December 31, 2016 , the fair value of the liability component relating to the Notes, based on a market approach, was
approximately $136.2 million and represents a Level 2 valuation.
During the twelve months ended December 31, 2016 , the Company recognized $10.0 million of interest expense relating to the Notes, which included $5.4 million
for noncash interest expense relating to the debt discount and $0.9 million relating to amortization of deferred financing costs. During the twelve months ended
December 31, 2015 , the Company recognized $9.8 million of interest expense relating to the Notes, which included $5.1 million for noncash interest expense
relating to the debt discount and $0.9 million relating to amortization of deferred financing costs. During the twelve months ended December 31, 2014 , the
Company recognized $4.3 million of interest expense relating to the Notes, which included $2.2 million for noncash interest expense relating to the debt discount
and $0.4 million relating to amortization of deferred financing costs. The Company is estimated to incur $0.9 million , $0.9 million and $0.5 million in future
amortization of deferred financing costs for the subsequent years ending December 31, 2017 - 2019 respectively.
Capped Call
During 2014 in conjunction with the issuance of the Notes, the Company paid approximately $18.4 million to enter into capped call transactions with respect to its
common shares, (the "Capped Call Transactions"), with certain financial institutions. The Capped Call Transactions generally are expected to reduce the potential
dilution to the Company's common stock upon conversion of the Notes and/or offset any cash payments the Company is required to make in excess of the principal
amount of any converted Notes, as the case may be, in the event that the market price of the common stock is greater than the strike price of the Capped Call
Transactions, initially set at $14.83 , with such reduction of potential dilution subject to a cap based on the cap price, which is initially set at $19.38 . The strike
price and cap price are subject to anti-dilution adjustments under the terms of the Capped Call Transactions. As a result of the Capped Call Transactions, the
Company reduced additional paid-in capital by $18.4 million during 2014.
2014 Revolving Credit Facility
In July 2014, the Company, as a guarantor, entered into a senior credit agreement, (the “2014 Credit Agreement”), by and among itself, the KeyW Corporation, as
the borrower (the “Borrower”), the domestic direct and indirect subsidiary guarantors of KeyW (the “Subsidiary Guarantors”)) with certain financial institutions.
The 2014 Credit Agreement provided the Company a $42.5 million revolving credit facility (the "2014 Revolver"). The 2014 Revolver includes a swing line loan
commitment of up to $10 million and a letter of credit facility of up to $15 million . The Company is required to comply with certain financial covenants contained
in the 2014 Credit Agreement.
Borrowings under the 2014 Credit Agreement bear interest at a rate equal to an applicable rate plus, at the Company's option, either (a) adjusted LIBOR or (b) a
base rate. The Company is required to pay a facility fee to the Lenders for any unused commitments and customary letter of credit fees.
The 2014 Revolver will mature on the earlier to occur of (i) the fifth anniversary of the closing of the 2014 Credit Agreement, and (ii) the date that is 180 days
prior to the maturity date of the Notes unless the Notes are converted into equity, repaid, refinanced
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or otherwise satisfied on terms permitted under the 2014 Credit Agreement. The Company may voluntarily repay outstanding loans under the 2014 Revolver at any
time without premium or penalty, subject to customary fees in the case of prepayment of LIBOR based loans.
In February 2016, the Company amended the 2014 Credit Agreement by adjusting the minimum cash interest coverage ratio covenant effective for the quarters
ended December 31, 2015, and March 31, 2016 and increasing the applicable interest rates with respect to the Credit Agreement's consolidated senior secured
leverage ratio pricing tiers. The amendment permanently decreases the amount available under the revolver to $20.0 million . As a result of the amendment
permanently decreasing the amount available under the revolver the Company wrote off $0.3 million of unamortized deferred financing costs, which were included
as part of interest expense.
At December 31, 2016 , we were in compliance with all of our debt covenants under the 2014 Credit Agreement and there was no outstanding balance under the
2014 Credit Agreement.
2012 Credit Facility
In the fourth quarter of 2012, the Company entered into a the 2012 Credit Agreement, which included a $70 million term loan, a $50 million revolver and an
accordion feature allowing for an additional $35 million in borrowing. The 2012 Credit Agreement was a five year, multi-bank agreement with the Royal Bank
of Canada, as administrative agent. In connection with entering into the 2012 Credit Facility the Company incurred $3.2 million in financing costs. These financing
costs were being amortized using the effective interest rate method over a five year period, the expected life of the related debt. In July of 2014 in connection with
issuing the Notes the Company terminated, satisfied, and discharged all of its obligations under the 2012 Credit Agreement. Interest expense recorded under the
credit facilities was $4.5 million during 2014. The Company recognized $0.4 million in amortization expense relating to deferred financing costs for the twelve
months ended December 31, 2014, which was included as part of interest expense. In July 2014 as a result of the termination of the 2012 Credit Agreement, the
Company wrote off $2.0 million of unamortized deferred financing costs, which were included as part of interest expense.
The KeyW Holding Corporation is a holding company with no independent assets or operations (other than the ownership of its subsidiaries). Holdco contemplates
that if it issues any guaranteed debt securities under any registration statement filed by it under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, all guarantees will be full
and unconditional and joint and several, and any subsidiaries of the Parent that are not subsidiary guarantors will be “minor” subsidiaries as such term is defined
under the rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission. The agreements governing the Company's long-term indebtedness do not contain any
significant restrictions on the ability of Holdco or any guarantor to obtain funds from its subsidiaries by dividend, loan or otherwise. Accordingly, we do not
provide separate financial statements of any guarantor subsidiaries.
10. SHARE-BASED COMPENSATION
At December 31, 2016 , KeyW had stock-based compensation awards outstanding under the following plans: The 2008 Stock Incentive Plan (2008 Plan), The 2009
Stock Incentive Plan (2009 Plan) and The 2013 Stock Incentive Plan (2013 Plan).
On August 15, 2012, the shareholders approved the 2013 KeyW Holding Corporation Stock Incentive Plan. The 2013 plan, which took effect on January 1, 2013 ,
replaced the 2009 plan and provides for the issuance of additional restricted stock, stock options, and restricted stock units. Pursuant to an amendment approved by
the Company's shareholders on August 12, 2015, the number of shares available for issuance under the 2013 Plan was increased by 700,000 shares to a maximum
of 2,700,000 shares.
2013 Stock Incentive Plan
Total equity available to issue

2,700,000

Total equity outstanding or exercised

1,985,297
714,703

Total equity remaining

The Company has awarded stock options, restricted stock awards, restricted stock units and the rights to receive Long-Term Incentive Shares to attract and retain
highly qualified officers, directors, key employees, and other persons, and to motivate such persons to serve the Company and to expend maximum effort to
improve the business results and earnings of the Company, by providing to such persons an opportunity to acquire or increase a direct proprietary interest in the
operations and future success of the Company and align employee and shareholder interests.
Stock Options
The Company historically has issued stock option awards that vested over varying periods, ranging from three to five years , and had a ten -year life. We estimated
the fair value of stock options using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model. We used historical
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data to determine volatility of our stock. Estimates of fair value are not intended to predict actual future events or the value ultimately realized by persons who
receive equity awards. All option awards terminate within ninety days or sooner after termination of service with the Company except as provided in certain
circumstances with regard to our senior executive employment agreements.
No stock options were granted during 2016 and 2015. The option grants during 2014 consisted of options issued to new hires, board members and discretionary
awards. All equity issuances have an exercise price at market value or higher based upon our publicly-traded share price on the date of grant.
The Black-Scholes model requires certain inputs related to dividend yield, risk-free interest rate, expected volatility and forfeitures in order to price the option
values. During 2014 our assumptions related to these inputs were as follows:
2014
Dividend yield

—%

Risk-free interest rate

1.47% - 1.66%

Expected volatility

36.35% - 48.65%

Forfeitures

11.00% - 37.00%

2016 Stock Option Exchange Program
During 2016, the Company completed the shareholder-approved one-time Stock Option Exchange Program.
Replacement RSUs
During July 2016, the Company completed an offer to exchange certain previously granted employee stock options for new restricted stock units on a three-for-one
basis with certain eligible employees, excluding members of the Board of Directors and named executive officers. 390,570 options were exchanged for 130,265
restricted stock units. The restricted stock units granted will vest over a one-year period from the date of the exchange. The exchange resulted in a modification
charge of approximately $0.1 million , which will be recognized over the one-year vesting period of the new restricted stock units. Terms of the restricted stock
units are discussed in more detail below.
Replacement Long-Term Incentive Share Rights
During August 2016, the Company completed an exchange of certain previously granted employee stock options for new rights to receive Long-Term Incentive
Shares on a three-for-one basis with certain members of the non-executive leadership team, excluding members of the Board of Directors and named executive
officers. 178,900 options were exchanged for 59,636 rights to receive Long-Term Incentive Shares. These rights have a weighted-average requisite service period
of 2.2 years. There was no modification charge as a result of the exchange. Rights to receive Long-Term Incentive Shares are discussed in more detail below.
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A summary of stock option activity is as follows:

Number of Shares
Options Outstanding 01/01/2014

3,081,674

Options Exercisable 01/01/2014

1,911,565

Granted
Exercised
Forfeited

Weighted- Average
Exercise Price

645,670

$13.16 - $17.71

$17.10

(501,400)

$5.00 - $14.88

$8.19

(277,070)

$5.00 - $17.11

$13.52

—

—

Options Outstanding 12/31/2014

2,948,874

Options Exercisable 12/31/2014

1,934,215

Granted

Option Exercise Price

—

Exercised

(139,270)

$5.00 - $10.00

$5.65

Forfeited

(476,715)

$5.50 - $17.11

$13.00

Options Outstanding 12/31/2015

2,332,889

Options Exercisable 12/31/2015

1,965,633

Granted

—

—

Exercised

(82,550)

—

$5.00 - $11.99

$6.50

Forfeited

(1,014,117)

$5.00 - $17.71

$13.62

Intrinsic Value

Weighted-Average
Remaining Life (Years)

Options Outstanding 12/31/2016

1,236,222

Options Exercisable 12/31/2016

1,193,911

As of December 31, 2016 , outstanding stock options were as follows:

Exercise Price

Options
Outstanding

Intrinsic Value

$5.00 - $5.50

257,450

1,646,686

257,450

1,646,685

2.62

$6.90 - $7.66

202,261

881,235

202,261

881,235

5.05

$7.96 - $10.98

206,463

551,743

206,463

551,743

4.30

$11.18 - $11.69

124,750

63,195

124,750

63,195

5.99

$11.99 - $12.97

135,724

—

135,724

—

5.44

$13.00 - $14.57

134,324

—

134,324

—

5.01

—

7.08

$14.88 - $17.11

$

Options Vested

175,250
1,236,222

$

—

132,939

3,142,859

1,193,911

$

$

3,142,858

Restricted Stock Awards
During 2016, the Company issued a total of 184,791 shares of restricted common stock as part of employee incentive plans and to new hires. The Company issued
75,100 shares of restricted common stock to existing employees under the long-term incentive plan and an additional 79,441 shares of restricted common stock to
board members. The Company also issued 30,250 shares of restricted common stock to new employees. The expense for these shares will be recognized over the
vesting life of each individual tranche of shares based upon the fair value of a share of stock at the date of grant. All of the above shares cliff vest after three years ,
except for the shares issued to our board members. The shares granted to board members vest 50% on the 1st anniversary of the grant date and 50% on the 2nd
anniversary of the grant date. All restricted stock awards have no exercise price.
During 2015, the Company issued a total of 591,015 shares of restricted stock as part of employee incentive plans and to new hires. The Company issued 344,415
shares of restricted common stock to existing employees under the long-term incentive plan, 48,000 shares of restricted common stock to board members, 60,750
shares of restricted common stock to new employees, 37,850 shares of restricted common stock to existing employees as discretionary awards and 100,000 shares
of restricted common stock to William J. Weber our CEO as a sign-on inducement. The shares of restricted common stock issued to the CEO were granted outside
of the 2013 Plan, in accordance with Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933. The expense for these shares will be
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recognized over the vesting life of each individual tranche of shares based upon the fair value of a share of stock at the date of grant. All of the above shares cliff
vest in three years , except for the shares issued to our CEO. The shares granted to our CEO vest 50% on the 1st anniversary of the grant date, 25% on the 2nd
anniversary of the grant date and 25% on the 3rd anniversary of the grant date.
A summary of the outstanding unvested restricted stock awards is as follows:
Unvested Shares
Outstanding 01/01/2014

603,500

Granted

279,123

Vested

(171,481)

Forfeited

(24,137)

Outstanding 12/31/2014

687,005

Granted

591,015

Vested

(270,487)

Forfeited

(47,800)

Outstanding 12/31/2015

959,733

Granted

184,791

Vested

(335,353)

Forfeited

(162,793)
646,378

Outstanding 12/31/2016

Restricted Stock Units
As discussed above, the Company issued 130,265 restricted stock units as part of the July 2016 stock option exchange program. The following table summarizes
the activities for our unvested restricted stock units:
Unvested Units
Outstanding January 1, 2016

—

Granted

130,265

Vested

(2,002)

Cancelled

(5,969)
122,294

Outstanding December 31, 2016

Long-Term Incentive Share Rights
During 2016, the Company granted the right to receive up to an aggregate of 1,070,000 Long-Term Incentive Shares. 565,000 of these rights were granted to new
hires, 445,364 were granted as part of employee incentive plans and 59,636 were granted as part of the August 2016 stock option exchange program, discussed
above. Of the grants to new hires rights to 505,000 of the Long-Term Incentive Shares were granted as sign-on inducements outside of the 2013 Plan, in
accordance with Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933. The Long-Term Incentive Shares will be subject to a two-year holding period following the issuance
date. The granting and vesting of the Long-Term Incentive Shares will be contingent upon the employees' continued employment with KeyW, subject to
acceleration upon certain events. We measured the fair value of the rights to receive Long-Term Incentive Shares using a Monte Carlo simulation approach with
the following assumptions: risk-free interest rate ranging between 1.01% and 1.80% , expected volatility ranging between 52.96% and 59.5% and dividend yield of
0% . The grant-date fair value of these Long-Term Incentive Share rights is $5.5 million . The expense for these rights will be recognized over the requisite service
period of each individual tranche, which have weighted average requisite service periods range from 2.1 years and 4.9 years .
During 2015, the Company granted the right to receive up to an aggregate of 400,000 Long-Term Incentive Shares to Mr. Weber as a sign-on inducement. These
rights to receive Long-Term Incentive Shares were granted outside of the 2013 Plan, in accordance with Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933. The Long-Term
Incentive Shares will be subject to a two-year holding period following the issuance date. The granting and vesting of the Long-Term Incentive Shares will be
contingent upon Mr. Weber's continued employment with KeyW, subject to acceleration upon certain events. We measured the fair value of the rights to receive
Long-Term Incentive Shares using a Monte Carlo simulation approach with the following assumptions: risk-free interest rate of 1.67% , expected volatility of
59.8% , and dividend yield of 0% . The grant-date fair value of these Long-Term Incentive Shares
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rights is $1.2 million . The expense for these rights will be recognized over the requisite service period of each individual tranche, which have a weighted average
requisite service period of 4.7 years .
The following table summarizes the activities for our Long-Term Incentive Share rights:
Long-Term Incentive Share
Rights
Outstanding January 1, 2015

—

Granted

400,000

Outstanding January 1, 2016

400,000

Granted

1,070,000

Cancelled

(30,000)
1,440,000

Outstanding December 31, 2016

These rights consist of five tranches, which Long-Term incentive Shares will be awarded at any time prior to the fifth anniversary of the rights' commencement
dates if the closing market price of the Company's common stock over any 30 consecutive trading days is at or greater than the target price, set forth in the table
below.
Target Price Per Share

Long-Term Incentive Shares Rights

$13.00

180,000

$16.00

180,000

$20.00

360,000

$25.00

360,000

$30.00

360,000

All stock based compensation has been recorded as part of operating expenses. Accounting standards require forfeitures to be estimated at the time an award is
granted and revised, if necessary, in subsequent periods if actual forfeitures differ from those estimates. Forfeiture estimates are disclosed in the information with
respect to the option grants. For the periods ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 , and 2014 share-based compensation expense is based on awards ultimately expected
to vest and has been reduced for estimated forfeitures. The Company recorded total stock compensation expense of $3.5 million , $5.5 million and $6.4 million for
the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 , and 2014 , respectively. The total unrecognized stock compensation expense at December 31, 2016 is approximately
$8.4 million , which will be recognized over a weighted average period of 2.3 years .
As a result of the June 2015 death of Len Moodispaw, our former Chairman and CEO, and in accordance with his equity grant
agreements, all of his unvested equity grants immediately vested. As such the corresponding unrecognized stock compensation
expense of $0.9 million , was recorded during the second quarter of 2015.
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
Effective January 1, 2011 , the Company offered an Employee Stock Purchase Plan (“ESPP”) to employees. Under the terms of the ESPP, employees may
purchase up to 1,000 shares of common stock per quarter at a 15% discount to the market price on the last trading day of the quarter. The Company has elected to
use open market purchases for all shares issued under the ESPP. In 2016 , 2015 and 2014 the Company recognized expense of $0.2 million , $0.3 million and $0.4
million , respectively, under the plan.
11. WARRANTS
During 2016, warrant holders exercised 2,213,935 warrants, with 349,144 exercised for cash and 1,864,791 exercised cashlessly. The warrants exercised for cash
were exercised at $5.50 per share. The total cash received from these exercises was $1.9 million . Under our warrant agreements, warrants may be exercised
cashlessly based on the average price of the Company's common stock for the five days prior to exercise. Under this methodology the warrants that were exercised
cashlessly were exchanged for 471,504 shares of the Company's common stock.
During 2015, warrant holders exercised 1,750,841 warrants, with 1,137,500 exercised for cash and 613,341 exercised cashlessly. The 1,137,500 warrants exercised
for cash were exercised at $4.00 per shares. The total cash received from these exercises was $4.6 million . Under our warrant agreements, warrants may also be
exercised cashlessly based on the average price of the Company's common stock for the five days prior to exercise. Under this methodology the warrants that were
exercised cashlessly were exchanged for 366,359 shares of the Company's common stock.
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During 2014, warrant holders exercised 31,830 warrants, with 29,550 exercised for cash and 2,280 exercised cashlessly. The warrants exercised for cash consisted
of 20,000 warrants exercised at $4.00 per share and 9,550 warrants exercised at $5.50 per share. The total cash received from these exercises was $0.1 million .
Under our warrant agreements, warrants may be exercised cashlessly based on the average price of the Company's common stock for the five trading days prior to
exercise. Under this methodology the warrants that were exercised cashlessly were exchanged for 1,547 shares of the Company's common stock.
As of December 31, 2016 , outstanding warrants were as follows:

Exercise Price

Warrants Outstanding

Weighted-Average
Remaining Life (Years)

Warrants Vested

$

9.25

160,000

160,000

0.21

$

12.65

158,116

158,116

2.90

318,116

318,116

12. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
A substantial portion of the Company’s revenue and costs are subject to audit by the U.S. Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA). Billings under government
contracts are based on provisional rates that permit recovery of allowable overhead, and general and administrative expenses not exceeding certain limits. These
rates are subject to review by the government on an annual basis. When final determination and approval of the allowable rates have been made, billings may be
adjusted. Incurred cost audits through December 31, 2010 have been completed without material adjustment to proposed costs.
The Company leases certain office equipment and operating facilities under non-cancellable operating leases that expire at various dates through 2025. Certain
leases contain renewal options. Rental payments on certain leases are subject to annual increases based on escalation clauses and increases in the lessor's operating
expenses. For the leases that require fixed rental escalations during their lease terms, rent expense is recognized on a straight-line basis resulting in deferred rent.
The deferred rent included in other liabilities both current and non-current totaled $12.5 million and $13.3 million at December 31, 2016 and 2015 , respectively, of
which $9.3 million and $10.7 million related to the lease incentive liability at December 31, 2016 and 2015 , respectively. Total net lease expense was $7.7 million
, $7.1 million and $5.7 million for the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 , respectively.
The schedule below shows the future minimum lease payments required under our operating leases as of December 31, 2016 .

(In Thousands)
Type
Facilities/Office space

2017
$

Office equipment
Operating Leases

2018

9,252

$

9,260

97
$

9,349

2019
$

81
$

9,341

2020

8,496

$

38
$

8,534

2021

8,458

$

1
$

8,459

Thereafter

8,526

$

—
$

8,526

17,868
—

$

17,868

The Company has entered into employment agreements with several executives providing for certain salary levels, severance and change of control provisions
through the term of the agreements expiring in February 2017.
In the normal course of business, the Company is involved in various legal matters. It is the opinion of management that none of the current legal matters would
have a material adverse effect on the Company's financial statements.
13. RETIREMENT PLANS
The Company currently has one qualified defined contribution retirement plan. The KeyW Corporation Employee 401(k) Plan (KeyW Plan), which includes a
contributory match 401(k) feature for KeyW employees. As of January 1, 2010, the KeyW Plan calls for an employer matching contribution of up to 10% of
eligible compensation. Total authorized contributions under the matching contribution feature of the KeyW Plan were $10.0 million , $11.3 million and $9.7
million , in 2016 , 2015 and 2014 , respectively. There were no discretionary contributions during these periods.
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14. INCOME TAX PROVISION
Applicable income tax expense (benefit) provision on continuing operations is as follows:

(In thousands)
2016

2015

2014

Current:
Federal

$

—

State

$

—

1
1

Deferred
$

2,457

(2,343)
155

(7)

2,456

Total provision for income taxes

$

(7)

(2,188)

35,789
$

35,782

5,544
$

3,356

Deferred income taxes are provided for temporary differences between the financial reporting basis and the tax basis of the Company's assets and liabilities. At
December 31, 2016 and 2015 , the net deferred tax liability was $30.4 million and $27.9 million respectively.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities, shown as the sum of the appropriate tax effect for each significant type of temporary differences as of December 31, 2016 and
2015 , are as follows:

(In thousands)
2016 Deferred Tax
Asset
Net operating loss

$

2015 Deferred Tax

Liability

28,074

$

Asset
—

$

Liability

19,526

$

—

Accrued compensation

2,452

—

2,156

—

Stock based compensation

4,984

—

5,822

—

258

—

287

—

—

(30)

398

—

Tenant improvement allowance
Inventory reserves
Other deferred tax assets

2,206

—

1,751

—

Tax credits

1,734

—

1,676

—

Other deferred tax liabilities

—

(258)

—

(294)

Convertible Debt

—

(1,753)

—

(2,495)

Deferred revenue – current

—

(997)

—

(988)

Prepaid expenses

—

(178)

—

(168)

Depreciation

—

(409)

—

(975)

Intangible assets amortization – Definite Lived

6,197

—

8,450

—

Intangible assets amortization – Indefinite Lived

—

(31,125)

—

(28,864)

Internally developed software

—

(702)

—

(1,582)

—

—

Capitalized R&D 59(e)
Less: Valuation Allowance

(40,862)
$

Net deferred liability

695

—

5,043

(35,452)
$

(30,409)

—

(33,249)
$

—

7,512

(35,366)
$

(27,854)

The Company has recorded a deferred tax asset reflecting the benefit of $70.7 million of federal net operating loss carry-forwards, $2.1 million of federal tax
credits for research and development and alternative minimum tax, as well as $90.3 million of state net operating loss carry-forwards, and $0.1 million of state tax
credits for research and development. In connection with the acquisition of Sensage, a portion of the net operating loss carryforward is limited under section 382 of
the Internal Revenue Code. The annual limitation is equal to approximately $1.7 million and the total net operating loss available for use during the carryforward
period is $18.5 million . Deferred tax assets are set to expire between 2017 and 2036 .
As a result of certain realization requirements of ASC 718, the table of deferred tax assets and liabilities shown above does not include certain deferred tax assets
as of December 31, 2014 that arose directly from tax deductions related to equity compensation greater than compensation recognized for financial reporting.
Equity will be increased by $0.4 million and $0.1 million for federal
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and state purposes respectively with the adoption of ASU 2016-9 in 2017. The Company uses tax law ordering when determining when excess tax benefits have
been realized.
The Company has generated four years of pretax losses due primarily to losses generated by of its Commercial Cyber Solutions segment reported as discontinued
operations, as further described in Note 16 - Businesses Held for Sale, Discontinued Operations and Dispositions . Management has reviewed both positive and
negative evidence and weighted this evidence to determine the realization of its deferred tax assets. A significant portion of the negative evidence considered
included the cumulative losses identified above and the inability to carryback current tax losses to recover taxes previously paid as all amounts have been
recovered. As a result of a cumulative negative weighting, management believes that it is more likely than not the Company's deferred tax assets will not be
realized. The Company recorded an initial valuation allowance during 2015. The Company's current valuation allowance in the amount of $40.9 million does not
include the reversal of the deferred tax liability associated with indefinite lived intangibles due to the nature of the underlying assets. The Company's deferred tax
assets will be evaluated in subsequent reporting periods by management using the same weighted positive and negative evidence to determine if a change in the
valuation allowance is required.
The net deferred tax liabilities shown on the balance sheet as of December 31, 2016 and 2015 , are as follows:

(In thousands)
2016
Deferred taxes – current liability

$

2015
(1,463)

Deferred taxes – long term liability

$

(33,989)

Deferred taxes – current assets

(1,450)
(33,916)

293

Deferred taxes – long term assets

486

4,750
$

Net Deferred Tax Liability

(30,409)

7,026
$

(27,854)

A reconciliation of the difference between the statutory federal income tax rate and the effective tax rate for the Company's continuing operations for the years
ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 is as follows:

Percent of Pre-tax Income
2016

2015

2014

Tax computed at statutory rate

35.0 %

35.0 %

35.0 %

State income taxes net of federal income tax benefit

10.4 %

5.9 %

1.2 %

Meals and entertainment – non-deductible

4.6 %

3.4 %

1.4 %

Non-deductible acquisition costs

3.4 %

1.1 %

—%

ESPP Expense

0.8 %

1.4 %

0.8 %

Other permanent items

3.8 %

(1.0)%

(0.2)%

Provision to return

1.8 %

1.2 %

(0.7)%

Tax credits

(1.6)%

(3.8)%

(3.8)%

Valuation Allowance

(1.4)%

566.2 %

—%

Effective tax rate

56.8 %

609.4 %

33.7 %

The Company recognizes the benefit of an income tax position only if it is more likely than not (greater than 50%) that the tax position will be sustained upon tax
examination, based solely on the technical merits of the tax position. Otherwise, no benefit can be recognized. Additionally, companies are required to accrue
interest and related penalties, if applicable, on all tax exposures for which reserves have been established consistent with jurisdictional tax laws.
The following table represents a reconciliation of the Company's total unrecognized tax benefits balance for the year ended December 31, 2016 :
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(In thousands)
Activity
January 1, 2016

$

Decreases as a result of tax positions taken in a prior period

483
(14)

Increases as a result of tax positions taken during the current period

4,160
$

December 31, 2016

4,629

As of the year ended December 31, 2016, the Company has certain income tax positions in federal and state jurisdictions that are not more likely than not to be
sustained upon tax examination. As a result, the Company recorded an increase to the unrecognized tax benefit during the current year. The Company recognizes
interest and penalties related to unrecognized tax benefits within the income tax expense line in the accompanying consolidated statement of operations. Accrued
interest and penalties are deemed immaterial and are not included in the above table or within the financial statements.
As of December 31, 2016 , the following tax years remained subject to examination by the major tax jurisdictions indicated:

Major Jurisdictions

Open Years

United States

2012 through 2015

California

2012 through 2015

Maryland

2011 through 2015

Massachusetts

2013 through 2015

Virginia

2013 through 2015

During the year ended December 31, 2015, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) initiated an audit of the Company's Federal returns for the years ended December
31, 2013 and 2014. Management has reviewed its ASC 740-10 (FIN 48) positions and, although timing of the resolution and/or closure of audits is not certain, does
not believe it is reasonably possible that its unrecognized tax benefits would materially change in the next twelve months. If an issue addressed during the IRS
audit is resolved in a manner inconsistent with Management expectations, the Company would adjust its net operating loss carryback, other tax credits, and its
2014 net operating loss carryforward.
15. SEGMENT INFORMATION
Prior to the sale of the Hexis Cyber Solutions product lines during the second quarter of 2016, the Company had two reportable segments consisting of
Government Solutions and Commercial Cyber Solutions. Subsequent to the sale of the Hexis Cyber Solutions product lines the Company has only one reportable
segment, Government Solutions.
The Company primarily provides information solutions and services to national and military intelligence agencies. Substantially all of the Company's revenues and
tangible long-lived assets are generated by or located in the United States. As such, financial information by geographic location is not presented.
Customers
For the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 we earned approximately 94% , 94% and 91% , respectively, of our revenue from prime contracts with the
U.S. Government or subcontracts with other contractors engaged in work for the U.S. Government. The percentage of total revenue by customer sector was a
follows:
Year Ended
December 31,
2016
Department of Defense

December 31, 2015

December 31, 2014

92%

87%

70%

Other intelligence agencies and law enforcement

2%

6%

21%

Commercial and other

6%

7%

9%

16. BUSINESSES HELD FOR SALE, DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS AND DISPOSITIONS
During the first quarter of fiscal year 2016, the Company committed to a plan to sell the Hexis business in its entirety. The Hexis business marketed our HawkEye
products and related maintenance and services to the commercial cyber sector and comprised
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our entire former Commercial Cyber Solutions reportable segment. During the second quarter of 2016, the sale of the Hexis Cyber Solutions product lines resulted
in a pre-tax loss of approximately $5.5 million . This loss reflects the difference between the consideration received for Hexis and the net carrying value of the
business less transaction costs.
From inception of the Hexis business through our decision to sell the business, we had been a relatively new participant in the commercial cyber security market.
Accordingly, the Hexis business had historically required a significant amount of investment of the Company's resources. The business has historically incurred
losses and was expected to continue to incur losses until we gained sufficient traction within the marketplace. Following completion of the sale of the Hexis
business, the Company no longer offers or markets any products or services to the commercial cyber security market and does not intend to make similar
investments in the development of commercial cyber security products. After consideration of these factors, we concluded that our decision to sell the Hexis
business constitutes a strategic shift that is expected to have a major effect on our operations and financial results. Therefore, we also reclassified the results of our
Hexis business, which comprised our entire Commercial Cyber Solutions reportable segment, as discontinued operations for all periods presented in our
consolidated financial statements. The results of our Commercial Cyber Solutions segment previously included the allocation of certain general corporate costs,
which we have reallocated to our remaining continuing operations on a retrospective basis.
The following table summarizes the aggregate carrying amounts of the major classes of Hexis assets and liabilities included in discontinued operations as of
December 31, 2016 and 2015 (in thousands):
December 31, 2016
Receivables

$

December 31, 2015

3,000

$

5,256

Inventories, net

—

2,164

Prepaid expenses

—

345

Property and equipment, net

—

5,341

Goodwill

—

7,467

Other intangibles, net

—

2,600

Total assets classified as held for sale:
Accounts payable and other accrued expenses

$

3,000

$

23,173

$

1,185

$

3,686

Deferred revenue

—
$

Total liabilities held for sale

1,185

3,398
$

7,084

The following table provides a summary of the operating results of Hexis, which we have reflected as discontinued operations for the years ended December 31,
2016 , 2015 and 2014 (in thousands):
Year ended December 31,
2016
Revenues

$

Costs of Revenues, excluding amortization
Operating expenses
Impairment of goodwill
Intangible amortization expense
Loss on disposal of Hexis
Loss before Income Taxes from Discontinued Operations

2015
2,894
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$

11,324

4,014

2,493

16,225

40,395

36,509

6,980

8,000

—

381

4,362

4,425

5,509

—

(28,082)

$

(27,593)

$

(489)

Loss on Discontinued Operations

13,875

1,881

$

Income Tax Benefit, net on Discontinued Operations

$

2014

(42,896)

—
$

(14,184)
$

(28,712)

(32,103)
(11,978)

$

(20,125)

The following table presents the operating and investing cash flows of our discontinued Hexis business for the years ended December 31, 2016 , 2015 and 2014 (in
thousands):
Year ended December 31,
2016

2015

2014

Non-Cash Operating Items
Depreciation and amortization expense

$

Impairment of goodwill

1,015

$

6,980

Loss on disposal of long-lived assets

$

6,885

$

8,000

3,568

$

—

$

1,148

6,557
—

$

—

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Acquisitions, net of cash acquired

$

Purchases of property and equipment

(471)

Proceeds from Hexis asset divestiture

$

5,000

(240)

$

(838)
$

—

(2,940)
(3,954)

$

—

Other Dispositions
In March 2016, we completed the sale of our SETA business to Quantech Services, Inc. for approximately $11.2 million in cash. The SETA business was not
deemed an individually significant component of our Company. Management decided to sell the SETA business in connection with the ongoing strategic review of
our overall business, through which we determined that the growth potential of both KeyW's core business and the SETA business could be maximized if the two
businesses were separated. The sale of SETA eliminated KeyW's conflicts at two key government agencies and will allow our Company to focus 100% on
technology development opportunities across the Intelligence Community. However, the sale of SETA did not represent a strategic shift that will have a major
effect on our operations and financial results and, accordingly, the business historical results and the gain on sale were classified within continuing operations on
our Condensed Consolidated Statements of Operations. Because the sale of SETA was not deemed a discontinued operation, its assets and liabilities of the business
were not reclassified as held for sale on our December 31, 2015, balance sheet.
In connection with the sale of SETA, we recognized a pre-tax gain of approximately $3.0 million . This gain was reported within non-operating expense, net on our
condensed consolidated statement of operations and reflects the difference between the consideration received for SETA and the net carrying value of the business
less transaction costs. The net carrying value of the SETA business was deemed to include approximately $7.2 million of goodwill that, in accordance with ASC
350, was allocated to the business based upon the relative fair values of SETA and the overall Government Solutions reporting unit within which the SETA
business has been historically reported.
17. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
In connection with the preparation of its financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2016 , the Company has evaluated events that occurred subsequent
to December 31, 2016 to determine whether any of these events required recognition or disclosure in the 2016 financial statements. The Company is not aware of
any subsequent events which would require recognition or disclosure in the financial statements other than those listed below.
During January 2017, the Company entered into an underwriting agreement with certain parties. Pursuant to the terms and conditions of the underwriting
agreement, the Company sold 8,500,000 shares of its common stock at a price of $9.975 per share and received $84.8 million in proceeds.
On March 8, 2017, we announced that, the Company's wholly-owned operating company, Opco, signed a definitive agreement to acquire Sotera Defense Solutions
(Sotera) in an all-cash transaction valued at approximately $235.0 million . The Company intends to fund the transaction through borrowing from a new secured
credit facility and cash on hand. The transaction is expected to close in the second quarter of 2017, subject to clearance under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust
Improvements Act and other customary closing conditions.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by
the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

THE KEYW HOLDING CORPORATION
(Registrant)
By: /s/ William J. Weber
William J. Weber
President and Chief Executive Officer;
Principal Executive Officer
March 15, 2017
By: /s/ Michael J. Alber
Michael J. Alber
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer;
Principal Financial and Accounting Officer
March 15, 2017
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on behalf of the registrant and in
the capacities and on the dates indicated.

/s/ Deborah A. Bonanni

/s/ Arthur L. Money

Deborah A. Bonanni, Director

Arthur L Money, Director

March 15, 2017

March 15, 2017

/s/ William I. Campbell

/s/ Caroline S. Pisano

William I. Campbell, Director

Caroline S. Pisano, Director

March 15, 2017

March 15, 2017

/s/ Shephard Hill

/s/ Mark Sopp

Shephard Hill, Director

Mark Sopp, Director

March 15, 2017

March 15, 2017

/s/ J. Chris Inglis

/s/ William J. Weber

J. Chris Inglis, Director

William J. Weber, Director

March 15, 2017

March 15, 2017

/s/ Kenneth A. Minihan
Kenneth A. Minihan, Director
March 15, 2017
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Exhibit 10.36
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
THIS EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT (the “ Agreement ”), effective this 4 th day of January 2016 (the “ Effective Date ”),
is entered into by and between The KEYW Corporation, a Maryland corporation with its principal place of business at 7740
Milestone Parkway, Suite 150, Hanover, Maryland 21076 (the “ Company ”), and Michele Cook , residing at 1200 William Street,
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 (the “ Employee ”).
WHEREAS, the Company desires to retain the Employee’s services as provided herein, and the Employee desires to be
employed by the Company. As used herein, the term “ KEYW ” shall include the Company and all entities now or hereafter
controlling, controlled by or under common control with the Company, such term to include The KEYW Holding Corporation, a
Maryland corporation (“ HoldCo ”).
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises contained herein the receipt and sufficiency of
which are hereby acknowledged by the parties hereto, the parties agree as follows:
1. Term of Employment . The Company hereby agrees to employ the Employee, and the Employee hereby accepts
employment with the Company, upon the terms set forth in this Agreement, unless employment is terminated in accordance with
the provisions of Section 3, commencing on January 18, 2016 (the “ Commencement Date ”).
2.

Title; Capacity; Compensation .

2.1 The Employee will serve as the Executive Vice President, Business Development of the Company starting on the
Commencement Date and continuing until this Agreement is terminated in accordance with Section 3, with such customary duties
and responsibilities associated with such title, and such other duties commensurate with such title as may, from time to time, be
designated by the Board of Directors of HoldCo.
(a) Compensation. In exchange for such performance, the Company agrees to pay the Employee a base salary
of Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) per year, which shall be paid in accordance with the customary payroll practices
of the Company, which may be adjusted by the Board of Directors of HoldCo from time to time. Payments of base salary will begin
with the Company’s first payroll cycle following the Commencement Date. The Employee shall be eligible to receive an annual
bonus of up to fifty percent (50%) of the Employee’s annual base salary if the Board determines that the Employee achieved the
performance targets and other criteria set in the Annual Incentive Plan (“ AIP ”). The target bonus pursuant to the AIP may be
adjusted by the Board of Directors of HoldCo from time to time. The Employee shall also be eligible for other benefits provided to
employees of the Company, including but not limited to, personal time off (accrued at the rate of twenty-five (25) days per year),
health insurance and officers and directors liability insurance pursuant to the terms of the applicable benefit plans or arrangements.
In addition, the Company shall reimburse the Employee for all reasonable, ordinary and necessary business, travel or other
expenses incurred by her in the performance of her services hereunder in accordance with the policies of the
Company as they are from time to time in effect.
(b) Long-Term Incentive . If at any time prior to the fifth (5th) anniversary of the Commencement Date, the
closing market price of HoldCo’s registered common stock as reported on the NASDAQ Global Market (or any other market or
exchange on which shares of HoldCo’s common stock are listed or registered, if not on the NASDAQ Global Market) over any
thirty (30) consecutive trading

days is at or greater than the target price set forth in this Section 2.1(b)(ii) (the “ Target Price Per Share ”) for each day in such
thirty (30)- consecutive trading day period, the Company will award the Employee shares of Stock (as defined in Exhibit A) in an
amount equal to the sum of (A) the number of shares listed next to the Target Price Per Share and (B) the number of shares listed
next to any lower Target Price Per Share (“ Long-Term Incentive Shares ”) that have not already been awarded . Once the LongTerm Incentive Shares applicable to a Target Price Per Share have been awarded, the Company shall make no future awards of
Long-Term Incentive Shares with respect to the applicable Target Price(s) Per Share, but the Employee shall be eligible for one or
more additional grants with respect to the remaining Target Price Per Share that were not previously achieved or exceeded. In no
event will the Employee receive more than 100,000 Long-Term Incentive Shares.
Target Price Per Share

Long-Term Incentive Shares Rights

$13.00

12,500

$16.00

12,500

$20.00

25,000

$25.00

25,000

$30.00

25,000

For purposes of clarity and by way of example, if the closing market price of HoldCo’s registered common stock is reported at
$20.00 for thirty (30) consecutive trading days, the Company shall award the Employee 50,000 Long-Term Incentive Shares
(25,000 next to the $20
Target Price Per Share plus another 25,000 for the Target Price Per Share for $13 and $16). If prior to the fifth (5 th ) anniversary of
the Commencement Date, the closing market price of HoldCo’s registered common stock is reported at $30.00 for thirty (30)
consecutive trading days, the Company shall award the Employee an additional 50,000 shares (25,000 for $30 and 25,000 for $25).
Because the Employee previously received Long-Term Incentive Shares with respect to the $13, $16 and $20 Target Price Per
Share, she is not entitled to a second award with respect to such amounts.
(c) Except as provided in Exhibit A with respect to any Long-Term Shares used to cover tax withholdings,
Employee hereby irrevocably agrees not to, directly or indirectly, (i) sell, offer for sale, pledge or otherwise dispose of (except as
otherwise provided herein) any Long-Term Incentive Shares issued to the Employee hereunder, or (ii) enter into any swap or other
derivative transaction that transfers to another, in whole or in part, any of the economic benefits or risks of ownership of the LongTerm Incentive Shares, whether any such transaction described in clauses (i) or (ii) above is to be settled by delivery of common
stock or other securities, in cash or otherwise (such restrictions in clauses (i) and (ii), the “ Sale Restrictions ”). Long-Term
Incentive Shares shall be released from, and no longer subject to, the Sale Restrictions on the first day after the second anniversary
of the Grant Date (as defined in Exhibit A) of such shares. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Long-Term Incentive Shares shall be
released from, and no longer subject to, the Sale Restrictions immediately upon the Employee’s death after the Grant Date.
(d) In all events, the holding and disposition of any shares of Stock acquired hereunder shall be subject to the
provisions in Exhibit A hereof, any applicable policies of the Company, and the terms of applicable law.
(e) Employee shall forfeit her right to any Long-Term Incentive Shares if she terminates this Agreement with
or without Good Reason at any time prior to the second anniversary of the Commencement Date.
2.2 Clawback . Notwithstanding any other provisions in this Agreement, any performance-

based compensation paid or payable to the Employee pursuant to this Agreement or any other agreement or arrangement with the
Company that is subject to recovery under any law, government regulation, order, or stock exchange listing requirement, will be
subject to adjustment and recovery by the Company.
(a) If the financial statements of KEYW are restated for any reason other than for accounting changes that
require retrospective treatment or other external reasons not attributable to KEYW and its compilation of the financial statements,
any performance-based compensation paid to the Employee that was calculated based on the financial statements will be
recalculated based on the restated financial statements (“ Restatement ”). If the performance- based compensation is reduced as a
result of the Restatement, Employee shall repay the Company the difference between the amount of performance-based
compensation actually paid and the recalculated performance-based compensation that the Employee should have been paid. If the
performance-based compensation is increased as a result of Restatement, the Company will pay the Employee the difference
between the amount of performance-based compensation actually paid and the recalculated performance-based compensation that
the Employee should have been paid.
(b) If the Employee received equity awards (excluding Long-Term Incentive Shares) as performance-based
compensation and the Employee continues to own the shares on the date of Restatement, Employee shall return to the Company any
shares issued in excess of the amount that the Employee should have received, as recalculated in the Restatement. If the excess
shares have already been disposed of at the time of the Restatement, Employee shall return the proceeds from the sale of the excess
shares to the Company. If the excess shares have been gifted or otherwise transferred, Employee shall return to the Company a
number of shares equal to the excess shares or the equivalent fair market value of the excess shares at the time of gifting or transfer.
If a Restatement reveals that an Employee should have received an equity award (excluding Long-Term Incentive Shares) as
performance-based compensation, the Company shall issue the number of shares that the Employee should have received based on
the Restatement.
(c) Except as otherwise required under any law, government regulation, order, or stock exchange listing
requirement, the adjustment period under this Section 2.2 shall extend for three (3) years from the date of receipt of any
performance-based compensation. This Section 2.2 shall survive termination of this Agreement for a period of two (2) years, except
that this Section 2.2 shall terminate immediately upon a Change of Control, as defined by Section 4.3(b) of this Agreement or the
cessation of the KEYW as a publicly-traded corporation.
(d) Employee authorizes the Company to withhold from her future wages any amounts that may become
due under this Section 2.2.
3. Termination of Employment . The employment of the Employee by the Company shall terminate upon the occurrence
of any of the following:
3.1 By the Company without Cause (as defined below), on sixty (60) days’
prior written notice to the Employee;
3.2 At the election of the Company, for Cause (as defined below), immediately upon written notice by the Company
to the Employee, which notice shall identify the Cause upon which the termination is based. For the purposes of this Agreement, “
Cause ” shall mean (a) a good faith finding by the Company, that (i) the Employee has failed to perform her reasonably assigned
duties in any material respect and has failed to remedy such failure within ten (10) days following written notice from the Company
to the Employee notifying her of such failure, or (ii) the Employee has engaged in dishonesty, gross

negligence or misconduct; (b) the conviction of the Employee of, or the entry of a pleading of guilty or nolo contendere by the
Employee to any crime involving any felony; (c) the Employee has breached fiduciary duties owed to KEYW or has materially
breached the terms of this Agreement or any other agreement between the Employee and KEYW; or (d) the failure of the Employee
to maintain her security clearance as a result, directly or indirectly, of any act or omission by Employee if such clearance is
necessary to perform the duties assigned hereunder;
3.3 At the election of the Employee, on sixty (60) days’ prior written notice to the Company, or immediately upon
written notice to the Company in the event the Company fails to remedy any material breach of this Agreement within ten (10) days
following written notice from the Employee to the Company notifying it of such breach;
3.4 Upon the death or disability of the Employee. As used in this Agreement, the term “disability” shall mean
“disability” as defined under the Company’s or HoldCo’s long- term disability plan for purposes of determining a participant’s
eligibility for benefits. The determination of whether the Employee has a disability shall be made by the person or persons required
to make a disability determination under the long-term disability plan. If at any time neither the Company nor HoldCo sponsor a
long-term disability plan, disability shall mean the inability of the Employee, due to a physical or mental disability, for a period of
ninety (90) days, whether or not consecutive, during any 360-day period to perform with or without reasonable accommodation the
essential functions of her position contemplated under this Agreement as determined by a physician satisfactory to both the
Employee (or her representative, guardian or conservator) and the Company, provided that if the Employee (or her representative,
guardian or conservator) and the Company do not agree on a physician, the Employee (or her representative, guardian or
conservator) and the Company shall each select a physician and these two together shall select a third physician, whose
determination as to disability shall be binding on all parties;
or
3.5 Upon the mutual written agreement of the Employee and the Company to
terminate Employee’s employment.
4.

Effect of Termination .

4.1 Termination for Cause, Upon Mutual Election or at the Election of the Employee, or at Death . In the event that
Employee’s employment is terminated for Cause, upon Employee’s death, at the election of the Employee, or upon mutual election
by Employee and the Company, KEYW shall have no further obligations under this Agreement other than to pay to Employee (or
her estate) salary and accrued but unused paid time off through the last day of the Employee’s actual employment by the Company
(the “ Termination Date ”).
4.2 Termination by the Company without Cause, or for Disability or by the Employee for Good Reason. In the event
the Employee’s employment is terminated solely by the Company without Cause, or due to the Employee’s disability, or by the
Employee for Good Reason (as defined below), the Company shall: (i) pay to the Employee on the first pay date following the
Termination Date any salary earned with respect to services performed prior to the Termination Date, any paid time off accrued, but
unused, through the Termination Date, and any bonus that the Employee earned under the terms of the AIP with respect to an
annual period ending prior to the Termination Date, and for which any performance targets or other criteria were achieved prior to
the Termination Date (notwithstanding any requirement of continuous service), but which have not been paid to the Employee; (ii)
provided the Employee (or her representative, guardian or conservator on behalf of Employee) executes and does not revoke a
waiver and release agreement substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B (the “ Release ”), unless the payment

is subject to the Delay Period described in Section 8.3, pay to the Employee in equal installments over a period of one year after the
Termination Date an aggregate amount equal to the sum of (A) and (B) where (A) equals the product of (x) her then current base
salary multiplied by (y) .50, and (B) equals an amount equal to the product of (x) one half of her then current base salary multiplied
by (y) a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of days that have elapsed between the first day of the calendar year in which
the Termination Date occurs and the Termination Date and the denominator of which is 365, with
the first payment, which will cover the first two installments, to be paid on the sixtieth (60 th ) day following the Termination Date
and the remaining installments to be paid in accordance with the Company’s normal payroll practices; and (iii) provided the
Employee elects continued health coverage under section 4980B(f) of the Code (“ COBRA ”), for each month that the Employee
pays to the Company 100% of the applicable premium (as defined within section 4980B(f)(4) of the Code) for such continued
health and dental coverage, the Company shall reimburse the Employee, for a period equal to the lesser of the maximum COBRA
period or six months, on the first pay date of each month the Employee portion of applicable premium; and (iv) make such other
payments as expressly provided herein or in any written policy of the Company. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company shall
not be required to make payments or reimbursements under this Section 4.2 if the Employee has breached any of the provisions of
Sections 5 or 6, inclusive of all subsections. Further, subject to any overriding laws, the Company shall not be required to reimburse
healthcare or dental insurance premiums if Employee is actually covered or becomes covered by an equivalent benefit (at the same
or lesser cost to Employee, if any) from another source, which must be reported to the Company within thirty (30) days of first
becoming eligible, or if such reimbursement arrangement causes the Company’s group health plan to fail any non-discrimination
testing or to be subjected to a fine or penalty under the Affordable Care Act. If Employee (or her representative, guardian or
conservator on behalf of Employee) fails to execute and deliver the Release within twenty-one (21) days thereafter, or if Employee
(or her representative, guardian or conservator on behalf of Employee) revokes such Release as provided therein, the Company
shall have no obligation to provide the severance payment described above. In any case in which the Release (and the expiration of
any revocation rights provided therein) could only become effective in a particular tax year of Employee, any payment(s)
conditioned on execution of the release shall be made within ten (10) days after the Release becomes effective and such revocation
rights have lapsed. In any case in which the Release (and the expiration of any revocation rights provided therein) could become
effective in one of two (2) of the Employee’s taxable years, depending on when the Employee (or her representative, guardian or
conservator on behalf of Employee) executes and delivers the Release, any payment conditioned on execution of the Release shall
be made in the later taxable year.
4.3 Termination On or Following a Change of Control . If at any time prior to the one-year anniversary of the
consummation of a Change of Control, the Company terminates the Employee’s employment without Cause or the Employee
terminates her employment with the Company for Good Reason (as defined below), the Employee will be entitled to receive: (i) the
Employee’s then current base salary for a period of six months payable in equal installments paid in accordance with the
Company’s normal payroll practices, with the first installment beginning on the first regular pay date following the Employee’s
Termination Date; (ii) compensation and benefits set forth in Sections 4.2(i), and 4.2(iv), and (iii) to the extent not included in the
compensation and severance benefits made under Section 4.2(i), an amount equal to the maximum AIP bonus available to
Employee for the year in which the termination occurs. In addition, provided the Employee elects continued health coverage under
section 4980B(f) of the Code, for each month that the Employee pays to the Company 100% of the applicable premium (as defined
within section 4980B(f)(4) of the Code) for such continued health and dental coverage, the Company shall reimburse the Employee,
for a period equal to the lesser of the maximum COBRA period or six months, on the first pay date of each month the after-tax cost
of the applicable premium. Further, subject to any overriding laws, the Company shall not be required to reimburse healthcare and
dental insurance premiums if Employee is

actually covered or becomes covered by an equivalent benefit (at the same or lesser cost to Employee, if any) from another source,
which must be reported to the Company within thirty (30) days of first becoming eligible, or if such reimbursement arrangement
causes the Company’s group health plan to fail any non-discrimination testing or to be subjected to a fine or penalty under the
Affordable Care Act. Stock options will remain exercisable for a period of one (1) year following termination (unless such options
have terminated or been cashed out in connection with the Change of Control), and any outstanding equity awards shall vest
immediately upon the Change of Control (with effect immediately prior to the scheduled consummation of the Change of Control).
(a) In the event that it is determined that any payment or distribution of any type to or for the benefit of the
Employee made by the Company, by any of its affiliates, by any person who acquires ownership or effective control or ownership
of a substantial portion of the Company’s assets (within the meaning of Section 280G of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended, and the regulations thereunder (the “ Code ”)) or by any affiliate of such person, whether paid or payable or distributed or
distributable pursuant to the terms of an employment agreement (and the attached Exhibit A) or otherwise (the “ Total Payments ”),
such that the Total Payments would be subject to the excise tax imposed by Section 4999 of the Code or any interest or penalties
with respect to such excise tax (such excise tax, together with any such interest or penalties, are collectively referred to as the “
Excise Tax ”) then (i) if the Total Payments exceed the safe harbor threshold by less than 10%, the payments will be reduced to the
safe harbor amount or (ii) if the Total Payments exceed the safe harbor threshold by more than 10%, then Employee shall be
entitled to receive the “ Best Net ” for the Employee’s aggregate severance payments and benefits such that aggregate severance
payments and benefits that Employee receives will be either (A) the full amount of severance payments and benefits or (B) an
amount of severance payments and benefits reduced to the extent necessary so that Employee incurs no excise tax, whichever
results in Employee receiving the greater amount, taking into account applicable federal, state, and local income, employment, and
other applicable taxes, as well as the excise tax.
(b) For the purposes of this Agreement, “ Change of Control ” means the occurrence of any of (i) an
acquisition after the Commencement Date by an individual or legal entity or “group” (as described in Rule 13d-5(b)(1) promulgated
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) of in excess of 50% of the voting securities of the Company or HoldCo,
(ii) the dissolution or liquidation of the Company or HoldCo or a merger, consolidation, or reorganization of the Company or
HoldCo with one or more other entities in which neither the Company nor HoldCo is the surviving entity, unless the holders of the
Company or HoldCo’s voting securities immediately prior to such transaction continue to hold at least 51% of such securities
following such transaction, (iii) the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company and/or HoldCo in one or a series of
related transactions, or (iv) the “completion” or closing by the Company or HoldCo of an agreement to which the Company or
HoldCo is a party or by which it is bound, providing for any of the events set forth above in clauses (i), (ii) or (iii). In the event that
any payment triggered upon a Change of Control is deferred compensation subject to section 409A of the Code, any Change of
Control must satisfy the requirements of Treasury regulation section 1.409A-3(i)(5).
(c) For purposes of this Agreement, “ Good Reason ” means, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by
Employee, (i) a reduction in Employee’s base salary; (ii) a material diminution in Employee’s authority, responsibilities or duties;
(iii) a relocation of Employee’s primary place of employment to a location more than twenty (20) miles farther from Employee’s
primary residence than the current location of the Company’s offices; or (iv) any other material breach by the Company of the
terms of this Agreement or any other agreement between the Employee and the Company. In order to invoke a termination for
Good Reason, Employee must deliver a written notice of such breach to the Company within

sixty (60) days of the occurrence of the breach, and the Company shall have thirty (30) days to cure the breach (unless such breach
is not capable of being cured, in which case this Agreement will terminate fifteen (15) days after notice thereof). In order to
terminate her employment, if at all, for Good Reason, Employee must terminate employment within thirty (30) days of the end of
the cure period, if applicable, if the breach has not been cured.
4.4 No Mitigation. The Company agrees that, if the Employee’s employment is terminated during the term of this
Agreement, the Employee is not required to seek other employment or to attempt in any way to reduce any amounts payable to the
Employee by the Company. Further, the amount of any payment provided hereunder shall not be reduced by any compensation
earned by the Employee from any other sources.
4.5 Survival . The provisions of Sections 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 shall survive the termination of this Agreement.
5.

Non-Competition and Non-Solicitation .

5.1 Restricted Activities . Beginning on the Commencement Date and continuing for one (1) year following
termination of employment with KEYW, Employee shall not, directly or indirectly, on her own behalf or as an individual
proprietor, partner, stockholder, owner, officer, employee, director, consultant, agent, joint venturer, investor, lender, or in any other
capacity whatsoever (other than through investments of Employee in the stock of a publicly-held company where such investment
does not exceed three percent (3%) of the total outstanding stock (“ Permitted Investments ”)) do any of the following:
(a) In any state, province or similar political subdivision, in which KEYW provides services or to which
KEYW’s products are delivered during the term of Employee’s employment with KEYW, offer to provide or provide to any
Customer or Prospective Customer products or services which compete with the products and services offered by KEYW;
(b) Interfere with or disrupt, or attempt to interfere with or disrupt, the relationship of KEYW with any
Customer, vendor, supplier, prime contractor, subcontractor or partner;
(c) Solicit, offer to hire or hire any current or former employee, consultant, contractor or agent of KEYW
(each a “ Restricted Person ”), or otherwise induce any Restricted Person to discontinue their employment or business relationship
with KEYW; or
(d) Solicit or divert, or attempt to solicit or divert, the business or patronage (with respect to products or
services of the kind or type developed, produced, marketed, furnished, or sold by KEYW) of any Customer or Prospective
Customer of KEYW.
The foregoing restriction in Section 5.1(c) shall not apply to: (i) any Restricted Person whose employment or
business relationship was terminated without cause by KEYW, (ii) any Restricted Person whose employment or business
relationship was terminated more than twelve (12) months prior to the date of hire of such person by Employee, or (iii) any
solicitation, offer to hire or hiring of a Restricted Person pursuant to any general advertisement not specifically directed to such
Restricted Person.
For purposes of this Section 5.1, the term “ Customer ” shall mean any person, firm, organization, entity, state or
local government or governmental division, department or agency of the United States Government to which KEYW provided
products or services at any time during the Employee’s employment with KEYW.

For purposes of this Section 5.1, the term “ Prospective Customer ” shall mean any person, firm, organization, entity,
government or governmental division, department or agency which has an outstanding bid or proposal from KEYW, or which was
contacted by an employee of KEYW for purposes of soliciting business concerning products or services offered by KEYW, during
the six (6) months preceding termination of the Employee’s employment with KEYW.
For purposes of this Section 5.1, the term “ KEYW ” shall mean (i) during the Employee’s employment, those
affiliated entities as described in the recitals to this Agreement that comprise KEYW at any time during the Employee’s
employment, and (ii) upon any termination of employment, those affiliated entities as described in the recitals to this Agreement
that comprise KEYW as of the Employee’s Termination Date.
5.2 External Employment . During the period of Employee’s employment with KEYW, Employee shall be
prohibited from engaging in external employment without express permission from KEYW. By way of example, and not limitation,
such external employment shall include self-employment, consulting, and engagement by firms conducting business unrelated to
the business of KEYW.
5.3 Interpretation . If any restriction set forth in this Section 5 is found by any court of competent jurisdiction to be
unenforceable because it extends for too long a period of time or over too great a range of activities or in too broad a geographic
area, it shall be interpreted to extend only over the maximum period of time, range of activities or geographic area as to which it
may be enforceable.
6.

Proprietary Information and Developments .
6.1

Proprietary Information .

(a) The Employee agrees that all information, whether or not in writing, of a private, secret or confidential
nature concerning KEYW’s business, business relationships or financial affairs (collectively, “ Proprietary Information ”) is and
shall be the exclusive property of KEYW. By way of illustration, but not limitation, Proprietary Information may include
inventions, products, processes, methods, techniques, formulas, compositions, compounds, projects, developments, plans, research
data, clinical data, financial data, personnel data, hardware, software and related designs, product costs, specifications and pricing,
bid practices and procedures, contract costs and pricing, the terms and conditions of any joint venture, strategic partnership and
other contractual arrangements, customer and supplier lists, and contacts at or knowledge of customers or prospective customers of
KEYW. The Employee will not disclose any Proprietary Information to any person or entity other than employees of KEYW or use
the same for any purposes (other than in the performance of her duties as an employee of KEYW) without written approval by an
officer of the Company, either during or after her employment with the Company, unless and until such Proprietary Information has
become public knowledge without fault by the Employee.
(b) The Employee agrees that all files, letters, memoranda, reports, records, data, sketches, drawings,
laboratory notebooks, program listings, or other written, photographic, or other tangible material containing Proprietary
Information, whether created by the Employee or others, which shall come into her custody or possession, shall be and are the
exclusive property of KEYW to be used by the Employee only in the performance of her duties for KEYW. All such materials or
copies thereof and all tangible property of KEYW in the custody or possession of the Employee shall be delivered to the Company,
upon the earlier of (i) a request by KEYW or (ii) termination of her employment. After such delivery, the Employee shall not retain
any such materials or copies thereof or any such tangible property.

(c) The Employee agrees that her obligation not to disclose or to use information and materials of the types
set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) above, and her obligation to return materials and tangible property, set forth in paragraph (b)
above, also extends to such types of information, materials and tangible property of customers of KEYW or suppliers to KEYW or
other third parties who may have disclosed or entrusted the same to KEYW or to the Employee.
6.2

Developments .

(a) The Employee will make full and prompt disclosure to the Company of all inventions, improvements,
discoveries, methods, processes, developments, software, and works of authorship, whether copyrightable, patentable or not, which
are created, made, conceived or reduced to practice by her or under her direction or jointly with others during her employment by
KEYW, whether or not during normal working hours or on the premises of KEYW (all of which are collectively referred to in this
Agreement as “ Developments ”).
(b) To the extent that any Developments do not qualify as works made for hire, the Employee hereby
irrevocably assigns to the Company (or any Affiliate, person or entity designated by the Company) all her right, title and interest in
and to all Developments and all related patents, patent applications, copyrights and copyright applications, trade secrets, trademarks
and all other proprietary rights now or hereafter existing therein. However, this paragraph (b) shall not apply to Developments
which do not relate to the present or planned business or research and development of KEYW and which are made and conceived
by the Employee outside the scope of her employment, not during normal working hours, not on KEYW’s premises and not using
KEYW’s tools, devices, equipment or Proprietary Information. The Employee understands that, to the extent this Agreement shall
be construed in accordance with the laws of any state which precludes a requirement in an employee agreement to assign certain
classes of inventions made by an employee, this paragraph (b) shall be interpreted not to apply to any invention which a court rules
and/or the Company agrees falls within such classes. The Employee also hereby waives all claims to moral rights in any
Developments.
(c) The Employee agrees to cooperate fully with KEYW, both during and after her employment, with respect
to the procurement, maintenance and enforcement of copyrights, patents and other intellectual property rights (both in the United
States and foreign countries) relating to Developments. The Employee shall sign all papers, including, without limitation, copyright
applications, patent applications, declarations, oaths, formal assignments, assignments of priority rights, and powers of attorney,
which KEYW may deem necessary or desirable in order to protect its rights and interests in any Development. The Employee
further agrees that if KEYW is unable, after reasonable effort, to secure the signature of the Employee on any such papers, any
executive officer of the Company shall be entitled to execute any such papers as the agent and the attorney-in-fact of the Employee,
and the Employee hereby irrevocably designates and appoints each executive officer of the Company as her agent and attorney-infact to execute any such papers on her behalf, and to take any and all actions as KEYW may deem necessary or desirable in order to
protect its rights and interests in any Development, under the conditions described in this sentence.
6.3 United States Government Obligations . The Employee acknowledges that KEYW from time to time may have
agreements with other parties or with the United States Government, or agencies thereof, which impose obligations or restrictions
on KEYW regarding inventions made during the course of work under such agreements or regarding the confidential nature of such
work. The Employee agrees to be bound by all such obligations and restrictions which are made known to the Employee and to take
all appropriate action necessary to discharge the obligations of KEYW under such agreements.

7. Other Agreements . The Employee represents that there are no contracts to assign inventions between any person or entity
and the Employee. The Employee further represents that (a) the Employee is not obligated under any consulting, employment or
other agreement which would affect KEYW’s rights under this Agreement, (b) there is no action, investigation or proceeding,
pending or threatened, or any basis therefore known to her involving the Employee’s prior employment or any consultancy or the
use of any information or techniques alleged to be proprietary to any former employer, and (c) the performance of the Employee’s
duties as an employee of the Company will not breach or constitute a default under any agreement to which the Employee is bound,
including, without limitation, any agreement limiting the use or disclosure of proprietary information during the Employee’s
employment by the Company. The Employee will not, in connection with the Employee’s employment by the Company, use or
disclose to the Company any confidential, trade secret or other proprietary information of any previous employer or other person to
which the Employee is not lawfully entitled. Any agreement to which the Employee is a party with any prior employer or relating to
nondisclosure, non-competition or non-solicitation of employees, customers, prospective customers, vendors or other parties is
listed on Exhibit C attached hereto. The Company agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Employee from all legal fees and
related legal costs incurred in connection with any claims brought by Employee’s former employer (“ Former Employer ”) for
breach of Section 5 of the non-competition agreement set forth in Exhibit C (“ Claims ”). Employee shall notify Company, in
writing, with five (5) days of receipt of a Claim by her Former Employer. Company shall have the right, at its own cost and
expense, to assume the defense of any Claims by providing written notice to the Employee within thirty (30) days after Company
has received notice of such Claims (provided that the Employee shall be permitted to respond reasonably to such Claims during
such thirty (30) day period unless and until Company has assumed the defense). If Company assumes the defense of a Claim, the
Employee shall be entitled to participate in the defense of such Claim with counsel selected by her subject to Company’s right to
control the defense thereof. The Employee shall bear the fees and expenses of any additional counsel retained by Employee to
participate in her defense. Company shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to consent to the entry of any judgment or enter into
any settlement regarding such Claim. If Company does not assume the defense of a Claim, or fails to notify the Employee in writing
of its election to defend such Claim within thirty (30) days after receipt of notice of such Claim from the Employee, then the
Employee may pay, compromise and defend such Claim in such manner as she reasonably deems appropriate, with counsel
reasonably acceptable to Company, and seek reimbursement in accordance with this Agreement from Company for the reasonable
legal fees and related legal costs of the defense of such Claim. The Employee will reasonably cooperate with Company and its
representatives (including its counsel) in the investigation, negotiation, settlement, trial or defense of any Claim (and any appeal
arising therefrom). If an order of a court of competent jurisdiction that is not lifted, removed or stayed within thirty (30) days
following its initial issuance provides that Employee’s employment with the Company must terminate as a result of any claim or
action by the Former Employer to enforce any employment or other agreement between Employee and such Former Employer,
such termination shall be deemed to be for Cause hereunder and effective upon notice from Company. Notwithstanding anything to
the contrary herein, Company shall not be obligated to pay or reimburse Employee for any legal fees or related legal costs after
such notice of termination.
8. Section 409A . This Agreement is intended to comply with section 409A of the Code and its corresponding regulations,
or an exemption, and payments may only be made under this Agreement upon an event or in a manner permitted by section 409A of
the Code, to the extent applicable. Any benefits that qualify for the “short-term deferral” exemption, separation pay exemption, or
any other exemption shall be paid under the applicable exemption. To the extent Employee would be subject to the additional
twenty percent (20%) tax imposed on certain deferred compensation arrangements pursuant to section 409A of the Code as a result
of any provision of this Agreement, such provision shall be deemed amended to the minimum extent necessary to avoid application
of such tax and preserve to the maximum extent possible

the original intent and economic benefit to the Employee and the Company, and the parties shall promptly execute any amendment
reasonably necessary to implement this Section 8. In no event may the Employee directly or indirectly designate a calendar year of
payment.
8.1 For purposes of section 409A of the Code, Employee’s right to receive installment payments pursuant to this
Agreement including, without limitation, each severance payment and COBRA continuation reimbursement shall be treated as a
right to receive a series of separate and distinct payments.
8.2 Employee will be deemed to have a date of termination for purposes of determining the timing of any payments
or benefits hereunder that are classified as deferred compensation only upon a “separation from service” within the meaning of
section 409A of the Code.
8.3 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, if at the time of Employee’s separation
from service, (i) Employee is a specified employee (within the meaning of section 409A of the Code and using the identification
methodology selected by the Company from time to time), and (ii) the Company makes a good faith determination that an amount
payable on account of such separation from service to Employee constitutes deferred compensation (within the meaning of section
409A of the Code) the payment of which is required to be delayed pursuant to the six-month delay rule set forth in section 409A of
the Code in order to avoid taxes or penalties under section 409A of the Code (the “ Delay Period ”), then the Company will not pay
such amount on the otherwise scheduled payment date but will instead pay it in a lump sum on the first business day after such sixmonth period (or upon Employee’s death, if earlier), together with interest for the period of delay, compounded annually, equal to
the applicable Federal rate for short-term instruments) in effect as of the dates the payments should otherwise have been provided.
To the extent that any benefits to be provided during the Delay Period are considered deferred compensation under section 409A of
the Code provided on account of a “separation from service”, and such benefits are not otherwise exempt from Section 409A of the
Code, Employee shall pay the cost of such benefit during the Delay Period, and the Company shall reimburse Employee, to the
extent that such costs would otherwise have been paid by the Company or to the extent that such benefits would otherwise have
been provided by the Company at no cost to Employee, the Company’s share of the cost of such benefits upon expiration of the
Delay Period, and any remaining benefits shall be reimbursed or provided by the Company in accordance with the procedures
specified herein.
8.4 (A) Any amount that Employee is entitled to be reimbursed under this Agreement will be reimbursed to
Employee as promptly as practical and in any event not later than the last day of the calendar year after the calendar year in which
expenses are incurred, (B) any right to reimbursement or in kind benefits will not be subject to liquidation or exchange for another
benefit, and (C) the amount of the expenses eligible for reimbursement during any taxable year will not affect the amount of
expenses eligible for reimbursements in any other taxable year.
8.5 Whenever a payment under this Agreement specifies a payment period with reference to a number of days (e.g.,
“payment shall be made within thirty (30) days following the date of termination”), the actual date of payment within the specified
period shall be within the sole discretion of the Company.
9.

Miscellaneous .

9.1 Equitable Remedies . The restrictions contained in Sections 5 and 6 are necessary for the protection of the
business and goodwill of KEYW and are considered by the Employee to be reasonable for such purpose. The Employee agrees that
any breach of Sections 5 or 6 is likely to cause KEYW substantial and irreparable harm for which there is no adequate remedy at
law and therefore, in the event of any such breach, the Employee agrees that KEYW, in addition to such other remedies which may
be available, shall

be entitled to specific performance and other injunctive relief without the need to post a bond. The Company shall be entitled to
recover its reasonable attorney’s fees in the event that it prevails in such action.
9.2 Notices . Any notices delivered under this Agreement shall be deemed duly delivered four business days after it
is sent by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, or one business day after it is sent for next-business
day delivery via a reputable nationwide overnight courier service, in each case to the address of the recipient set forth in the
introductory paragraph hereto (in the case of the Company, addressed c/o General Counsel). Either party may change the address to
which notices are to be delivered by giving notice of such change to the other party in the manner set forth in this Section 9.2.
9.3 Pronouns . Whenever the context may require, any pronouns used in this Agreement shall include the
corresponding masculine, feminine or neuter forms, and the singular forms of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural, and vice
versa.
9.4 Entire Agreement . This Agreement (including the Exhibits hereto) constitutes the entire agreement between the
parties and cancels and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings, whether written or oral, relating to the subject matter of
this Agreement.
9.5 Amendment . This Agreement may be amended or modified only by a written instrument executed by both
KEYW and the Employee.
9.6 Governing Law . This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Maryland. Any action, suit or other legal matter arising under or relating to any provision of this Agreement shall be commenced
only in a court of the State of Maryland (or, if appropriate, a federal court located within Maryland), and the Company and the
Employee each consents to the jurisdiction of such a court. THE COMPANY AND THE EMPLOYEE EACH HEREBY
IRREVOCABLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION, SUIT OR OTHER LEGAL PROCEEDING
ARISING UNDER OR RELATING TO ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT.
9.7 Successors and Assigns . This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of both parties and their
respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and permitted assigns. The Company may assign this Agreement to any Affiliate
or to any business or entity with which or into which the Company may be merged or which may succeed to its assets or business.
The obligations of the Employee are personal and may not be assigned by her.
9.8 Waivers . No delay or omission by KEYW or Employee in exercising any right under this Agreement shall
operate as a waiver of that or any other right. A waiver or consent given by KEYW or Employee on any one occasion shall be
effective only in that instance and shall not be construed as a bar or waiver of any right on any other occasion.
9.9 Captions . The captions of the sections of this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and in no way
define, limit or affect the scope or substance of any section of this Agreement.
9.10 Severability . In case any provision of this Agreement shall be invalid, illegal or otherwise unenforceable, the
validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall in no way be affected or impaired thereby.
9.11 Counterparts . This Agreement may be executed by facsimile transmission (including

by exchange of copies in pdf) in counterparts, each and all of which shall be deemed an original, and both of which together shall
constitute but the same instrument.
9.12 Withholding . The Company shall be entitled to withhold from any amounts payable under this Agreement any
federal, state, local or foreign withholding or other taxes or charges that it from time to time is required to withhold. The Company
shall be entitled to rely on the opinion of counsel if any questions as to the amount or requirement of such withholding shall arise.
THE EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGES THAT SHE HAS CAREFULLY READ THIS AGREEMENT AND
UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES TO ALL OF THE PROVISIONS IN THIS AGREEMENT.
[signatures on next page]

IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the
Effective Date.

THE KEYW CORPORATION
By:

/s/ William J. Weber

Name:

William J. Weber

Title:

President and Chief Executive Officer

EMPLOYEE
By:

/s/ Michele Cook

Name:

Michelle Cook

Exhibit A
STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN

1.

DEFINITIONS

Capitalized terms not defined in this Exhibit A shall have the meaning set forth in the that certain employment agreement
between the Company and Michele Cook, dated January 4, 2016 (the “ Agreement ”).
1.1 “ Affiliate ” means, with respect to a Person, any company or other trade or business that controls, is controlled by or is
under common control with such Person within the meaning of Rule 405 of Regulation C under the Securities Act, including,
without limitation, any Subsidiary, provided that an entity may not be considered an Affiliate if it results in noncompliance with
section 409A of the Code.
1.2

“ Award ” means a grant of Stock or Restricted Stock under the Plan.

1.3

“ Board ” means the Board of Directors of The KEYW Holding Corporation.

1.4 “ Exchange Act ” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as now in effect or as hereafter amended.
1.5 “ Fair Market Value ” means the value of a share of Stock, determined as follows: if on the Grant Date or other
determination date the Stock is listed on an established national or regional stock exchange, or is publicly traded on an established
securities market, the Fair Market Value of a share of Stock shall be the closing price of the Stock on such exchange or in such
market (if there is more than one such exchange or market the Board shall determine the appropriate exchange or market) on the
Grant Date or such other determination date (or if there is no such reported closing price, the Fair Market Value shall be the mean
between the highest bid and lowest asked prices or between the high and low sale prices on such trading day) or, if no sale of Stock
is reported for such trading day, on the next preceding day on which any sale shall have been reported. If the Stock is not listed on
such an exchange, quoted on such system or traded on such a market, Fair Market Value shall be the value of the Stock as
determined by the Board in good faith in a manner consistent with section 409A of the Code.
1.6

“ Grantee ” means William J. Weber.

1.7 “ Grant Date ” means the date on which the Board of HoldCo adopts a resolution or takes other appropriate action
expressly granting an Award to the Grantee that specifies the key terms of the Award, or if a later date is set forth in such
resolutions, then such later date.
1.8 “ Person ” means a natural person, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, business trust, joint stock
company, trust, unincorporated association, joint venture or other entity or organization.
1.9

“ Plan ” means this Stock Incentive Plan.

1.10 “ Restricted Stock ” means shares of Stock, awarded to the Grantee pursuant to the Agreement, that are subject to
restrictions and to a risk of forfeiture.
1.11 “ Securities Act ” means the Securities Act of 1933, as now in effect or as hereafter

amended.
1.12 “ Service ” means service as an employee, officer, director or other Service Provider of the Company or an Affiliate
thereof. A Grantee’s change in position or duties shall not result in interrupted or terminated Service, so long as such Grantee
continues to be an employee, officer, director or other Service Provider of the Company or an Affiliate thereof. Subject to the
preceding sentence, whether a termination of Service shall have occurred for purposes of the Plan shall be determined by the Board,
which determination shall be final, binding and conclusive.
1.13 “ Service Provider ” means an employee, officer or director of the Company or an Affiliate thereof, or a consultant or
adviser currently providing services to the Company or an Affiliate thereof.
1.14
HoldCo.

“ Stock ” means unregistered common stock, $0.001 par value per share, of

1.15 “ Subsidiary ” means any “subsidiary corporation” of the Company within the meaning of section 424(f) of the
Code.
2. ADMINISTRATION OF THE PLAN
2.1 Terms of Awards.
The Company retains the right to cause a forfeiture of the gain realized by the Grantee onaccount of actions taken by the
Grantee in violation or breach of or in conflict with any employment agreement, non-competition agreement, any agreement
prohibiting solicitation of employees or clients of the Company or any Affiliate thereof or any confidentiality obligation with
respect to the Company or any Affiliate thereof or otherwise in competition with the Company or any Affiliate thereof. In addition,
the Company may annul an Award if the Grantee is terminated for Cause as defined in the Agreement or the Plan, as applicable.
2.2 Share Issuance/Book Entry.
Notwithstanding any provision of this Plan to the contrary, the issuance of the Stockunder the Plan may be evidenced in
such a manner as the Board, in its discretion, deems appropriate, including, without limitation, book-entry registration or issuance of
one or more Stock certificates.
3. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RESTRICTED STOCK
3.1 Restricted Stock Certificates.
The Company shall issue, in the name of the Grantee, stock certificates representing thetotal number of shares of Stock or
Restricted Stock granted to the Grantee, as soon as reasonably practicable after the applicable Grant Date. The Board may provide
that either (i) the Secretary of the Company shall hold such certificates for the Grantee’s benefit until such time as the Restricted
Stock is forfeited to the Company, or the restrictions lapse, or (ii) such certificates shall be delivered to the Grantee; provided,
however, that such certificates shall bear a legend or legends that complies with the applicable securities laws and regulations and
makes appropriate reference to the restrictions imposed under this Plan and the Agreement.
3.2 Rights in Restricted Stock.
The Grantee shall have the right to vote Restricted Stock and to receive any dividendsdeclared or paid with respect to such
Stock. The Board may provide that any dividends paid on Restricted Stock must be reinvested in shares of Stock, which may or may
not be subject to the same or other vesting conditions and restrictions applicable to such Restricted Stock. All distributions, if any,
received by a Grantee with respect to Restricted Stock as a result of any stock split, stock dividend, combination of shares, or other

similar transaction shall be subject to the restrictions applicable to the original Award.
3.3 Termination of Service.
Except as otherwise provided in the Agreement, upon the termination of a Grantee’sService with the Company or an
Affiliate thereof, any shares of Restricted Stock held by such Grantee that have not vested and any Long-Term Incentive Shares that
have not been Awarded, or with respect to which all applicable restrictions and conditions have not lapsed, shall immediately be
deemed forfeited. Upon forfeiture of Restricted Stock, the Grantee shall have no further rights with respect to such Award,
including, but not limited to, the right to vote Restricted Stock and any right to receive dividends with respect to shares of Restricted
Stock.
4. WITHHOLDING TAXES
The Company or an Affiliate thereof, as the case may be, shall have the right to deduct from payments of any kind otherwise
due to the Grantee any federal, state, or local taxes of any kind required by law to be withheld with respect to the vesting of or other
lapse of restrictions applicable to an Award or upon the issuance of any shares of Stock. At the time of such vesting or lapse, the
Grantee shall pay to the Company or the Affiliate thereof, as the case may be, any amount that the Company or the Affiliate thereof
may reasonably determine to be necessary to satisfy such withholding obligation. Subject to the prior approval of the Company or
the Affiliate thereof, which may be withheld by the Company or the Affiliate thereof, as the case may be, in its sole discretion, the
Grantee may elect to satisfy such obligations, in whole or in part, (i) by causing the Company or the Affiliate thereof to withhold
shares of Stock otherwise issuable to the Grantee or (ii) by delivering to the Company or the Affiliate shares of Stock already
owned by the Grantee. The shares of Stock so delivered or withheld shall have an aggregate Fair Market Value equal to such
withholding obligations. The Fair Market Value of the shares of Stock used to satisfy such withholding obligation shall be
determined by the Board as of the date that the amount of tax to be withheld is to be determined. A Grantee who has made an
election pursuant to this Section 4 may satisfy his or her withholding obligation only with shares of Stock that are not subject to any
repurchase, forfeiture, unfulfilled vesting, or other similar requirements. The maximum number of shares of Stock that may be
withheld from any Award to satisfy any federal, state or local tax withholding requirements upon the exercise, vesting, lapse of
restrictions applicable to such Award or payment of shares pursuant to such Award, as applicable, cannot exceed such number of
shares having a Fair Market Value equal to the minimum statutory amount required by the Company to be withheld and paid to any
such federal, state or local taxing authority with respect to such exercise, vesting, lapse of restrictions or payment of shares.
5. RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFER OF SHARES OF STOCK
5.1 Repurchase and Other Rights.
Stock issued pursuant to an Award of Restricted Stock may be subject to such right of repurchase upon termination of
Service or other transfer restrictions as the Board may determine, consistent with applicable law.
5.2 Installment Payments.
In the case of any repurchase of shares of Stock acquired by the Grantee under an Award of Restricted Stock subject to any
Sale Restrictions, as defined in Section 2.1(c) of the Agreement, the Company or its permitted assignee may pay the Grantee,
transferee, or other registered owner of the Stock the purchase price in three (3) or fewer annual installments. Interest shall be
credited on the installments at the applicable federal rate (as determined for purposes of the Code) in effect on the date on which the
purchase is made. The Company or its permitted assignee shall pay at least one-third of the total purchase price each year, plus
interest on the unpaid balance, with the first payment being made on or before the 60th day after the purchase.

5.3 Legend.
In order to enforce the restrictions imposed upon shares of Stock under this Plan, the Board may cause a legend or legends
to be placed on any certificate representing shares issued pursuant to this Plan that complies with the applicable securities laws and
regulations and makes appropriate reference to the restrictions imposed under it.
6. REQUIREMENTS OF LAW
6.1 General.
The Company shall not be required to issue any shares of Stock under any Award if the issuance of such shares would
constitute a violation by the Grantee, any other individual exercising a right emanating from such Award, or the Company of any
provision of any law or regulation of any governmental authority, including without limitation any federal or state securities laws or
regulations. If at any time the Company shall determine, in its discretion, that the listing, registration or qualification of any shares
subject to an Award upon any securities exchange or under any governmental regulatory body is necessary or desirable as a
condition of, or in connection with, the issuance or purchase of shares hereunder, no shares of Stock may be issued to the Grantee or
any other individual unless such listing, registration, qualification, consent or approval shall have been effected or obtained free of
any conditions not acceptable to the Company, and any delay caused thereby shall in no way affect the date of termination of the
Award. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, in connection with the Securities Act, upon the exercise of any right
emanating from such Award or the delivery of any shares of Restricted Stock, unless a registration statement under the Securities
Act is in effect with respect to the shares of Stock covered by such Award, the Company shall not be required to issue such shares
unless the Board has received evidence satisfactory to it that the Grantee or any other individual may acquire such shares pursuant to
an exemption from registration under the Securities Act. Any determination in this connection by the Board shall be final, binding,
and conclusive. The Company may, but shall in no event be obligated to, register any securities covered hereby pursuant to the
Securities Act. The Company shall not be obligated to take any affirmative action in order to cause the issuance of shares of Stock
pursuant to the Plan to comply with any law or regulation of any governmental authority.
6.2

Securities Representations .
The shares of Stock being issued to the Grantee are being made by the Company in reliance upon the following
express representations and warranties of the Grantee. The Grantee acknowledges, represents and warrants that:
(a) The Grantee has been advised that she may be an “affiliate” within the meaning of Rule 144 under the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended (the “Act”) and in this connection the Company is relying in part on his or her representations set forth in
this Section.
(b) If the Grantee is deemed an affiliate within the meaning of Rule 144 of the Act, the Stock issued under this Plan
must be held indefinitely unless an exemption from any applicable resale restrictions is available or the Company files an additional
registration statement (or a “re-offer prospectus”) with regard to such shares of Stock and the Company is under no obligation to
register the shares (or to file a “re-offer prospectus”).
(c) If the Grantee is deemed an affiliate within the meaning of Rule 144 of the Act, the Grantee understands that the
exemption from registration under Rule 144 will not be available unless (i) a public trading market then exists for the Stock of the
Company, (ii) adequate information concerning the Company is then available to the public, and (iii) other terms and conditions of
Rule 144 or any exemption therefrom are complied with; and that any sales of the shares of Stock may be made only in limited
amounts

in accordance with such terms and conditions.
6.4

409A .

(a) The Plan shall be unfunded. Neither the Company nor the Board shall be required to establish any special or separate
fund or to segregate any assets to assure the performance of its obligations under the Plan. The Plan is intended to comply with
section 409A of the Code to the extent subject thereto, and, accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted, the Plan shall be
interpreted and administered to be in compliance therewith. Any payments described in the Plan that are due within the “short-term
deferral period” as defined in section 409A of the Code shall not be treated as deferred compensation unless applicable laws require
otherwise. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Plan, to the extent required to avoid accelerated taxation and tax
penalties under section 409A of the Code, amounts that would otherwise be payable and benefits that would otherwise be provided
pursuant to the Plan during the six (6) month period immediately following the Grantee’s termination of continuous service shall
instead be paid on the first payroll date after the six-month anniversary of the Grantee’s separation from service (or the Grantee’s
death, if earlier). In furtherance of this interest, to the extent that any Treasury Regulations or other guidance issued under section
409A of the Code after the date of this Agreement would result in payment of interest or tax penalty under section 409A of the
Code, the Company and the Grantee agree, to the extent permissible, to amend this Plan, in order to bring this Plan into compliance
with the provisions of section 409A of the Code. In no event shall the Company or any successor to the Company or their respective
affiliates, successors, shareholders, employees, officers or agents have any liability relating to the failure or alleged failure of any
payment or benefit under this Agreement to comply with, or be exempt from, the requirements of section 409A. If the Company,
for any reason, does not timely withhold the full amount of payroll tax, withholding or other taxes necessary to satisfy the
Company’s withholding obligation to the U.S. Treasury or state taxing authority hereunder and the Recipient receives amounts in
excess of the amounts she would otherwise be entitled to under this Agreement after taking into account such legal withholding
obligations, Recipient agrees to return such excess amounts to the Company within thirty (30) days of the Company’s request to do
so. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, NONE OF THE COMPANY OR ANY
SUCCESSOR TO THE COMPANY OR THEIR RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES, SUCCESSORS, SHAREHOLDERS,
EMPLOYEES, OFFICERS OR AGENTS MAKE ANY GUARANTEE OF TAX CONSEQUENCES WITH RESPECT TO THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY BENEFITS OR PAYMENTS PROVIDED FOR HEREIN.
7. EFFECT OF CHANGES IN CAPITALIZATION
7.1 Changes in Stock.
If the number of outstanding shares of Stock is increased or decreased or the shares of Stock are changed into or exchanged
for a different number or kind of shares or other securities of the Company on account of any recapitalization, reclassification, stock
split, reverse split, combination of shares, exchange of shares, stock dividend or other distribution payable in capital stock, or other
increase or decrease in such shares effected without receipt of consideration by the Company occurring after the Commencement
Date, the number and kinds of shares for which Awards may be made under the Plan shall be adjusted proportionately and
accordingly by the Board. In addition, the number and kind of shares for which Awards are outstanding shall be adjusted
proportionately and accordingly so that the proportionate interest of the Grantee immediately following such event shall, to the
extent practicable, be the same as immediately before such event. The conversion of any convertible securities of the Company shall
not be treated as an increase in shares effected without receipt of consideration. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event of any
distribution to the Company’s stockholders of securities of any other entity or other assets (including an extraordinary dividend but
excluding a non-extraordinary dividend of the Company) without receipt of consideration by the Company,

the Company shall, in such manner as the Company deems appropriate, adjust the number and kind of shares subject to outstanding
Awards to reflect such distribution.
7.2 Reorganization in Which the Company Is the Surviving Entity and in Which
No Change of Control Occurs.
If the Company shall be the surviving entity in any reorganization, merger, or consolidation of the Company with one or
more other entities and in which no Change of Control occurs, any Award theretofore made pursuant to this Plan shall pertain to and
apply to the securities to which a holder of the number of shares of Stock subject to such Award would have been entitled
immediately following such reorganization, merger, or consolidation. In the event of a transaction described in this Section 7.2 ,
Long-Term Incentive Shares shall be adjusted so as to apply to the securities that a holder of the number of shares of Stock subject to
the Long-Term Incentive Shares would have been entitled to receive immediately following such transaction.
7.3 Change of Control.
Upon the occurrence of a Change of Control, immediately prior to the scheduled consummation of a Change of Control, all
shares of Restricted Stock shall become immediately vested and all Long-Term Incentive Shares that have not been granted shall be
granted and become immediately vested.
7.4 No Limitations on Company.
The making of Awards pursuant to the Plan shall not affect or limit in any way the right or power of the Company to make
adjustments, reclassifications, reorganizations, or changes of its capital or business structure or to merge, consolidate, dissolve, or
liquidate, or to sell or transfer all or any part of its business or assets.

Exhibit B
FORM OF GENERAL RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS

This General Release of All Claims is made as of
(“ General Release ”), by
and between [] (“ Employee ”) and The KEYW Corporation (the “ Company ”).
WHEREAS, the Company and Employee are parties to an Employment Agreement dated as of [_
Employment Agreement ”);

] (the “

WHEREAS, the execution of this General Release is a condition precedent to the Company’s obligation to pay the
severance payments as set forth in the Employment Agreement;
WHEREAS, in consideration for Employee’s signing of this General Release, the Company will pay Employee the
severance payments pursuant the Employment Agreement, as applicable; and
WHEREAS, Employee and the Company intend that this General Release shall be in full satisfaction of the
obligations described in this General Release owed to the Employee by the Company, including those under the Employment
Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants and agreements herein contained,
the Company and Employee agree as follows:
1. Employee, for himself, Employee’s spouse, heirs, administrators, children, representatives, executors, successors, assigns,
and all other persons claiming through Employee, if any (collectively, “ Releasers ”), does hereby release, waive, and forever
discharge the Company and each of its respective agents, subsidiaries, parents, Affiliates, related organizations, and all of their
employees, officers, directors, managers, attorneys, successors, and assigns (collectively, the “ Releasees ”) from, and does fully
waive any obligations of Releasees to Releasers for, any and all liability, actions, charges, causes of action, demands, damages, or
claims for relief, remuneration, sums of money, accounts or expenses (including attorneys’ fees and costs) of any kind whatsoever,
whether known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, disclosed or undisclosed, or contingent or absolute, which heretofore has
been or which hereafter may be suffered or sustained, directly or indirectly, by Releasers in consequence of, arising out of, or in any
way relating to: (a) Employee’s employment with the Company or any of its subsidiaries or Affiliates; (b) the termination of
Employee’s employment with the Company and any of its subsidiaries or Affiliates; (c) the Employment Agreement; (d) violation
of any law including but not limited to federal, state or local statutes, or the common law of any jurisdiction; or (e) any events
occurring on or prior to the date of this General Release. Notwithstanding the above, this release and waiver does not apply to: (i)
any right to indemnification now existing under the Company’s governing documents or applicable law; (ii) any rights to the receipt
of employee benefits which vested on or prior to the date of this General Release; (iii) the right to receive severance payments in
accordance with Section 4.2 of the Employment Agreement; and (iv) right to continuation coverage pursuant to the Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act.
2. Excluded from this General Release and waiver are any claims which cannot be waived by law, including but not limited to the
right to participate in an investigation conducted by certain government agencies. Employee does, however, waive Employee’s right
to any monetary recovery should any agency (such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission) pursue any claims on
Employee’s

behalf. Employee represents and warrants that Employee has not filed any complaint, charge, or lawsuit against the Releasees with
any government agency or any court.
3. Employee agrees that neither this General Release, nor the furnishing of the consideration for this General Release, shall
be deemed or construed at any time to be an admission by the Company, any Releasees, or Employee of any improper or unlawful
conduct.
4.

Employee acknowledges and recites that:
(a) Employee has executed this General Release knowingly and voluntarily;
(b) Employee has read and understands this General Release in its entirety;
(c) Employee has been advised and directed orally and in writing (and this subparagraph (c) constitutes such
written direction) to seek legal counsel and any other advice Employee wishes with respect to the terms of this
General Release before executing it; and
(d) Employee’s execution of this General Release has not been forced by any employee or agent of the
Company.

5. This General Release shall be governed by the internal laws (and not the choice of laws) of the State of Maryland, except
for the application of preemptive Federal law.
6. Employee shall have 21 calendar days to consider this General Release and 7 calendar days from the date she executes
this General Release to revoke her waiver of any Age Discrimination in Employment Act claims by providing written notice of the
revocation to the Company, as provided in Section 4.2 of the Employment Agreement. In the event of such revocation, the terms of
Section 4.2 of the Employment Agreement shall govern. Once signed, in the absence of your revocation of this General Release, the
General Release will become effective on the day following the seventh and final day of the revocation period.
7. Employee expressly agrees that, except to the extent required by law, she will not disclose or cause to be disclosed any
negative, adverse or derogatory comments or information about the Company, and will not make any such comments or provide
such information to any customer of the Company, to any person associated with any media, to the general public, or to any other
person or entity.
8. Employee agrees that she will keep entirely secret and confidential, and shall not use or disclose to any person or entity,
in any manner or for any purpose whatsoever, any information of the Company that is not available to the general public and/or not
generally known outside the Company and to which she has had access during the course of her employment by the Company,
including, without limitation, the Company's confidential, proprietary, and trade secret information and any information relating to:
the Company's business or operations; its plans, strategies, prospects or objectives; its products, technology, processes or
specifications; its research and development operations or plans; its customers and customer lists; its manufacturing, distribution,
sales, service, support and marketing practices and operations; its financial conditions and results of operations; its pricing, pricing
strategies and costs; its operational strengths and weaknesses; its personnel and compensation policies, procedures and transactions;
its plans for any strategic exit and all information of third parties for which the Company has an obligation to maintain as
confidential.
9. Employee further agrees that within five (5) business days after the Effective Date of this Agreement, she will return to
the Company: (i) all documents, data, material, details and copies thereof

in any form (electronic or hard copy) and wherever located (including in personally owned computers, storage media or accounts)
that are the property of the Company or were created using the Company's resources or during any hours worked for the Company,
including, without limitation, any data referred to in Paragraph 10 herein; and (ii) all other property belonging to the Company,
wherever located, including, without limitation, all computer equipment and associated passwords, property passes, keys, credit
cards, business cards, and identification badges.
10. In consideration for the Company's promises and undertakings set forth in this Agreement, Employee, on behalf of
himself, and her heirs, representatives, and assigns, hereby agrees and covenants, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law,
not to commence, maintain, prosecute or participate in any action or proceeding of any kind against Releasees based on any of the
claims waived and released in Paragraph 1 of this General Release.
11. Capitalized terms not defined in this General Release have the meanings given in the Employment Agreement.
PLEASE READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY. IT CONTAINS A RELEASE OF ALL KNOWN AND UNKNOWN
CLAIMS.
Date:
Michelle Cook

Date:
By:
Title:

Exhibit C
Prior Agreements
Principal Non-Competition Agreement between Michele Cook and Booz Allen Hamilton Inc. dated October 9, 2014.

Exhibit 21.1
Subsidiary List of The KeyW Holding Corporation
Name

Jurisdiction of Organization

The KeyW Corporation

Maryland

Hexis Cyber Solutions, Inc.

Maryland

Aeroptic, LLC (subsidiary of The KeyW Corporation)

Massachusetts

GeoVantage, Inc. (subsidiary of Aeroptic, LLC)

Delaware

SenSage, Inc. (subsidiary of Hexis Cyber Solution, Inc.)

California

Exhibit 23.1
CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
We have issued our reports dated March 15, 2017 , with respect to the consolidated financial statements and internal control over financial reporting included in the
Annual Report of The KeyW Holding Corporation on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2016 . We consent to the incorporation by reference of said
reports in the Registration Statements of The KeyW Holding Corporation on Form S-3 (File No. 333-215115) and on Forms S-8 (File No. 333-185718 and File No.
333-170194).
/s/GRANT THORNTON LLP
Baltimore, Maryland
March 15, 2017

Exhibit 31.1
The KeyW Holding Corporation
CERTIFICATION
I, William J. Weber, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of The KeyW Holding Corporation;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15 (e) and 15d-15 (e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15-d-15(f))
for the registrant and have:

5.

Date:

a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure
that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities,
particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision,
to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness
of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal
quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect,
the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the
registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely
to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over
financial reporting.

March 15, 2017

/s/ William J. Weber
William J. Weber
President and Chief Executive Officer

Exhibit 31.2
The KeyW Holding Corporation
CERTIFICATION
I, Michael J. Alber, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of The KeyW Holding Corporation;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15 (e) and 15d-15 (e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15-d-15(f))
for the registrant and have:

5.

Date:

a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure
that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities,
particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision,
to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness
of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal
quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect,
the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the
registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely
to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over
financial reporting.

March 15, 2017

/s/ Michael J. Alber
Michael J. Alber
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION
Each of the undersigned hereby certifies, for the purposes of Section 1350 of Chapter 63 of Title 18 of the United States Code, as adopted pursuant to Section 906
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, in his capacity as an officer of The KeyW Holding Corporation (“KeyW”), that, to the best of his knowledge and belief, the
Annual Report of KeyW on Form 10-K for the period ended December 31, 2016 , fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and that the information contained in such report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of
KeyW.
Date:

March 15, 2017

By:

/s/ William J. Weber
William J. Weber
President and Chief Executive Officer

Date:

March 15, 2017

By:

/s/ Michael J. Alber
Michael J. Alber
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

This written statement is being furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission as an exhibit to such Form 10-K. A signed original of this statement has been
provided to KeyW and will be retained by KeyW and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.

